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Abstract 
The thesis presents an intermediate modelling approach to study transient behaviour of vehicle 
systems, with emphasis put on simplified yet accurate representation of important system 
elements. A representative non-linear vehicle model is developed in MA TLAB/Simulink 
environment, where non-linear characteristics of tyre, suspension and braking system are 
included to capture the dynamic behaviour of a vehicle under transient conditions. The novel 
aspect of this work is the application of a representative full vehicle-tyre-ABS integrated set-up 
to study the complicated interaction between tyre and anti-lock braking, under a range of 
demanding operating conditions, including combined cornering and braking .. 
The modelling methodology involves development of low end vehicle models, based on the 
Newton-Euler formulation. Subsequently, an intermediate vehicle model is devised, where more 
details are incorporated such as additional DOF to capture the sprung mass motion in space, 
along with its non-linear interactions with the un-sprung masses, large angle effects, kinematics 
of steering/wheels and an appropriate tyre model suitable for transient manoeuvres. Particular 
attention is paid to the suspension system modelling, through inclusion of non-linear effects in 
springs, dampers, bump-stops, and anti-roll bars, along with the jacking and anti-dive effects 
using the virtual work method. The model also incorporates a hydraulic brake model, based on 
the reduced order brake system dynamics for realistic simulation of the braking manoeuvres. 
A complex multi-body ADAMS/Chassis model, with much greater level of detail, has also been 
established to extensively compare and enhance the realistic behaviour of the intermediate 
vehicle model. During the simulation exercise, the intermediate vehicle model has shown good 
agreement with the complex ADAMS model, thus justifying the accurate representation of 
vehicle.non-linear characteristics, particularly the suspension system. The realistic behaviour of 
the vehicle model is further ascertained with a reliable GPS enabled test vehicle, by performing 
number of manoeuvres on test tracks, including combined cornering and braking. 
A representative 4-channel conventional ABS system is modelled and integrated in the 
intermediate vehicle model. The ABS adopts generic peak seeking approach, employing wheel 
deceleration and brake slip as control variables. External braking inputs, in form of stepped 
pressure pulses, are also separately used to represent the transient braking system dynamics. 
In the current work, different transient tyre models based on the single point contact approach 
and using Magic Formula steady-state characteristics are applied, while studying the influence of 
their dynamic behaviour on the ABS system. By employing a representative ABS system in a 
multi-body vehicle model and considering the particularly demanding situation of combined 
braking I cornering, it is shown that the models which are adequate for pure braking might 
struggle when the complicated full vehicle dynamics are excited. It is shown that the first order 
relaxation length approach may not be sufficient to fully satisfy the requirements of an ABS 
braking, especially if the relaxation length is not modelled as a variable dependent on tyre slip. 
In comparison, the modelling approach, where the carcass compliances and contact patch 
properties are explicitly represented, can handle the oscillatory tyre behaviour associated with 
ABS braking, in a far more accurate manner. In comparison to the earlier studies, which were 
mostly conducted for straight-line braking, this thesis stresses the fact that the tyre behaviour can 
be influenced by the complex interaction of handling and braking, and hence the effect should be 
captured while investigating or evaluating the performance of a tyre model in relation with ABS 
simulation. 
Keywords: vehicle handling, ABS braking, intermediate vehicle modelling, multi-body 
dynamics, transient tyre modelling, transient manoeuvres, vehicle testing 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Preamble 
The study of the dynamic behaviour of vehicles using computer simulation has been one of 
the major areas of research for many years. Based on the application area, the vehicle 
systems used for performing these studies vary greatly in their capability, complexity and 
amount of data required. Looking at the vehicle modelling spectrum, on the one hand, there 
is multi-body formulation approach, where the commercially available packages have 
enabled the users to build complex vehicle models. In this approach the tendency is to 
represent most of the vehicle subsystems in great detail by employing rigid or flexible bodies 
with numerous joints and couplings. On the other hand, there is the classical modelling 
approach, where the equations of motion are mostly formulated by the users in the Newton-
Euler form, resulting in simpler models with only a few degrees of freedom and a minimum 
number of parameters. While, the multi-body formulation approach is highly advantageous 
when it comes to iterative design optimization at both system and component levels, its 
requirement for large amount of data and the modelling effort often makes it a less 
preferable approach for people working outside the vehicle industry. The non-reliability of 
the large data sets (obtained from different sources) also acts as a constraint many times. In 
comparison, the simple models with far less parameters and faster computational times are 
mostly preferred for studying basic vehicle handling characteristics and vehicle control 
problems. However, their severe limitation is to adequately represent vehicle non-linear 
behaviour, especially during transient operating conditions. 
Although, both the modelling approaches have their own set of advantages and drawbacks, 
its not always pragmatic to model a vehicle based on one or the other extremes. In the past, 
though, many authors such as Sayers and Han, (1996), Dickison and Y ardley, (1993), Crolla 
et a/, (1994), Alien and Rosenthal, (1994), Willumeit et al, (1992), and Lukowski and 
Medeksza, (1992) have advocated the need for reduced complexity of a vehicle model, it is 
not so straight forward to draw a line for the level of complexity a model or system in 
general should possess. At the end, whether it is customized or generic vehicle model, it is 
important that any decision to include the requisite amount of parameters or components 
details involve proper consideration of the problem area to be addressed. 
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By combining the two aforementioned modelling extremes, a third modelling approach can 
be used, where using the Newton-Euler formulation for the derivation of equations of 
motion, it is possible to derive non-linear multi-body models for the simulation of handling 
dynamics (Ellis, 1994). This approach, also referred to as intermediate modelling approach 
(Zainul-Abidin, 2005), can provide sufficiently accurate results for use in prediction, 
assessment and optimisation studies. The models formulated, using Newton-Euler approach, 
although, require less computational effort than any method based on the constrained 
Lagrangian dynamics, but at the same time, they are susceptible to inaccuracies induced by 
various assumptions/simplifications made during the derivation process. However, an 
additional advantage of such intermediate models is that their relatively simple structure 
allows general trends to be observed in relation to vehicle parameters. This leads to useful 
conclusions which might be significantly more difficult to draw when working with more 
complex models which exhibit a large number of interactions. As a result, researchers often 
rely on simple models when it comes to parametric investigations, avoiding the use of high-
end multi-body software packages (Renfroe et al, 2006, Hac, 2002, Allen et al, 1999). 
Keeping in context the application area - for the studies involving critical handling and 
braking manoeuvres, it is imperative to include certain amount of detail in the vehicle model 
in a realistic marmer, especially for representation of suspension, steering and tyre 
characteristics. However, when it comes to intermediate vehicle modelling, it is always a 
challenge to maintain an optimum balance between the two modelling extremes, as one has 
to ensure that the ease of parametric investigation along with computational efficiency is not 
lost, while keeping the correct amount of complexity in a vehicle model. 
1.2 Problem Description 
Vehicle braking and stability control has an important place in the study of handling 
performance. Over the years, a large effort has been expended in the development of various 
active systems to assist braking and directional control of the vehicle under various driving 
conditions, among which the prime ones such as anti-lock-braking system, traction control 
system, four wheel steering system, and vehicle stability control system have already made 
their way into production passenger vehicles. Different methods of applying control on these 
braking systems have been developed; from linear control to highly robust non-linear 
control. Whilst most of the control system studies are conducted using relatively simple 
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vehicle models, the complexity of the model along with its various parameters and the 
severity of manoeuvres have significant effects on the performance of a particular control 
system. More studies are required to establish the influence of these parameters on the 
behaviour of the control systems, so that a wider knowledge-base is established for the 
simulation of real life driving situations. 
Among the different active braking control systems, anti-lock braking system is the most 
commonly used, whose objective is to not only prevent the wheel from locking, but also 
retain an adequate cornering force for directional stability. To achieve its objective, the ABS 
system should be ideally capable of exploiting frictional force between the tyre and road 
surface to its maximum extent. However, the frictional force coefficient is a non-linear 
function of the wheel slip, where the longitudinal braking coefficient reaches its peak value 
at some intermediate value of brake slip, where as the lateral force coefficient attains its 
maximum value at the lowest value of brake slip. In addition, the relation between the 
frictional force coefficient and brake slip (commonly represented as i.l - slip curve) also 
varies with the road surface and driving condition. This means, for efficient operation, the 
ABS system has to maintain the brake slip within an optimum range so that the tyre carmot 
only develop high braking force for stopping the vehicle, but also retain sufficiently large 
lateral force, while cornering. However, for performing slip control, the correct 
determination of the primary input parameter (i.e. wheel angular speed) holds significance as 
it directly affects the calculation or estimation of the wheel slip. 
During an ABS operation, there is rapid fluctuation of the brake pressure at the wheels, as 
the ABS control performs brake pressure modulation by apply, release or hold cycles for the 
hydraulic pressure through the solenoid valves. The tyre-wheel assembly also experiences 
excitation from the road surface irregularities, which along with the brake pressure 
fluctuation translates into rapid fluctuation of the angular wheel speed as well as the brake 
slip. These fluctuations in the tyre-wheel assembly, when coupled with the load variations 
and the other transients present in the axle and suspension, have an adverse impact on the 
angular wheel speed signals. As the ABS system relies heavily on the information from the 
wheel speed sensors, any disturbance there can affect its overall functioning. These 
fluctuations or oscillations of the wheel speed are also a result of the tyre transient 
behaviour, which in the aftermath of the structural deformations (carcass, sidewall, belt and 
tread), due to various time bound external excitations causes lags in the longitudinal and 
lateral force response in relation to the tyre slippages. Hence, in an ABS simulation study, it 
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is quite crucial to have a dynamic tyre model, which apart from predicting accurate 
behaviour, can also handle fast transients and high slippages. 
In the past, several authors (van der Jagt et al, 1989, Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997, Jansen et 
al, 1999, Pauwelussen et al, 2003, Braghin et al, 2006) have applied transient tyre models 
for ABS studies, where these authors have either resorted to quarter vehicle models or 
preliminary runs for straight-line braking. In another study, van Zanten et a!, (1989, 1990) 
have conducted detailed experimental investigation, where the authors studied transients in 
longitudinal and lateral tyre forces in relation to an ABS system, using experimental car 
fitted with rotating wheel dynamometer. The authors further extended their study to develop 
a transient tyre model, which was simulated in a modelled tyre test stand, so as to validate 
the experimental investigation. While, most of the aforementioned studies have tried to 
establish the effectiveness of the particular transient tyre model to study responses in relation 
to the high frequency input such as road undulations and brake torque variations. However, 
much scope still exists to study the interaction of tyre and anti-lock braking, particularly 
during combined cornering and braking manoeuvres, where due to interaction of handling 
and braking, the influence of tyre transience may be significantly different in relation to the 
straight-line braking. 
Like in any simulation oriented research work, to conduct such a study, one has to confront 
an important issue i.e. the decision about the modelling approach and the overall complexity 
of the method. At the first sight, one can be tempted to go for a detailed approach where all 
the three components i.e. vehicle model, ABS braking system and tyre model are represented 
in significant detail, covering the various non-linear or the transient aspects of their 
behaviour. However, such an approach may not be entirely practical, as there is a good 
chance that all the above three components may need different modelling tools or 
environments, where issues like compatibility, computational time/effort, as well as effective 
integration can create undue difficulties. On the other hand, one may go with a fairly 
simplified modelling approach, such as those mostly followed in control oriented studies. 
However, this will be hard to justify as the key objective is the study of the influence of tyre 
transient behaviour, under the influence of other vehicle sub-systems, on ABS braking. 
Hence, keeping the overall direction of the research in a streamline manner necessitates a 
representative system modelling approach to be selected, where not only the vehicle model, 
but also the choice of other components such as transient tyre model and the ABS brake 
system is influenced by the idea that there needs to be an adequate balance between the 
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complexity and simplicity, while representing a dynamic vehicle system for transient 
analysis. 
1.3 Overall Aims and Objectives 
Keeping in perspective the problems stated in the preceding sections, the overall aim and 
objectives of the research project are listed below: 
The aim of the present research is to conduct a simulation study to investigate the complicated 
interaction between tyre and anti-lock braking, under a range of demanding operating conditions, 
including combined cornering and braking. Conducting such a study in a representative full 
vehicle-tyre-ABS integrated set-up in a multi-body simulation environment may not only aid 
in better prediction of the tyre behaviour (in more demanding situations), but will also help 
in establishing an understanding of the transient tyre model requirements for performing 
vehicle braking and stability control studies. 
Towards the achievement of aims, the following objectives have to be met. 
Developing a representative vehicle model for transient analysis is the starting point in the 
research. The first objective is to develop a vehicle model, based on Newton-Euler 
formulation of equations of motion, with adequate representation of the various non-linearities. 
In order to critically access the vehicle model (also referred as intermediate vehicle model), a 
multi-body ADAMS model with much greater level of detail will be established, thus 
ascertaining the performance of the intermediate vehicle model for a range of transient 
handling manoeuvres. Later, an experimental test programme will be conducted to further 
evaluate the intermediate vehicle model against an instrurnented vehicle on test track. 
The second objective is to develop a representative ABS control algorithm, based on peak 
seeking approach, and integrate in with the intermediate vehicle model. Apart from capturing 
the important characteristics of a conventional ABS system in the control algorithm, large 
effort has to be expended to correctly establish the various ABS parameters and their values, 
through published work and by performing nnmber of iterations. 
The third objective is to explore the various approaches for transient tyre modelling based on 
the widely used semi-empirical Magic Formula characteristics, and to implement them in the 
intermediate vehicle model. 
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Finally, a series of simulation need to be conducted, in a full vehicle-tyre-ABS integrated 
modelling environment, to investigate the interaction between transient tyre response and 
anti-lock braking control, for a range of operating conditions, including combined cornering 
and braking. Additionally, to further investigate the tyre response under transient braking 
system dynamics, a stepped brake pressure input with short pulses will be applied, to 
compare the performance of the different tyre models. 
To meet the above aims and objectives, the following work plan is devised: 
1. Development of simple vehicle models, like those mostly used in control studies. 
2. Development of a 10-DOF intermediate vehicle model in MATLAB-Simulink 
environment, incorporating sufficient DOFs to capture all the translational and rotational 
motions of the unsprung masses in space, along with adequate representation of the 
various sub-systems such as suspension, steering, wheel-tyre and driving/braking system. 
3. Establishing a detailed multi-body dynamic model in ADAMS/Chassis environment, 
with non-linear characteristics of different assembled parts, including compliances in the 
body, suspension and steering sub-systems, and perform comparison with the 
intermediate vehicle model for a range of standard handling manoeuvres. 
4. Ascertaining validity of the intermediate vehicle model against the actual instrumented 
vehicles by performing real life transient handling manoeuvres on test tracks. 
5. Modelling a generic ABS braking system based on the conventional peak seeking 
approach, with the brake control cycle an adaptation of the Bosch work (Bosch, 1999). 
6. Applying the various transient tyre models, based on Magic Formula characteristics, for 
investigating their interaction with anti-lock braking control, for straight-line and 
cornering manoeuvres on different surfaces, in a full vehicle simulation environment. 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis is organised in seven chapters. A brief description of the work carried out in each 
chapter of the thesis is given below: 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction: The chapter presents some fundamental ideas in vehicle 
modelling, with an overview of problem description. The aims and objectives of the work 
are also defined. 
Chapter 2 - Literature Review: This chapter presents a review of the earlier work 
published in the area of vehicle handling dynamics. The review of different vehicle 
modelling approaches is presented, along with its various sub-systems such as suspension, 
tyre, and braking system (including ABS brake modelling). The chapter also looks into the 
influence of transient tyre behaviour on ABS braking. 
Chapter 3 - Theoretical Vehicle Modelling: A fundamental description of the theoretical 
vehicle model is discussed in this chapter, where the Newton-Euler approach is adopted for 
the formulation of equations of motion for a 6-DOF of sprung mass. The approach is 
extended to develop a 10-DOF intermediate vehicle model. The chapter also includes 
description of the hydraulic brake system model, as an integrated part of the vehicle model. 
Chapter 4 - Multi-body Model and Simulation Results: This chapter presents a detailed 
multi-body vehicle model, which is established in ADAMS/Chassis environment. This 
chapter also covers the description of the P AC2002 tyre model, which is based on the latest 
version of Magic Formula tyre model. The chapter also presents the simulation results of 
various standard handling manoeuvres, performed on three different vehicle models i.e. 3-
DOF non-linear model, I 0-DOF intermediate model and multi-body vehicle model. 
Chapter 5 - Experimental Vehicle Testing: This chapter presents the description of the 
instrumentation involved in the two different experimental test programs, along with the 
measurement results and their comparisons with the intermediate 1 0-DOF model. 
Chapter 6 - Influence of Tyre Transients in Abs Braking: This chapter presents the 
different single point contact transient tyre models, based on semi-empirical Magic Formula 
characteristics. It also looks into the modelling and description of the ABS braking system, 
developed for the present work. Finally, the simulation work is presented, where the 
influence of tyre transients on ABS braking is investigated. 
Chapter 7- Overall Conclusion and Suggestion for Future Work: This chapter provides 
the overall summary of the present work, along with the critical assessment of the present 
approach as well as some suggestion for future research work. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a review of the earlier work published in the area of vehicle handling 
dynamics. In particular, various vehicle modelling approaches and different aspects of sub-
system modelling, which are suited for a range of handling and braking studies starting from 
steady-state to limit handling conditions are reviewed. Apart from investigating the influence 
of tyre and suspension non-linearities on vehicle handling behaviour, emphasis is put on the 
review of the influence of transient tyre behaviour on ABS braking. The list of related 
publications is provided at the end of the thesis. The literature review is presented in the 
foJlowing order: 
- Vehicle Handling 
- Vehicle Modelling 
- Tyre Modelling 
- Brake System 
- ABS Braking 
2.2 Vehicle Handling 
As described in (Milliken and Milliken, 199 5), when a vehicle negotiates a turn, it normally 
goes through three phases. The first phase is entry into the turn, where the yawing velocity 
'r' and the lateral velocity 'V' build up from zero values associated with straight line motion 
to their values in a steady turn. This is called the 'transient entry' phase during which r and 
V change with time. The second phase is the 'steady-state' phase, where rand V, as well as 
the vehicle and tyre slip angles remain constant as the vehicle traverses along a path of 
nominally constant radius 'R'. The final phase is the 'transient exit' phase, where r and V 
again change with time as they return to their eventual zero values for straight line motion. 
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2.2.1 Steady-State Handling 
Steady-state handling is concerned with the directional behaviour of a vehicle under time 
invariant conditions, for example, a vehicle negotiating a curve of constant radius with a 
constant forward velocity. The vehicle, in this case, will have two simultaneous motions -
rotation about its own CG and revolution around the centre of turn, both at a constant 
angular velocity 'r' (refer Figure 2-1). The steady-state handling is most commonly analyzed 
by following kinematic method of representation. In this analysis, although forces are 
considered, the response can be related in kinematic terms to the control inputs. Thus path 
curvature, yaw rate and lateral acceleration are expressed as functions of steer angle and 
forward speed. This type of approach helps in understanding the basic handling behaviour of 
a vehicle, which can be studied using two degrees of freedom model, also popularly known 
as bicycle model (shown in Figure 2-1). Many authors such as (Ellis, 1969, Milliken and 
Milliken, 1995, Dixon, 1996, Wong, 2001) have covered this approach in their text books. 
I 
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Figure 2-1: Steady-state handling representation using bicycle model 
The relationship between the front and rear slip angles' af' and' a,', steer angle of the front 
tyres' or', turning radius 'R', and wheel base 'Lw' can be expressed as (Pacejka, 1973a): 
(2.1) 
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This indicates that the steer angle o, is not only a function of turning radius R, but also the 
front and rear slip angles a, and a, . The front and rear slip angles can be expressed as 
functions of vehicle forward speed, cornering stiffness and vehicle mass distribution at the 
front and rear respectively. Thus: 
a, =(m,/Car)(U'/R) 
a, =(mJCa,)(u'/R) 
Substituting values of a, and a, in equation (2.1) yields: 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
The term (m, /Car- mJCa,) can be expressed as the under-steer coefficient 'Kus'. 
(2.4) 
Equation (2.4) is the fundamental equation governing the steady-state handling behaviour of 
a vehicle. It indicates that the steer angle required to negotiate a given turn depends on the 
wheel base, turning radius, forward speed, and the under-steer coefficient, which itself is a 
function of the weight distribution and tyre cornering stiffness. 
The values of under-steer coefficient Kus serve to classify the steady-state handling 
characteristics into three categories: neutral steer when Kus = 0, under-steer when Kus >0 and 
over-steer when Kus <0. For an under-steering vehicle, the steering angle needs to be 
increased, when it is accelerated in a constant radius turn. For an over-steering vehicle, the 
steering angle needs to be decreased, when it is accelerated in a constant radius turn, whereas 
for a neutral steering vehicle, the steering angle needs to be maintained at the same position, 
when it is accelerated in a constant radius turn. 
The main factors controlling the steady-state handling characteristics of a vehicle are the 
weight distribution (including load transfer) and the cornering stiffness of the tyres. Various 
design and operational parameter affect the cornering stiffness of the tyres, such as tyre 
construction, inflation pressure, lateral load transfer during a turn, and application of driving 
or braking torque to the tyre during a turn. Also, the effects of roll steer, roll camber, and 
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compliance steer would be significant under certain circumstances and should be taken into 
account for a more comprehensive analysis of vehicle handling. 
Looking at the three types of steady state handling behaviour, over-steer is not desired from 
a directional stability point of view. On the other hand, a small degree of under-steer is 
considered desirable for a certain level of lateral acceleration, such as 0.4 g (Wong, 2001), 
with increased values of under-steer at higher lateral accelerations. 
Bundorf (1967) presented a method for measurement and prediction of the under-steering 
quality and the characteristic speed to determine some of the steady-state properties of 
passenger cars. In another paper, Bundorf and Leffert (1976) proposed a method to 
determine vehicle steady-state and transient response through cornering compliance, which 
includes the effects of roll, structural rigidity and suspension geometry. This method can be 
used to understand the influence of design specifications on handling behaviour of a vehicle. 
Milliken et al (1976) proposed steady-state force I moment diagrams to analyse stability and 
control of a car. The method portrays graphically vehicle handling performance, by 
employing yaw moment along with side force or lateral acceleration with side-slip and 
steering angles as variables. It is possible, for example, to reflect the entire manoeuvring 
envelope for a vehicle undergoing linear and angular acceleration, using normalized CwAy 
(yawing moment -lateral acceleration ) diagram. 
Pacejka (1973a) described a handling diagram (Figure 2-2), which is obtained by merging 
two diagrams with the same ordinates (U2/gR) into one. The first diagram, obtained by 
plotting the difference in the slip angle of the front and rear tyres (ara,) against the non-
dimensional lateral acceleration in g units (U2/gR), produces the handling curve. The other 
diagram provides a number of radial straight lines, constituting the relationship between the 
lateral acceleration U2/gR and the path curvature 1/R for constant values of the forward speed 
U. Both diagrams, when combined together, can be used to study steady-state turning 
behaviour in relation to different values of steer angle, path radius and speed. The handling 
behaviour of a vehicle can be identified by the slope of the curve in the handling diagram. 
The negative slope leads to under-steering characteristics, whilst positive slope leads to over-
steering characteristics and if the slope is zero, then this indicates a neutral steer 
characteristic. Pacejka (1973b) then applied a stability boundary in the handling diagram to 
access unstable motion of an over-steering vehicle, using slope of the handling curve at 
different values oflateral acceleration. 
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Figure 2-2: Handling diagram for the linear vehicle model (after Pacejka, 1973a) 
The handling diagrams can also be extended for more elaborate linear and non-linear 
models, where a possible shift in the vehicle behaviour from under-steer to over-steer can be 
studied. Pacejka (1973c) demonstrated the use of handling diagrams to study such behaviour, 
caused by non-linearities due to the tyres, steering compliances, unequal load transfer at 
front and rear, driving or braking forces, etc. In this case, he applied effective slip angles and 
effective cornering stiffness instead of real slip angles and cornering stiffness. Lukowski et 
al (1991) also used handling diagrams to study vehicle directional behaviour in both linear 
and non-linear ranges of tyre operation. 
Another approach for steady-state analysis for directional control instabilities was adopted 
by Alien et al (1988), where they deployed bode plots for yaw rate-to-steering input transfer 
function. By considering the bandwidth of this transfer function as being proportional to the 
rear axle side force coefficient, they demonstrated that the bandwidth approaches zero, once 
the rear axle side forces reach a saturation mode under the influence of high lateral 
acceleration. Through a series of tests, involving straight line driving to pure I combined 
cornering and braking manoeuvres, they demonstrated that the transfer function approach 
can be used to illustrate the under-steer I over-steer behaviour of a vehicle. 
A be ( 1986) extended the analysis of vehicle motion from the basic steady-state analysis, 
where the longitudinal speed is kept constant, to the vehicle undergoing steady accelerations 
ll!ld decelerations. By using quasi-steady-state equilibrium equations, the vehicle turning 
behaviour under a fixed steering angle was predicted with an increase or decrease in vehicle 
speed; in acceleration or braking. The change in vehicle under-steer I over-steer behaviour 
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along with the characteristic line was then examined, along with the effects of drive 
arrangements and brake force distribution on the vehicle behaviour. 
The International Organisation for Standards (ISO) specifies an open-loop test method for 
determining the steady-state circular driving behaviour of passenger cars, reproduced as the 
British Standard (BS ISO 4138, 2004). The three test methods specified under the standard 
are: constant-radius test method, constant steering-wheel angle test method, and the 
constant-speed test method. 
The desired set of steady-state equilibrium conditions for speed, steering-wheel angle and 
turn radius can be obtained by holding one of these parameters constant, whilst varying 
another and measuring the third (the remaining parameter). Thus, in a constant-radius test 
method, the vehicle speed is varied and the steering-wheel angle is measured; in a constant 
steering-wheel angle test method, the vehicle speed is varied and the radius of turn is 
calculated from the vehicle motion. In a constant-speed test method, the radius of turn is 
varied and the steering-wheel angle is measured, otherwise the steering-wheel angle is varied 
and the radius is calculated. The measured parameters of interest include yaw velocity or 
lateral acceleration, which can be obtained by a rate gyro and an accelerometer. Yaw 
velocity gain and lateral acceleration gains can be obtained by the ratio of yaw velocity and 
lateral acceleration to the steer angle respectively. These parameters form measures of 
vehicle steady-state handling performance. 
2.2.2 Transient Vehicle Handling 
The steady-state responses deal with the final condition of a vehicle due to application of 
steering, which after a certain input is held constant. The steady-state does not depend upon 
the way in which the steering is applied. The transient response, on the other hand, is 
affected by the steering input pattern, which controls the time history of responses before the 
steady-state is reached. The transient state, as defined by (SAE, 1976), is attained when the 
vehicle responses, the external forces relative to the body, or the control positions are 
changing with time. It is important that any handling study undertaken for analysing the 
transient response should take into account the most important sources of nonlinearities, 
which generally comes into play at high levels of lateral acceleration, triggered by steep 
control positions. The nonlinearities associated with transient behaviour makes it imperative 
to use digital simulation to solve for the time responses. 
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The handling behaviour of a vehicle depends significantly on its transient response, which 
eventually manifests into drivers subjective feel of overall handling. The transient response 
time may be defined as the time needed by the vehicle from the start of an input to reach a 
specific percentage of its final steady-state response. The percentage was assumed to be 50 
%by (Bickerstaff, 1976), whereas Whitcomb and Milliken (1956) assumed it to be 63 %. In 
a turn, various parameters leading to transient response of a vehicle are suspension 
articulation, body roll, and generation of unequal tyre slip angles at the front and rear, and 
the inner and outer wheels. 
Naude and Steyn (1993) conducted an investigation to evaluate transient handling 
characteristics of a vehicle in a double lane change manoeuvre. They employed a rigid-body 
model with detailed suspension representation. They also used a driver model to steer the 
vehicle along a prescribed path. The influence of vehicle, suspension and tyre characteristics 
on the handling performance of the vehicle was then investigated. Appel et a! (1992) studied 
the braking performance of a vehicle while cornering, using an in-house simulation package 
at the Mercedes-Benz. The yaw velocity response was found to be dependent on the 
longitudinal deceleration, with braking force distribution being the dominant factor 
influencing the directional behaviour. Antoun et a! (1987) applied full vehicle model, built in 
ADAMS platform at Ford Motor Company, to transient and limit handling responses using 
step-steer and lane change manoeuvres. The vehicle model was also correlated with 
experimental data, where some discrepancy in the response time was noted as compared to 
the test data, which was attributed to the absence of tyre relaxation length in their model. 
Hegazy et a! (2000) also conducted a transient handling analysis, using a multi-degree of 
freedom full vehicle model built in ADAMS. By subjecting the vehicle to a step-steering 
function, the vehicle responses were observed in terms oflateral acceleration, roll angles and 
load transfer. 
A variety of transient response tests have been developed based on the different type of 
control inputs. The ISO International Standard specifies (BS ISO 7401, 2003) as open-loop 
lateral transient response test methods. The transient response behaviour of a vehicle is 
determined by generating characteristic values and functions in the time and/or frequency 
domains. The important characteristics, which can be determined are the time lags, response 
times, overshoot values, and relations of lateral acceleration and yaw velocity to the steering 
angle. As control inputs, these test methods specify step input and sinusoidal input (one 
period) in time domain and random input, pulse-steer input and/or continuous sinusoidal 
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input in the frequency domain. Primarily the following output variables are measured: 
steering-wheel angle, lateral acceleration, yaw velocity, and longitudinal velocity. 
The other standard simulation tests performed for measuring transient handling responses are 
various lane change manoeuvres, J-Turn, Fishhook, braking in a turn (BS ISO 7975, 2006), 
double lane change (BS ISO 3888-1, 1999) and slalom testing. 
2.3 Vehicle Modelling 
Computer simulation techniques for vehicle handling I dynamics studies have continuously 
evolved over the years, more so from the time when Segel (1956-57) published his linear 
model for predicting handling responses. At the core of every computer simulation attempt 
lies the mathematical description of the vehicle, catering its dynamic behaviour. Such 
mathematical descriptions may vary in complexity from simple linear models with only few 
principal DOF to more elaborate non-linear multi-DOF models. 
In 1956, Whitcomb and Milliken (1956), Segel (1956-57) of the Comell Aeronautical 
Laboratory published the first major quantitative and theoretical analysis of vehicle handling 
in a series of papers. The final paper in the series by Whitcomb and Milliken (1956) studied 
the steady-state and transient motion of a vehicle using 2 DOF representation of yaw and 
side-slip degrees of freedom. The response characteristics of the vehicle were discussed 
along with the vehicle parameters that affect them. The study by Segel (1956-57) was one of 
the initial examples, when mathematical descriptions were used to closely predict the rigid 
body behaviour of a vehicle whilst cornering in response to the steering input. The equations 
of motion for his three degree of freedom model, derived in terms of stability derivatives, 
could predict the lateral dynamic behaviour of the vehicle up to a lateral acceleration of 0.3 
g. The study, in overall perspective, was perceived by many as the pioneering work in 
vehicle handling dynamics. Aware of this perception, Segel (1993) made another 
publication, providing the historical review in the development of road-vehicle dynamics. 
Keeping in perspective his contribution, he highlighted the efforts made by others since the 
invention of motorcars, in the understanding of the road vehicle behaviour, ride and handling 
issues, and emphasis of directional response and stability in relation to the pneumatic tyre. 
He chose to divide the historical development of vehicle handling theory in three distinct 
periods: Period I, which extends from the invention of the motorcar to the early 1930's 
(basic behaviour of motor car in a curved path without an established understanding of tyre 
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behaviour); Period 2, which extends from the early 1930's to the end of 1952 (understanding 
of steady-state behaviour and directional stability of the pneumatic tyre, along with study of 
transient aspects in a turn); and Period 3, which extends from 1953 to the early 1990's 
(period which saw development of linear mathematical models for vehicle starting from his 
work at CAL, leading to tyre force and moment representations, and to the development of 
multi-body computer codes to conduct non-linear analysis for vehicle behaviour). 
With the advances in computing, the final period, as identified by Segel (1993), saw rapid 
development and refinement of non-linear vehicle models - one of which was the ride and 
handling model of McHenry (1968) which formed the basis for HVOSM (Highway Vehicle 
Object Simulation Model) in the United States. The period also saw emergence of new 
modelling techniques and numerical methods. Crolla et a! (1994) in his paper, broadly 
classified these modelling techniques into two categories. The first involves solution of 
differential equations of motion derived to represent vehicle behaviour, either directly by 
integration to produce simulation time histories, or via linearised versions to undertake 
stability analyses and frequency responses. The second approach uses multi-body system 
analysis to generate the equation itself. It relies on the general description of dynamical 
system as collection of rigid bodies connected by joint and internal forces, and acted upon by 
external forces. The author further classifies the important computational methods used for 
vehicle dynamic simulations in a further four categories, pointing their relative merits and 
shortcomings: 
Purpose-designed simulation codes, where equations of motion are developed for a 
specific vehicle, which is then embedded in a computer program. The parameters can be 
changed for simulation time histories, but the model is not alterable, and particular new 
features cannot easily be incorporated. 
Multi-Body simulation packages that are numerically based, such as ADAMS and 
DADS, where the equations generated in numerical form are solved directly using 
numerical integration routines embedded in the package. These equations cannot be 
inspected like those in the purpose-designed simulation codes. 
Multi-body simulation packages that are algebraic such as AUTOSIM, where the 
equations are formulated in the symbolic form and often uses an independent solver. The 
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equations are not regenerated, every time the parameters are changed, unlike those in the 
multi-body dynamic packages. 
Toolkits, which are collection of analysis routines that formulate and process the 
equations of motion and provide results. The VDAS package developed by the authors 
(Crolla et al, 1994) which uses semi-automatic equation generation approach, was 
classified under this category. 
The paper by Crolla (1996) provides a review of vehicle dynamics theory and its 
contribution to practical vehicle design, with a focus on actively controlled components, 
such as active suspension and four wheel steering. Through the paper, the author brings 
forward the debate about the extent to which theoretical understanding in vehicle dynamics 
has translated into practice, vis-a-vis the application of sophisticated simulation tools and 
packages. Another interesting review of some of the main contributions that led to the 
development of models and tools in vehicle dynamics, was given by Blundell (1999a). 
Ralmejat (2000) also provided some interesting insight into the historic.al evolution and 
application of multi-body dynamics from fundamental physics of motion. 
Suresh and Gilmore (1994) classified vehicle modelling methods in two approaches, 
denoting them as lumped parameter model approach (LPM) and multi-body formation 
approach (MBF). The paper explained the differences between the two approaches from 
various viewpoints, such as efficiency I computation time, flexibility for modification, 
required modelling effort, and potential uses. 
The research carried out at Leeds University have led to the development of a design toolkit 
for use in the prediction of vehicle ride and handling behaviour (Crolla et al, 1994). The 
design toolkit; VDAS (Vehicle Dynamics Analysis Software) embodies all the commonly 
required calculations for vehicle dynamics studies. In addition to the standard range of 
calculation for ride I handling behaviour such as natural frequencies, mode shapes, frequency 
responses, steady-state handling diagrams etc, the package also incorporates control 
algorithms for active/semi-active suspension application. It includes a library of ride and 
handling models of varying degrees of complexity, and also has flexibility to add new 
models. 
Sayers (1989) presented the symbolic multi-body analysis package AUTOSIM for the 
automatic generation of simulation codes. Developed at UMTRI (University of Michigan 
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Transportation Research Institute) using computer language Common Lisp, the package can 
perform coding optimisation and generate custom simulation programs for a specific set of 
problem An 18-DOF generic vehicle model was developed by Sayers and Han (1996) for 
handling and braking analysis, using the AUTOSIM code generator. The model was 
compared with a full multi-body vehicle model (IA VSD litis multi-body benchmark) using 
AUTOSIM for simulation time, Eigen values and time history plots. Through the paper, the 
authors advocated the use of relatively simple models for specific vehicle handling I braking 
studies, for fast run-time performance without relying heavily on the component level 
details. 
Hogg et a! (1992) described the use of a modelling tool in the vehicle development phase, 
particularly in the design and prediction of vehicle handling and stability. The application of 
their functional vehicle model, SAM (Simulation and Analysis Model), along with a detailed 
ADAMS model, was explained in this regard. Dickison and Yardley (1993) explained the 
development of the SAM model and its experimental validation against real vehicle data. 
The 17 DOF SAM model incorporated non-linear suspension and steering characteristics, 
modelled as look-up tables. It also included first order tyre lag, using the earlier version of 
Magic Formula Tyre Model. The development work was carried at Lotus Engineering, to aid 
ride and handling improvement of its new vehicles, particularly from the point of active 
suspension systems. 
The research carried out at System Technologies Inc. (Alien et a!, 1988) led to the 
development of VDANL (Vehicle Dynamics Analysis Non-Linear) program. Alien and 
Rosenthal (1994) described the requirements for a vehicle dynamic simulation model and 
discussed the importance of identifying complexity of the vehicle model based on the 
desired response behaviour. In the same vane, in another paper, the detail requirements for a 
tyre model for vehicle dynamics simulation was given by Alien et a! (!995). The VDANL 
model, in general, is based on a 13 DOF lumped parameter model with no bounce or pitch of 
the sprung mass, but roll and bounce DOF for the front and rear un-sprung masses. The 
vehicle model was predominantly used to assess vehicle lateral/directional, as well as 
rollover stability (Alien et a!, 1991, Alien et a!, 1999). The recent validation of the vehicle 
model, with all its additional features, was given in Alien et a! (2002), where it was 
compared against test results for different manoeuvres such as double-lane change, fishhook, 
and pulse steer. Tandy et a! (1992) employed the VDANL model to conduct sensitivity 
analysis, where the model input parameter change is predicted to cause a specified change in 
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the model output. Using an inverse sensitivity analysis technique, changes in the vehicle 
parameters such as mass, cg height, various stiffness values, etc are predicted to attain a 
specified handling dynamics parameter such as yaw rate or roll angle. 
Based on the work carried out at the Engineering Dynamics corporation, a detailed vehicle 
model was presented by Day (1995). The model known as HVE was part of an integrated 
simulation environment, called HVE (Human-Vehicle-Environment) (Day, 1994), and 
provided a pre-programmed object-oriented vehicle model, where the user can carry out 
vehicle handling studies by developing a vehicle and particular environment in a 3D 
graphical user interface. The HVE interface had an integrated set of editors, where databases 
exist for creating visual models of humans, vehicles and environments. As an extension to 
the above work, Day et a! (2001) presented a new vehicle simulation model (SIMON) for 
vehicle handling, as well as collision studies. The vehicle model includes a 6 degrees of 
freedom sprung mass, along with multiple axles with up to five degrees of freedom per axle. 
The vehicle model integrated various features present in the HVE simulation environment, 
and could be used for various applications such as handling for single and articulated 
vehicles in both simple and limiting manoeuvres. It was used for vehicle design analysis, for 
collision simulation and rollover events. 
Nalecz (1992) describes development and validation of a 3 dimensional vehicle dynamics 
model; LVDS (Light Vehicle Dynamics Simulation) at the university of Missouri. The 8 
DOF L VDS model utilizes 2 coupled models: a handling model derived using Newton-Euler 
formulation and a rollover model derived using Lagrangian formulation. In addition to the 
steering, driving, and braking system, tyre and an aerodynamic model, the overall model 
utilizes multiple kinematic configurations of the front and rear suspension systems, and 
could be used for a range of vehicle dynamics analyses. Lukowski and Medeksza (1992), 
presented a 10 DOF model, based on Lagrange's equations. Since the equations were 
expressed in terms of moving coordinate system, rather than inertial coordinate system, the 
Lagrange's equations were derived, using quasi-coordinates. Demerly and Youcef-Toumi 
(2000) presented a 8 DOF model NAVDyn (Non-Linear Analysis of Vehicle Dynamics), 
built using the MATLAB I Simulink environment. With the primary focus on the handling 
and braking requirements, the reduced order model incorporated only 4 DOF for the sprung 
mass, neglecting pitch and bounce degrees of freedom. The effects of suspension I steering 
kinematics and compliances were included without resorting to the vertical dynamics of the 
suspension system. The model was validated against test data, where some differences were 
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noted on vertical load transfer during braking, which was attributed to its lack of freedom in 
pitch. 
While most of the above programs or models utilize a limited set of equations, solved by 
symbolic or a numeric code, eventually resulting in a lesser degrees of freedom 
computationally efficient models; still in practice most modelling work is dominated by 
complex multi-body-dynamic vehicle models. These can account for the effects of flexible 
couplings between vehicle sub-systems, geometrical and other non-linearities, as well as 
various kinematic constraints (Blundell and Harty, 2004). The underlying theory required for 
modelling such elaborate dynamic systems is presented by Rahnejat (1998), Blundell and 
Harty (2004) and Shabana (2005), and is primarily based on the application of the 
constrained Lagrangian multi-body dynamics. In general, the modelling process involves the 
assignment of a frame of reference and six DOF to each rigid-body component of the 
vehicle. The influence of mechanical joints and couplings is modelled mathematically by 
linking the various DOFs of the connected bodies, using holonomic I non-holonomic 
constraints. The reaction forces within the constraints are calculated as the Lagrange 
multipliers (Rahnejat, 1998, Blundell and Harty, 2004 and Shabana, 2005). The solution is 
by simultaneous handling of differential-algebraic system of equations. 
The research effort in the mid 60's and 70's at the University of Michigan led to the 
development of large rigid multi-body dynamics' solvers (Orlandea et a!, !976a, 1976b), 
eventually resulting in the commercial package ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic Analysis of 
Mechanical Systems). A detailed account of various multi-body approaches in vehicle 
dynamics and associated software packages is provided in Kortum and Sharp (1993), where 
an attempt was made to conduct a comprehensive exercise to benchmark numerous 
commercially available multi-body computer codes, used for rail and road vehicle 
applications. The exercise organised by IA VSD (International Association for Vehicle 
System Dynamics), identified two benchmarks for road vehicles: modelling of Bombardier 
Iltis vehicle and a five-link suspension system. The exercise, at the end, could not produce 
very conclusive results as similar levels of modelling consistency could not be obtained with 
the alternative codes. Also, the results were affected by the fact that major multi-body 
simulation package vendors like ADAMS and DADS chose to have a limited participation in 
the benchmark exercise. A discussion about the different multi-body codes could also be 
found in (Kortum and Sharp (1991) and Sharp (1994 ). 
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The multi-body formation approach not only develops to model the system as close as 
possible to the real system, it also helps the designer to fine tune the design at component 
level by using highly iterative design optimisation. Hegazy et al (2000) demonstrated the use 
of such an approach in solving complex vehicle handling problems. A series of papers by 
Blundell (1999a, b, 2000a, b) provides a comprehensive description of the application of 
multi-body methodology. Through these papers, he demonstrated the comparative influence 
of different suspension and tyre modelling approaches on vehicle handling simulations. 
2.3.1 Complexity of Vehicle Model 
The subject of modelling refinement or the amount of detail required in a vehicle model for 
conducting full handling studies is a contentious issue, rather similar to the use of numerous 
computation codes or mathematical modelling approaches. While the multi-body 
formulation approach holds its own advantages in terms of accuracy and prediction of real 
behaviour, it also poses problems for the uninitiated outside the vehicle industry to access 
the huge sets of data required to build vehicle models. Willumeit et al (1992) presented two 
simpler vehicle models, arguing its computational efficiency and effectiveness in solving 
particular problem associated with dynamics of vehicle. The argument has found favour in 
vehicle studies related to control, however, for studies involving large roll and pitch angles, 
one has to be careful while discretizing the system, as over-simplification of the model can 
often affect the accuracy of the results. The overall approach of lumped parameter modelling 
or intermediate vehicle modelling is also error prone as it demands much effort from the 
analyst, in deriving the equations of motion, coding and validating them, although the advent 
of mathematical tools such as Mathematica and MATLAB has somewhat reduced the 
complexity of the task. 
While many authors such as Willumeit et al (1992), Dickison and Y ardley (1993), Alien and 
Rosenthal (1994), Crolla et al (1994), and Sayers and Han (1996) have advocated the need 
for reduced complexity; it is not so straight forward to draw a line for the level of complexity 
a model in general should possess. It rather varies with the aims and objectives of the 
investigation to be carried out. The vehicle handling I dynamics models, in general, can be 
classified in two categories: linear and non-linear models. 
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2.3.1.1 Linear Models 
The most common example of linear model is the 2-DOF 'bicycle model', having only the 
lateral and yaw degrees of freedom. The linear models are mostly suitable for low level of 
lateral acceleration (0.3 - 0.4 g), and are generally employed for handling studies, which 
does not require the complications introduced by suspension or various other non-linear 
vehicle characteristics. The use of such models in control related studies have gained in 
ascendancy in last decade or so. 
The most common assumptions of these models are: 
Linear tyre behaviour 
Small steering angle 
Lateral tyre forces not being sensitive to small changes in load 
Limited DO F of sprung mass; mostly neglecting pitch and vertical translation 
Constant forward speed 
Assumption of small angles 
Many authors have covered the use of linear models in their text books such as Ellis (1994), 
Milliken and Milliken (1995) and Wong (2001). Also, Pacejka (1973a), Willumeit et al 
(I 992) demonstrated that linear models can be effectively used to study problems concerning 
the dynamics of a vehicle. 
2.3.1.2 Non-Linear Models 
The inclusion of non-linearities in the vehicle model becomes imperative for studies 
involving higher lateral accelerations, where the non-linearities due to the following effects 
become significant: 
Tyre forces and moments 
Bump and rebound stop forces 
Effect of Suspension kinematics 
Non-linear spring and damper characteristics 
Steering and suspension compliances 
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Anti-roll bar effects 
These non-linearities can be tackled either by an intermediate model, which includes 
representative non-linearities in a compact formulation, or the detailed multi-body approach, 
which includes various sources of non-linearities in a complex formulation. 
2.3.2 Suspension System 
Suspension system, being an important part of a road vehicle, has a major influence in its 
handling performance. Over the years, many studies have been conducted to improve 
understanding of suspension system kinematic and its influence on vehicle handling 
behaviour. In one of pioneering studies on suspension secondary motion, Hales (1964-65) 
conducted a theoretical analysis of the lateral properties of suspension systems. Using 
suspension derivatives, he studied the lateral motions of a wheel, resulting from prescribed 
motions of the vehicle body for a range of suspension systems such as double wishbone, 
Macpherson strut, swing axle, beam axle, and beam axle-panhard rod. Furthermore, the 
effects of suspension design on the steady-state roll angle, suspension jacking, and load 
transfer were investigated. The early use of suspension derivatives are also mentioned by 
Ellis (1969). Using a root locus analysis, Chen and Guenther (1991) investigated the 
influence of suspension roll stiffness on handling responses, where it was found to have 
more apparent impact on over-steer vehicles rather than the under-steering ones, particularly 
at high speeds. 
For simulation studies, the suspension characteristics included in a vehicle model can have a 
significant bearing on the accuracy of the results. For vehicle handling analysis, the 
suspension system representations vary from the very basic (Pacejka (1973a, b, c) to the 
very detailed with complete information about the kinematics and compliances (Hegazy et 
al, 2000 and Mirza et al, 2005). Pacejka (1973a, b, c) in his study took into account the 
effect of weight transfer, roll angle and steer compliance, but did not include the non-
linearities arising from suspension geometry and assembly constraints. Willumeit et al 
(1992) considered non-linear spring and damper characteristics, in addition to some effects 
of suspension kinematics in their non-linear two tracks model. Dickison and Y ardley (1993) 
employed a generic suspension modelling approach, where an individual suspension is 
represented as swing arm attached to the body at the instantaneous hub pivot axis with an 
additional steering swivel axis for the front wheels. All the suspension characteristics were 
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modelled as look-up tables. Sayers and Han (1996) also used a generic suspension modelling 
approach, employing simplified suspension kinematics and compliances, along with non-
linear spring dampers, which overall can represent any kind of independent suspension. 
Ross-Martin et a! (1992) applied the concept of a force roll centre (also see (Dixon, 1987)) 
to define suspension system characteristics, in their vehicle model developed at the 
University of Bath (hydraulic and dynamic systems simulation package BATH fp ). In the 
method, the lateral forces were assumed to act on the vehicle body at the front and rear roll 
centres, but it did not constrain the body to roll about these points relative to the wheels. The 
roll centre, which is determined by the tyre contact patch paths were represented in terms of 
polynomial functions, relying on the measured vehicle data. 
Ward et a/ (200 I) discussed the development of a generic suspension model for mid-class 
passenger vehicles. Rather than relying on the suspension geometry, a parametric approach 
was considered, where characteristic curves were used to describe the change in position and 
velocity of the wheel carriers along with castor and camber angles, relative to the vehicle 
body variables such as angle of the lower suspension link. The equivalent spring and damper 
forces exerted on the vehicle body were then determined. 
Various researchers, while using lumped parameter or intermediate modelling approaches, 
have often included effects of suspension kinematics through characteristics curves or non-
linear function sets. There have been instances where detailed suspension kinematics has 
been incorporated in these vehicle modelling environments. Makita (1999) employed 
differential-algebraic equations to represent kinematic constraints for suspension linkage and 
obtained a Jacobian matrix for an independent suspension system. The equation formulation 
was achieved by symbolic manipulation tool 'Mathematica', which could then be applied 
with any ordinary differential equation-based vehicle model for handling simulations. 
However, the author did not consider elasto-kinematics of the suspension system. 
Many researchers including Plochl and Lugner (2000), Schuller et al (2003), Zainul-Abidin 
(2005) incorporated suspension elasto-kinematics in full vehicle simulation studies. 
However, the inclusion of complete kinematic details can lead to a significant increase in 
computation times. Watanabe and Sayers (2004) compared the behaviour of two suspension 
modelling methods, employing CarSim and AutoSim. The fully non-linear model, where the 
3D motion of wheel spindle in space was specified through tabulated data had 20% longer 
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computation time when compared to the relatively simple model with linear kinematics of 
the wheel spindle. However, the non-linear model gave better predictions for roll and pitch at 
higher vertical movement of wheel spindles. Sharp (2000) studied the influence of 
suspension kinematics on pitching, bouncing, and tyre load transfer, to step inputs of braking 
and driving torques at the front and rear axles. The author applied different anti-dive designs 
and studied translational and rotational anti-dive influences, varying the % anti-dive. 
Lee et al (1996) performed a DOE (Design of Experiment) study to rank severity of various 
suspension factors to selected handling output parameters, deploying a 10 DOF vehicle 
model, in addition to a detailed FEA (Finite Element Analysis) model for quarter car 
suspension. The author conducted number of linear cornering I braking simulations to 
qualitatively evaluate the effect of numerous suspension variables on vehicle handling 
response. Later, using DOE and FEA, the influence of body structure, tyre rates, suspension 
components, hub bearing compliances, bushing rates etc on the overall suspension force 
compliances were qualitatively determined. 
Researchers have also used complex multi-body approach to study the influence of 
suspension characteristics on vehicle handling behaviour. Blundell (1999b) developed a 
range of vehicle models in ADAMS for handling simulation, employing different suspension 
representation. Apart from using the detailed suspension linkage model, incorporating 
bushing compliances, he employed three other simplified suspension representations, known 
as lumped mass model (suspension movement in vertical direction only), swing arm model 
(individual swing arm for each suspension to rotate about the instant centre), and roll 
stiffness model (body rotation about a single roll axis). The roll stiffness model was shown 
to agree well with the detailed linkage model, and also with the actual test results, in 
comparison to the other simpler suspension representation (Blundell, 2000b ). Using full 
vehicle simulations in ADAMS, Mirza et al (2005) investigated the dynamic influence of 
suspension parameters on a vehicle experiencing steering drift during braking, where the 
front suspension's lower control arm bushing was found to have a significant influence on 
lateral drift of a vehicle. 
McGuire and Guenther (1993) studied the effect of including longitudinal compliance link in 
conventional suspension with respect to vehicle behaviour, using ADAMS. The inclusion of 
compliance resulted in an increase in the lateral stiffness of the vehicle without significantly 
affecting its vertical body displacement. However, it also increases the magnitude of 
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compliance steer angle, which can lead to instability if an obstacle is struck. Park et al 
(2003) developed a simplified suspension kinematics model in ADAMS using laboratory 
measurements, tuned by optimization methods, for full vehicle simulation. 
With the design of active suspension system in mind, Kim et al (1999) investigated the 
relationship between suspension linkage structure (layout, strut mount point and inclination, 
swing arm length) on the equivalent values of suspension parameters, which were obtained 
using identification method for an ADAMS quarter car model. Kim and Ro (2000), in 
another study, developed a two-mass model of a quarter car suspension system using 
linearization and model reduction techniques. The authors demonstrated that a complex 
suspension linkage model could be reasonably represented by a reduced order suspension 
system model, which could provide an efficient way to handle control studies. 
2.3.2.1 Modelling for Limit Handling Conditions 
The suspension modelling requirements, considered for any vehicle simulation should 
address the concerns of the particular study. The pure lateral/directional dynamics concerns 
mainly revolve around yawing, rolling and lateral acceleration responses due to a steering 
input, whereas longitudinal dynamics is concerned mainly with longitudinal acceleration and 
the pitching response due to throttle and braking inputs. For these studies, the most important 
requirement for a suspension/wheel assembly is the tyre model force I moment response 
characteristics vis-a-vis normal load, slip ratio, camber and slip angle, and secondly the 
suspension system response characteristics, keeping account of the primary and secondary 
motions of the wheel hub. The above requirements, aided with the inertial dynamics of 
sprung and unsprung masses, gravity effects, aerodynamics, and some consideration of 
compliances and force lags should suffice for most steady-state or transient vehicle handling 
studies, unless the aim is to study any specific component or design parameter. 
The requirement, however, becomes a little different for limit handling/stability manoeuvres, 
which include spin-out and roll-over. Since these manoeuvres involve considerable 
variations in roll and pitch angles, the equation formulation should accommodate large 
angles. The vertical dynamics concerning tyre normal loads, road surface input, and 
suspension heave between sprung and unsprung masses becomes important, and so does the 
tyre deflection as it directly affects the normal load. Also, the wheel position determination 
becomes important, especially when modelling roll-over. In the suspension model, the 
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different force mechanisms such as auxiliary roll stiffness (anti-roll bar), bump stops, 
jacking/anti-dive/anti-squat, roll steer, compliance and tyre camber angle, affect the vehicle 
behaviour and should be part of the suspension modelling requirements. This section reviews 
some of the past studies, where different suspension representation were used for conducting 
extreme handling or stability simulations, including roll-over. 
In the VDANL model, the suspension characteristics, including bump stop and damper 
jounce and rebound, squat/lift effects, wheel camber etc. were defined using body roll as the 
reference (Alien et al, 1999). The front and rear unsprung masses, with their own roll 
inertia, were connected to the body through the compliant pin joints. The model also 
incorporated lateral tyre compliance along with vertical tyre deflection, in addition to a full 
range of slip, camber and load included with the tyre model; STIREMOD (Allen et a!, 
1997), which is also popularly known as STI tyre model (Systems Technology Inc.) and is 
based on the composite slip formulation. Using VDANL model, Alien et al (1999) 
conducted directional/rollover stability analysis, where they employed phase plane 
representation and bifurcation points to show transition from stable to unstable behaviour. 
For severe limit manoeuvres, Day et al, (2001) located the exact position and orientation of 
wheel centre by using terrain coordinates extracted through the HVE environment (Day, 
1994) in order to determine tyre radial deflection. The model used a secondary tyre stiffness 
multiplier for large tyre deflections. Transformation matrices and Euler angles were 
employed to incorporate large angles encountered in such manoeuvres. The equations of 
motion for the sprung mass included contribution of inertial coupling of the unsprung masses 
in the vehicle fixed x and y directions, an approach which is also followed by other 
researchers such as Eger et al (1998). Sayers and Riley (1996) also presented a detailed 
account of the vehicle I suspension modelling, which can address severe yaw and roll 
behaviour of heavy trucks using the TruckSim program. 
Hac (2002) adopted an analytical approach to study secondary effects resulting from 
suspension and tyre compliance on the propensity to roll-over. The different secondary 
effects considered were lateral movement of the vehicle CG during body roll, suspension 
jacking forces, changes in the track width due to suspension kinematics, tyre lateral 
compliance, gyroscopic forces and dynamic overshoot in the roll angle. These effects were 
then translated in terms of an expression for lateral acceleration at the roll-over threshold. 
The analytical results were supported by separate simulation tests conducted using a 16 DOF 
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vehicle model. The author suggested that the most important factor affecting lateral 
acceleration is the lateral displacement of the CG, followed by lateral compliance of tyre, 
suspension kinematic effects and changes in the CG height. In the study, the author derives 
jacking force effects using roll centre height, fixed in the symmetric vertical plane of a 
vehicle. However, in reality the roll centre does not stay symmetrical across the transverse 
plane. Gerrard (1999) analysed the mechanism of jacking for independent suspensions, using 
the concept of original roll centre, combined roll centre and roll centre migration. Through 
the study, the author proposed a set of tools in the form of simple equations for the concept 
suspension designers. 
2.4 Tyre Modelling 
Pneumatic tyre is commonly recognized as one of the most influential components of a 
vehicle, because it is the only component that contacts the road surface, and eventually 
transmits the forces and moments required to control the vehicle's motion. As the 
performance of a vehicle depends significantly on the forces and moments generated in the 
contact patch, tyre behaviour becomes crucial to most of the performance related measures 
in a modem day vehicle, such as ride, comfort, durability, fuel efficiency, NVH, and last but 
not the least vehicle handling and stability. 
Pacejka (1979) identified different classifications based on the tyre functions and the way 
tyre is mathematically represented. Differentiating between the primary and secondary tasks 
the tyre performs, its functions were grouped based on the responses, which either reflect the 
symmetrical (in-plane of tyre) or anti-symmetrical behaviour (out-of-plane). The tyre 
functions were further regrouped based on the steady-state and transient nature of these 
responses. The classification of tyre models based on their mathematical descriptions can 
also be found in Pacejka and Sharp (1991), where the authors broadly classified the tyre 
models as physical tyre models and empirical tyre models. A physical tyre model, in its 
complex form is based on detailed representation of the tyre structure and the interaction of 
contact element with ground. These mostly require computationally intensive numerical 
methods for solution, whereas, simple physical models rely on good representation of the 
basic contact geometry, aided with elastic and friction forces, and can be solved analytically. 
On the other hand, empirical methods are based on experimental test results, which are used 
to fit certain mathematical functions for the tyre forces and moments. This approach is far 
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more computationally effective than the physical models and has gained in popularity over 
the years. Though the modelling approaches are termed physical and empirical, the 
classification itself is not strictly distinct, as physically based approaches often employ 
empirical observations and correction factors, whereas empirical methods often take into 
account physical principles. This has resulted in modelling approaches that are often called 
semi-physical, semi-analytical, or semi empirical, making the whole classification more a 
continuum rather than distinct. However, in this thesis use is made of broad physical and 
empirical terms, while referring to the different modelling approaches. 
2.4.1.1 Physical Tyre Models 
In a study of cornering properties of tyres, Fiala (1954) proposed a model based on 
theoretical principles. Using simplified geometrical representation, he derived expression for 
lateral force and aligning moment by assuming the carcass centreline to behave as an 
elasticaJiy supported beam subjected to a point load (lateral) at its midpoint, with its 
deflection approximated by a quadratic polynomial. This tyre -model later became a standard 
part of ADAMS multi-body package (i.e. ADAMS/Tyre, 2005). Dugoff et al (1970) 
analysed the influence of longitudinal/lateral tyre stiffness and the coefficient of friction at 
the tyre-road interface on the vehicle steering and braking responses. Using the Fiala tyre 
model as the base, they applied many assumptions such as keeping the carcass centreline 
deformation as constant, and expressing the tyre road friction coefficient to be independent 
of the normal pressure, as well as a linear function of the relative sliding velocity. Sakai 
(198la, b, c, 1982) also used the Fiala model as the base of his eventual model to extend 
study of cornering properties of tyre to braking and traction. He conducted experimental 
studies to investigate tyre deformation in relation to slip angle, slip ratio, camber, load, 
internal pressure etc. He also studied rubber friction in relation to vertical load, sliding 
velocity and temperature. He applied all the findings to calculate six components of tyre 
forces and moments using numerical integration. In another series of papers Gim and 
Nikravesh (1990, 1991 a, b) presented an analytical tyre model for both pure and combined 
slips, where tyre dynamic properties were formulated as functions of slip ratio, slip angle, 
camber angle and other dynamic parameters. Bernard et al (1977) used an approximate 
method in their tyre model with a trapezoidal load distribution and an anisotropic friction 
coefficient, which varied linearly with sliding velocity. The approximation method concerns 
the transitions from adhesion to sliding (see Pacejka and Sharp (1991)). 
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The physical models based on analytical modelling make a number of simplifications, most 
notably the way the pressure distribution and friction coefficient are represented. This can 
often form a fundamental limitation to represent realistic tyre behaviour, especially during 
braking and traction related studies. Many of these issues were discussed by Sharp and EI-
Nashar (1986), who developed a steady-state tyre model mainly for use in computer 
simulations, applying physical principles. In the multi-spoke tyre model, the carcass and 
tread block deflections were represented through the radial spokes, located in a single plane 
with individual longitudinal, lateral and radial tip flexibilities. The tyre model required a few 
parameters to perform simulation and could cover full range of steady-state operations. 
Mavros et a! (2004) also developed numerical steady-state tyre models using the brush 
modelling approach, where they considered different non-linear characteristics such as 
viscoelastic properties of rubber and velocity dependent stick-slip frictional behaviour. 
While the simple version of their steady-state tyre model assumed a parabolic pressure 
distribution, the advanced version considered the actual normal pressure distribution, and 
could predict a more realistic self-aligning moment. 
2.4.1.2 Empirical Tyre Models 
Although the physical models provide good insight into the theoretical behaviour of the 
tyres, they often rely on complex representation of the structural properties of the tyres. This 
often leads to a relatively large computational effort, which can be not feasible in vehicle 
handling I stability simulations. The use of experimental data to understand and represent 
tyre characteristics using force and moment curves for a range of slip under the influence of 
camber and load, was initially conceived in early 1950's, as demonstrated by (Fonda, 1956-
57). However, representing large set of data in vehicle simulation studies were never easy, 
and researchers tried many mathematical functions to describe tyre cornering force 
characteristics, such as exponential, arctangent, parabolic, hyperbolic tangent, where most of 
these resulted in crude approximations (Pacejka and Sharp, 1991 ). The use of tables of data 
along with an interpolation algorithm was not considered feasible for simulation, and also it 
was found to be rather inadequate for efficient use and for optimization studies. The use of 
Fourier series and higher order polynomials yielded good results, but had a number of issues 
such as large number of coefficients, waviness in the fitted curves, and also deviations for 
extrapolations beyond the fitted range, as pointed out by Bakker et al (1987). Sitchin (1983) 
addressed some of these issues with a polynomial representation, where he divided the 
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curves into five regions such that the uniformity and continuity were maintained in each 
region. He then applied different equations for curve fit within each region. 
The most popular model of the empirical modelling method is the Magic Formula tyre 
model, which was an outcome of the joint project between Volvo and Delft University. 
Initially presented by Bakker et al (1987), the model has undergone continual development 
(Bakker et al, 1989, Pacejka and Bakker, 1993, Pacejka and Besselink, 1997). The model 
was based on the use of mathematical functions such as sine and arctan, to fit characteristics 
of longitudinal force in relation to slip ratio, and lateral force and aligning moment in 
relation to slip angle. The model employed lesser number of coefficients (obtained using 
steady-state testing) as compared to the use of polynomials. This produces very close curve 
fit. The effect of ply steer, conicity, camber and rolling resistance were incorporated in the 
model by using shift factors, which generates anti -symmetric curves with axes shifted in the 
horizontal and vertical directions from the origin of the characteristic curves. The 
characteristics represented for pure braking and cornering conditions were extended for 
combined cornering and braking using normalized composite slip quantities. This was 
further improved by Bayle et al (1993), who suggested an empirical method employing 
cosine-arctangent weight functions instead of physically- based formulae to represent 
combined slip. Pacejka and Bakker ( 1993) introduced pneumatic trail to calculate the 
aligning moment using a hill-shaped cosine function, which further simplified the calculation 
of aligning moment under combined slip conditions. Schuring et al (1993) developed BNPS 
model based on the Magic Formula concept, with the objective of automating the process of 
generating coefficients from the raw experimental data so that it can be easily implemented 
for vehicle handling studies. The model is also popularly referred as the 'Smithers' model. 
Apart from producing close curve fits, tbe advantage which the Magic Formula enjoys over 
the previously developed empirical curve fit methods is the fact that it employs physically 
meaningful quantities such as slip stiffuess values and peak values. It also allows calculation 
of forces and moments for conditions which deviate from the original imposed conditions of 
measurement. Over the years, the Magic Formula tyre model has become the popular choice 
for vehicle handling simulation in complex multi-body environments such as ADAMS. 
Blundell (2000a,b) conducted a study on tyre modelling using the Magic formula and Fiala 
Tyre models, along witb the interpolation routine, which was used as a benchmark for 
comparing the two models. The tyre data set was generated by physical testing at Dunlop 
tyres and also at flat bed tyre test machine at Coventry University, and the tyre models were 
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then simulated by developing ADAMS virtual tyre test rig. Except Fiala Model, the 
remaining two tyre models were implemented in ADAMS using Fortran subroutines. Later, 
he performed full vehicle handling simulation in ADAMS, where the combinations of the 
aforementioned tyre models with his different vehicle models were evaluated, in a double-
lane change manoeuvre. In relation to the Magic Formula model, Blundell (2000a,b) 
addressed some of the issues with the Fiala tyre model such as its reliance on less number of 
parameters which are easy to physically interpret, and its relative computational efficiency, 
along with its limitation such as representation of lateral force offsets, camber thrust, and 
aligning moment at high slip angle. The authors work in tyre I vehicle modelling has led to 
the development of an intermediate tyre model, primarily intended for use in computer 
simulation environment such as ADAMS, to evaluate flat road vehicle handling performance 
(Blundell and Harty (2007)). Though the tyre model deals with the pure slip condition only, 
it can address some of the limitation of the FIALA tyre model without resorting to large 
number of parameters. Hegazy et a! (2000a) also performed a study of different tyre models, 
using an ADAMS single tyre test rig. The tyre models used in the exercise were: Magic 
Formula, Smithers tyre model, Arizona tyre model, and STI tyre model. The aforementioned 
tyre models were compared against the experimental tyre measurement, where the Magic 
Formula was shown to have the closest match. 
2.4.1.3 Transient Tyre Modelling 
The transient characteristics of tyre relate to the time varying responses of the tyre, as a 
result of the non-linear effects of tyre structure (such as carcass elasticity and viscoelastic 
relaxation). Researchers using physical modelling approach, often include finite width of the 
contact patch, carcass compliance, and belt inertia in their models so that force and moment 
responses to time varying longitudinal, lateral and yaw excitation can be studied. Zhou et al 
(1999) extended (Sharp and El-Nashar, 1986) model for transient conditions, where three 
planes of spoke were employed (equally spaced) across the width of the tyre, as opposed to a 
single plane used in its steady-state version. The transient model includes a rigid bristle base 
with freedoms to translate longitudinally and laterally with respect to the wheel hub. As the 
spokes or bristles located in each of the three planes represent tyre structural elements at 
different locations across the width, the transient tyre behaviour requires updating the states 
of all the spokes under consideration in time domain. The semi-analytical tyre model by 
Mastinu et a/ ( 1997) contained separate carcass and tread flexibilities, where the carcass 
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deformation was calculated using finite element methods, whereas analytical formulation 
was used in the contact region for the tread, which was represented using longitudinal and 
lateral elastic elements. Mavros et al (2005a) developed a transient brush tyre model, which 
consists of a discretized flexible belt with damping and inertia, connected to a separate 
discretized viscoelastic tread with inertia. The belt elements were connected to the wheel rim 
via the carcass, represented by viscoelastic bristles with circumferential and lateral degrees 
of freedom. They applied the viscoelastic interconnections between the adjacent bristles, 
which exhibited lesser oscillatory tendency of the bristles and also lower lateral force 
generation in comparison to the independent bristles model, when exposed to the transient 
conditions, as demonstrated in another study by Mavros et a! (2005b ). 
Pacejka (1972) presented the string theory for studying transient behaviour of tyres. In the 
string theory, the tyre model consist of single or parallel strings, which are kept under a 
certain pretension by a uniform radial force distribution, representative of inflation pressure 
in tyres. The strings are elastically supported with respect to wheel centre plane in the axial 
direction, but restricted from moving in the circumferential direction, with a finite length 
established over its contact with the road surface. Also, finite contact width arises when 
parallel strings are used. The longitudinal deformation is addressed by the elastic tread 
elements, which are assumed to be flexible in the radial direction only. By taking assumption 
of small lateral deformation and considering the condition of continuity in slope at the 
leading edge, the lateral displacement of the string at the leading edge could be represented 
by first order differential equation, leading to the calculation of lateral forces and aligning 
moment. A tyre parameter significant in the transient analysis is the relaxation length, which 
also appears in the equation for lateral deflection in the stretched string model, and is 
expressed as the square root of the ratio of effective total tension acting on the string and the 
lateral carcass stiffness per unit length of the tyre circumference. Researchers have often 
employed relaxation length as a parameter in their study to account for the compliance of the 
carcass with respect to the rim, that is responsible for the lag in the response to lateral and 
longitudinal slip (Pacejka and Besselink, 1997). The study on relaxation length, with an aim 
to quantify it through experiment, was conducted in the past by Loeb et al (1990). 
The semi-empirical tyre models such as the Magic Tyre Formula in its original form 
represent the steady-state characteristics of the tyre, which is mostly suited for low slip 
applications. Pacejka and Besselink (1997) extended the Magic Formula tyre model for 
transient behaviour, though limited to cover a frequency range up to 15 Hz and for 
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wavelength of motion and road undulation, which are large enough in relation to the tyre 
contact length (> 1.5 m). The authors adopted a single contact point model, which deflects 
horizontally with respect to the lower part of the rim. A point mass, attached to the moving 
contact patch, enables the calculation of forces and moments acting between the road and 
tyre as a response to the slip velocity of the point mass and to the camber angle (Figure 2-3). 
The carcass compliance together with the slip model of the contact patch enabled the model 
to address the wheel load dependent lag and also the reduction in lag with an increase in slip. 
The model also included the contribution of three important gyroscopic effects related with 
belt distortions. The latest Magic Formula model 'PAC2002' (Kuiper and Van Oosten, 2007) 
used two methods to account for tyre transient behaviour; the stretched string model and the 
contact mass model. The contact mass model also considered yaw rotation while generating 
differential equations for the contact mass. The model also included turn-slip effect to 
generate a new formula for tyre spin and parking, thus extending its application for low 
speed. Further description ofthis model can be seen in the chapter 6. 
V, 
·-·-·········· ··············-········ 
rim 
v* 
Figure 2-3: Single contact point tyre mass model (Pacejka and Besselink, 1997) 
Zegelaar and Pacejka (1996, 1997) developed an in-plane rigid ring model to study in-plane 
tyre responses on uneven roads and subject to brake torque variations. The rigid ring, 
representing pneumatic tyre-wheel assembly is modelled as three components; the tyre tread 
band in the form of a circular ring, a rim and sidewalls. The tyre ring and rim are connected 
through horizontal, vertical and rotational springs and dampers, representing sidewalls and 
pressurized air, with the tyre road interface modelled as residual stiffnesses and a first order 
slip model using the relaxation length concept. The rigid ring has 4 degrees of freedom in the 
form of horizontal and vertical displacements of the ring, and rotation of the rim and the 
ring. The stationary slip characteristics are represented by the theoretical brush approach. 
The model was able to describe the deformation of the flexible tyre ring accurately, with 
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excitations provided as effective inputs. Maurice et al (1998) later extended the model to 
out-of-plane applications, by adding lateral displacement and rotation about the vertical axis 
in the rigid ring model. 
Maurice et al (1999) presented a tyre model which takes into account the short wavelength 
sideslip variations, recognising the fact that with short wavelengths, unlike the lateral force, 
the self-aligning moment cannot be represented by the first order relaxation length concept. 
The author called his model "a pragmatic tyre model", as it represents tyre behaviour by 
means of relatively simple differential equations. Using the brush model as the reference 
model, the analytical frequency response functions of the lateral force and the self-aligning 
moment (through pneumatic trail) are generated with respect to the variations in side slip. 
The pneumatic trail is obtained by a phase-leading system in series with the first-order 
system for the lateral force. The equations are finally solved in the time domain, where it can 
be combined with the Magic Formula steady-state characteristics for use in vehicle 
simulations. 
More recently, an advanced model for short wavelength was developed, as an extension to 
the work of Zegelaar and Pacejka (1997) and Maurice et al (1999), using the rigid ring in-
plane and out-of-plane concepts with higher flexible deformation modes. It can cover very 
short wavelengths (>10 cm) with frequency range of (60-80Hz), and uses steady-state tyre 
slip characteristics of the Magic Formula. The model known as SWIFT (Short Wavelength 
Intermediate Frequency Tyre Model) was an outcome of joint work carried by Delft 
University and TNO automotive and has found particular application in ride, handling and 
comfort. Recently, it has been extended to a three-dimensional contact model that accounts 
for the highly non-linear tyre-enveloping properties (Jansen et a!, 2005). Other commercial 
tyre models such as FTire and RMOD-K have also gained considerable attention for their 
application in ride and comfort studies. The above three models were comprehensively 
discussed at a CCG Seminar held in Vienna, September 2004, an outline of the which is 
given in a study by (Lugner et a!, 2005). The above advanced dynamic tyre models were 
tested under Tyre Model Performance Test (TMPT), which provided a comprehensive trial 
study for a possible comparative evaluation of tyre models for handling and high frequency 
behaviour (including response to short road unevenness, smaller than the tyre contact patch), 
under a virtual test rig implemented in three different multi-body software programs 
(ADAMS, DADS and SIMPACK), with a prerequisite of testing the tyre model with at-least 
one multi-body package. 
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2.4.1.4 Application of Transient Tyre Modelling in Braking Studies 
This section reviews the studies, where tyre dynamic or transient behaviour has been studied 
under braking, involving brake torque variations such as in ABS. 
Zegelaar and Pacejka (1997) used their rigid ring model to study tyre responses to brake 
torque variations in a stepwise fashion (increases in brake pressure). Wheel lock braking was 
also simulated on a single wheel. The authors compared their results with an experiment, 
which was performed on a rotating drum with a hydraulic servo system used to control the 
brake pressure. The results of both studies matched well, with deviations observed at large 
slip values, which were attributed to the slip characteristics of the brush model. It was felt 
that this could be improved by using Magic Formula for the slip characteristics. In the 
wheel-lock braking, the experiment showed stick-slip phenomenon- something which could 
not be simulated as the tyre model used a constant fl brush model. The authors also 
calculated the frequency response functions (FRFs), where the response of longitudinal force 
with brake torque and wheel slip variations was obtained, which were used to evaluate some 
of the tyre parameters. 
van der Jagt et al (1989) studied the dynamic effects of longitudinal and vertical vibrations 
of the tyre and suspension, excited by road irregularities on the ABS performance. They 
modelled the tyre- wheel assembly suspended with springs and dampers in both the 
horizontal and vertical directions. Rolling tyre quasi-static deformation with mass and inertia 
of tyre belt under the influence of normal and tangential road excitation were also taken into 
account. A basic ABS algorithm was used to perform the braking simulation on a flat and 
wavy road, where large variations in brake slip on wavy road were observed. These were 
caused by horizontal and vertical wheel vibrations, which deteriorated the ABS performance 
and could pose serious problems for any control logic. 
Jansen et al (1999) studied the influence of in-plane tyre dynamics on ABS braking, by 
employing three different tyre modes on a quarter vehicle model built in MADYMO. The 
three models used were; a steady-state model and a transient model, based on the Magic 
Formula characteristics, as well as a rigid ring model (Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997). The 
authors compared the tyre models by applying some step excitation, where the influence of 
belt oscillation (rigid ring model) was notable in all the responses. The frequency response 
plots further established that the steady-state model could be used for brake torque 
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variations below 10 Hz, whereas the transient model could be used for brake torque 
variations up to 30 Hz. The rigid ring model with a high frequency range has no such 
restrictions. In the ABS simulation, it was observed that the rigid ring model was more 
reliable than the other two models, especially after observing the influence of tyre belt 
dynamics on ABS performance. 
Pauwelussen et al (2003) performed a dynamic study using the SWIFT tyre model, where 
they investigated different in-plane oscillation problems through predefined road undulations 
such as steps, cleats, sinusoidal inputs, and also through brake torque variations. 
Furthermore, a sensitivity study was conducted to ascertain the influence of tyre parameters 
(such as sidewall stiffnesses and belt mass/inertias) on the Eigen frequencies and relative 
damping. Additionally, they compared the SWIFT model with the steady-state and transient 
Magic Formula tyre models by conducting similar parameter study using a quarter car 
ADAMS model, with a focus on the influence of belt dynamics. Finally, a full vehicle ABS 
simulation, using a professional ESP system, was conducted for different combination of 
road friction and vehicle speed, showcasing the significance of including belt dynamics for a 
proper ABS simulation. 
Braghin et al (2006) developed a new relaxation length tyre model after a series of tests on a 
Flat Track machine. The model 'MF-Relax' was based on the Magic Formula characteristics 
and used a first order differential equation for determining the relaxation length as a function 
of both normal load and slippage. The author compared his model with two other advanced 
tyre models; the Magic Formula transient model which uses a first order relaxation length 
and the Enhanced Nonlinear Transient Tyre Model developed by Pacejka (2006) . After 
determining the parameters of all the three models by elaborate experimental testing, an ABS 
braking manoeuvre was performed using a real test car as well as with a multi-Body vehicle 
model, where the three tyre models were simulated. The longitudinal acceleration and ABS 
brake pressure time history showed that both the MF-Relax model and the enhanced model 
compared well with the experiment, except at low speeds where slippage becomes critical. 
The ABS controller, however, could not produce the same performance when the Magic 
Formula transient model was used, and failed to stop the car in the expected time. 
van Zanten et al (1989, 1990) conducted a detailed experimental study to investigate the 
transient effect of tyre during an ABS operation, and to simulate the effect using a transient 
tyre model integrated into a test stand. In the initial study, the authors carried out 
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measurement and simulation of longitudinal dynamics only. However, in the later paper, 
they extended the work to include lateral dynamics also. Overall, for measurement, an 
experimental test car was equipped with rotating wheel dynamometers for measuring wheel 
forces and moments, along with other sensors (including those of ABS) and associated 
electronics. The correlation between the oscillations in the wheel speed and the braking force 
caused by the pressure pulses, along with high frequency oscillations in the lateral tyre 
forces were observed. In addition, the phase shift between the slip angle and the lateral tyre 
force could be reproduced. Considering the transient effects of tyre (particularly sidewalls 
and tread), a tyre model with rigid belt, elastically connected to the rim via elastic sidewalls, 
was developed. The contact condition was represented by a tread model based on brush 
modelling approach. Through the simulation and experimental study, the author stressed the 
importance of including tyre transient effects for the ABS study. 
2.5 Brake System 
In vehicle handling I braking studies, the brake torque is often represented through simple 
expressions or through use of linear braking models with compact representation of intrinsic 
characteristics, as used in VDANL (Alien et a!, 1988). However, the studies in which driver/ 
vehicle interaction or barking control is involved, the transience involved in a brake system 
response from the pedal force to brake torque on the wheel, becomes important in a dynamic 
simulation. The study of complete brake system dynamics has been conducted in the past for 
number of reasons: 
- Component I system design and performance improvement 
- Driver /vehicle interaction 
- Study of braking characteristics in a dynamic simulation 
- Application in control system 
In this thesis, the dynamic characteristics of a brake system are incorporated, keeping in 
view the last two reasons. This section provides a brief review of some of the studies 
regarding dynamics of a passive braking system. 
The functioning of a conventional brake system of a passenger car is illustrated in Figure 
2-4. When a driver presses the brake pedal, the force from the pedal after being multiplied by 
the pedal/lever ratio reaches the brake booster. The hydraulic or pneumatic brake booster 
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further amplifies it by a gain. The booster exerts a force against the piston in the master 
cylinder, which pressurises the brake fluid in the master cylinder. This pressurised fluid is 
forced out of the master cylinder and into the wheel cylinders, through the brake lines. The 
flow into the rear brake cylinders is passed through proportioning valves, which are normally 
attached integrally to the master cylinder. The hydraulic pressure at the wheel cylinder is 
translated into the friction pads, which eventually applies the brake torque at the disk I drum 
to resist the motion of the wheels. 
brake booster 
~:~~d· 
brake caliper 
Figure 2-4: The conventional brake system 
Fisher (1970) developed a comprehensive model of a complete brake system, including the 
dynamics of brake pedal, vacuum booster, master cylinder and the brake lines. The model 
has 18 states, including the transient characteristics of a brake system, with frequency and 
thermal response data obtained using an experimental setup. The author discussed its 
application in design of ABS systems, but the model in general is too complicated for a 
control study or even for an efficient full vehicle simulation. Khan et a! (1994) used (Fisher, 
1970) model as the base to develop an analytical model for an applied braking system, where 
they included proportioning valves and improvised the vacuum booster dynamics. The 
model has 1 0 states and was constructed using the bond graph technique. The model was 
validated against laboratory experiments, performed on a bench setup of the brake system. 
Gerdes and Hedrick (1999) presented a reduced order model of brake system dynamics, 
incorporating simplified brake hydraulics and vacuum booster with transient effects. The 
model was originally developed for longitudinal control of automated highway vehicles for 
the Californian PATH program. It incorporated many critical aspects for control system 
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application such as hysteresis and disturbance modelling. The hydraulic system has 
originally four states in relation to fluid capacity of each wheel, which could even be reduced 
to a single state by assuming a lumped fluid capacity for the entire brake system. The model 
was verified against experiment, where very close response from pedal force to wheel brake 
pressure were established. 
Fortina (2003) modelled a passive brake system, comprising a booster, a tandem master 
cylinder, callipers, and pipes using a commercial software AMESim®, which is especially 
used for hydraulic simulation with features to physically model a component. The model was 
experimentally verified through a braking test bench. The author extended the brake system 
model by attaching the hydraulic units of ABS and VDC (vehicle dynamic control), which 
was then integrated with a vehicle model and a control system, both built in MA TLAB I 
Simulink to perform a vehicle simulation. 
Delaigue and Eskandarian (2004) developed a vehicle braking system model to predict 
vehicle stopping distances. The brake characteristics were represented using a second order 
function for fluid pressure, which were translated into braking torque through a first order 
load dependent function and use of a correction factor for heat dissipation. The vehicle 
model took different factors into account for stopping distance prediction such as pavement 
properties, road slope, suspension characteristics, brake types (disk/drum), drag/wind 
influence, tyre properties (dimension, load and pressure), driver behaviour (reaction time and 
motion dynamics), and ABS characteristics. The model was validated for different braking 
configurations and a range of vehicles, where simulated distance was found to be reasonably 
close to the gathered track test results. 
2.6 Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS): 
The continuous development of passenger car brake systems have resulted in powerful and 
reliable systems, which are capable of providing optimum retardation and effective braking 
under normal operating conditions. However, when a vehicle undergoes critical conditions, 
such as those encountered with wet or slippery road surfaces or panic braking by driver, the 
vehicle is susceptible to wheel locking. As a result, the vehicle steering response is lost and it 
can lose traction and stability. An Anti-lock braking system becomes very useful in these 
situations as it would detect incipient locking action at one or more wheels in time, and react 
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by modulating the brake pressure on individual wheels. This action could prevent the wheel 
from locking and keep the tyre slip within a desired range. 
An anti-lock braking system primarily consist of three major parts I) electronic sensors for 
measuring the wheel velocities, brake pressure, vehicle velocity and/or vehicle acceleration 
2) an electrical control unit (ECU), which is usually a microprocessor based system and 3) 
electrically controllable valves or pumps to control the pressure in brake cylinders or 
chambers. A general loop of an ABS control, which uses hydraulic modulator with solenoid 
valves, is shown in Figure 2-5. 
Manipulated 
1) ~variable Hydraulic modulator 
with solenoid valve 
2) Brake master cylinder 
3) Wheel-brake cylinder 
4) ECU 
5) Wheel speed sensor 
f Disturbance 
Figure 2-5: ABS control loop (Bosch, 1999) 
In practice, tyre slip is difficult to determine accurately due to the lack of a practical and cost 
effective means to determine the linear speed of the tyre centre during braking. Hence, some 
easily measurable parameters such as the angular speed and angular deceleration of the 
wheel and linear deceleration of the vehicle are used to formulate the control strategy in an 
ABS system. The angular speed and angular deceleration of the wheel are derived from the 
wheel sensors with electromagnetic pulse signals. The signals are transmitted to the 
electronic control unit for processing. Once the signals are processed in the control unit, the 
measured parameter and/or those derived from them are compared with the corresponding 
reference values. When certain conditions that indicate the impending lock-up are met, a 
command signal is sent to the modulator to release the brake. During the braking process, the 
operating condition of the tyre and the vehicle are continuously monitored by sensors and the 
control unit. After the danger of wheel locking is predicted and the brake is released, another 
module in the control unit will determine the point at which the brake needs to be reapplied. 
In passenger car ABS mostly hydraulic regulator valves are used such that they can increase, 
decrease or hold the brake line pressure. Each wheel has its isolation and exhaust valves and 
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through opening and closing of these valves, the required hydraulic state can be attained. An 
accumulator is also incorporated which temporarily absorbs the flow surge which occurs 
during the pressure decrease phase. 
Figure 2-6 shows a typical plot of wheel speed profile during ABS control. When the brakes 
are initially applied, the drop in the wheel speeds is more or less in accord with the vehicle 
speed (section 1 in the Figure 2-6). If the brakes are applied at a higher value, or the road 
surface is slippery, the speed of one or more wheels begins to drop rapidly (section 2), which 
indicates that the tyre has gone through the peak of its ~-slip curve and is heading towards 
lockup condition. The ABS intervenes at this juncture and releases the brakes on those 
wheels before lockup can occur (section 3). Once the wheel speed picks up again, the brakes 
are reapplied. By working in this fashion, the ABS tries to keep each tyre near the peak point 
of the ~-slip curve, or around a desired slip value according to the particular control strategy. 
Figure 2-6: Wheel speed cycling during ABS braking (Gillespie, 1992) 
2.6.1 ABS Application 
The anti-lock braking systems can be traced back to 1930's, when Bosch first applied an 
ABS patent for the passenger car (SAE Publication, 1996), but the first application came in 
early 50's when Dunlop's Maxaret system was introduced in aircrafts (Rowell and Gritt, 
1986). Though, in 1950s and 1960s, some development of ABS application was carried out, 
the real growth of ABS took place in the 1970s, primarily due to the developments in 
integrated electronics and microprocessor technologies. At that time, vehicle manufacturers 
like Ford and Chrysler introduced ABS systems in their vehicles, which were based on 
analogue principles. The first ABS system based on digital electronics was introduced by 
Bosch in 1978, which found its way to Mercedes Benz (Bosch, 1999). 
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Since the introduction of first commercial ABS in the 1970s, the ABS has gone through 
various generations of development. Over these years, various methods for ABS control 
were introduced, which can be broadly grouped under two categories: generic ABS methods 
and advanced slip control ABS methods. This section briefly reviews some of the control 
studied conducted in the past for ABS. 
2.6.1.1 Generic ABS Method 
The starting ABS control systems were mostly developed empirically through iterative 
design and test techniques. The use of theoretical approaches and systematic studies were 
later reported by authors such as Guntur and Ouwerkerk (1972), who investigated the 
conditions for prediction and reselection (brake release and reapplication) in an ABS cycle. 
In another paper, Guntur (1974) studied the characteristics of brake pressure modulator and 
signal processing unit, looking at various design aspects such as rise rate I decay rate of 
wheel cylinder pressure, time delays etc. In general, his approach can be termed as a 
conventional peak-seeking approach, where the algorithm is designed to contain the wheel 
slip within a range, close to the optimal slip value that corresponds to the peak point of the 
J.t-slip curve. The ABS control system by Bosch (1999) also uses the conventional peak-
seeking approach, where the wheel angular acceleration and deceleration thresholds are used 
to determine the brake control cycle. By keeping the angular deceleration within certain 
thresholds, the brake slip could be checked and the wheel could be prevented from locking. 
The ABS system based on the peak-seeking approach is quite simple to implement in a full 
vehicle simulation environment, as demonstrated by Day and Roberts (2002). 
The controller presented by Bowman and Law (1993) is based on a concept similar to wheel 
angular acceleration I deceleration threshold, but uses the wheel angular slip instead. Two 
threshold values of wheel slip Stand S2 (both as a function of tyre slip angle) were used so 
as to keep the requirements of lateral manoeuvring. Once the braking is initiated, the brake 
pressure is allowed to increase, until the wheel slip (A-) exceeds the lower threshold S 1• The 
brake pressure is then maintained at a constant level, so that the rate of slip increase can be 
reduced. If the wheel slip continues to increase or reaches the upper threshold Sz, the brake 
pressure is released. By doing so, the wheel slip re-enters the region bounded by S 1 and S2, 
where again the brake pressure is held constant at a level it was when it first passed the upper 
limit S2. Figure 2-7 shows the slip range S t and S2 of generic peak seeking ABS for a range 
of slip angle. The control law can be put as: 
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A > Sz, Brake pressure is released 
A< St, Brake pressure is increased 
St <A< Sz, Brake pressure is held constant 
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Figure 2-7: Slip range of generic peak seeking ABS (Bowman and Law, 1993) 
Zeller (1984) followed an analytical method to design an ABS system, where he used non-
linear feedback control techniques to examine response of dynamic components such as the 
modulator. By performing analysis of time and frequency responses, the wheel angular 
acceleration was found to be the preferred motion feedback variable for generating a stable 
antilock limit cycle. 
Ozdalyan (1999) used ADAMS to simulate the performance of an anti-lock braking system. 
He initially developed a slip control ABS algorithm for a quarter vehicle model, built in 
ADAMS, where he investigated the influence of change in road condition from dry to wet on 
ABS braking, using the Fiala tyre model (Ozdalyan and Blundell, 1998). He then extended 
the work to half vehicle and full vehicle models, where he applied a realistic ABS model 
based on the work by (Guntur, 1975). Finally, he studied the influence of ABS and tyre 
parameters on the braking outcome on dry and wet road surfaces. The study was conducted 
using steady-state tyre characteristics, with the inclusion of transient tyre effects suggested 
as part of future work. 
Watanabe and Noguchi (1990) presented an ABS algoritlun based on wheel acceleration 
control, which compensates for the road disturbance and road friction coefficient. The basic 
feature of which was to allow for the continuous shifting of the wheel acceleration threshold 
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by the disturbance amplitude of the wheel acceleration, and to determine the duration for 
brake pressure reduction by various road friction coefficient. Harned et al (1969) presented 
measurement of tyre brake force characteristics related to wheel slip, with an objective of 
enabling wheel slip control systems to adapt to a wide range of tyre-road operating 
conditions. The measurements covered a wide range of commercial tyre types on dry, wet 
and icy road surfaces, at different test speeds. The measurements were conducted on an 
instrurnented tyre brake trailer equipped with an ABS controller, attached to a tow truck. The 
dependence of wet road characteristics on road construction, water cover depth, and tread 
wear were demonstrated. 
The vehicle velocity, as discussed earlier, is difficult to measure because of the expensive 
sensors and additional wiring which reduces the reliability of the system. Kuo and Y eh 
(1994) used Harned et al (1969) tyre-road characteristics to develop a slip estimation scheme 
for an ABS control system, using a single wheel model. Jiang and Gao (2000) proposed an 
adaptive non-linear filter approach to directly estimate the vehicle velocity, based on the 
wheel velocities. The estimated vehicle velocity then provides an estimate of slip, which is 
compared with the desired slip value to control the wheel slip. 
2.6.1.2 Advanced Slip Control ABS 
The idea of advanced slip control is primarily based on clear structure of closed loop control, 
where the control algorithm calculates or estimates the actual wheel slip, compares it with 
the desired or optimal value, and then adjusts the amount of brake pressure based on the 
wheel slip error. Over the years, the study of advanced control strategies for ABS system has 
increasingly become more popular. The classification of these control strategies is not so 
straight forward as they can be differentiated in a number of ways, such as: model free or 
model based, parallel structure or variable structure, adaptive or feedback, conventional or 
hybrid. However, it is easy to list them in their popular form such as: sliding mode, fuzzy 
logic, neural network etc. 
Sliding mode control (or variable structure control) has appeared more frequently in the ABS 
literature in the last decade or so. The main idea behind the sliding mode control is to 
restrict the system motion in a sliding plane, where a predetermined function of error is zero. 
It is known to be robust to parameter uncertainties and external disturbances, as shown by 
Lin et al (1993). Using an electric brake actuator, the author developed an ABS control 
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system for wheel slip regulation and conducted a sensitivity study, where it was shown that 
the non-linear sliding mode controller was more robust to parametric variations when 
compared with a linear feedback controller. Will et a! (1998) presented a non-linear control 
system that combines sliding mode based optimizer and PID controller for an ABS system. 
The sliding mode optimizer can perform an online search for the optimal wheel slip, and is 
coupled with the PID controller to regulate the brake toque so as to control the wheel slip. 
Wu and Shih (2003) built a non-linear mathematical model of the anti-lock braking system 
and conducted an ABS study, using two sliding mode controllers, on a quarter-car model. Of 
the two sliding mode controllers, the pulse width modulation method (PWM) reduced the 
chattering effect, which is associated with the switching control method as an effect of 
discontinuous control signals. Mills et a! (2002) conducted an ABS performance study on 
full vehicle model to investigate the effects of transient load shifting. An analytical approach 
was used to develop the ABS modulator dynamics, using the bond graph technique. The 
authors then adopted two individual control strategies on full vehicle model :- I) Model free 
proportional-integral controller design, with gains scheduled into a look-up table. 2) Model 
based discrete non-linear controller, composed of sliding model control algorithm and 
inverse brake modulator model. Both the controllers gains were fine tuned using simulation 
and experiments, and then full vehicle ABS simulations were conducted, where the model 
based controller performance was marginally better than the model free controller. However, 
it was felt that the transient load shifting effect on the model based controller should be 
further investigated. 
Fuzzy logic controllers, contrary to the sliding mode controllers, do not require a 
mathematical model of the plant. In addition, they have an inherently parallel structure, 
which allows the controller to respond immediately, once a new situation arises (Mauer, 
1995). Also, most of the complex systems used in cars involve multiple parameters and 
optimization of these parameters is mostly based on the engineering expertise. All this makes 
the fuzzy logic a popular candidate for control applications, which is already used in a 
number of commercial vehicles for different systems such as ABS, engine, automatic 
gearbox control etc. (von Altrock, 1994). Mauer et a! (1994) presented a fuzzy logic 
controller and a decision logic network, which identifies the current road conditions based on 
current and past readings of the slip ratio and brake pressure. The controller detects 
impending wheel lock immediately and avoids excessive slipping. Layne et al (1993) 
introduced the idea of fuzzy model reference learning control to maintain an adequate 
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performance even under adverse road conditions. The controller utilizes a learning 
mechanism which observes the plant outputs and adjusts the rules in a direct fuzzy controller 
so that the overall system behaves like a reference model. 
Other control strategies such as neural network have also been studied, but have shown 
limited prospect for commercial ABS application. The method is based on the premises that 
the physical system can be sufficiently instrumented during network training so the accurate 
evaluation ofthe effect of control actions is possible. However, in a system like ABS, it may 
be costly to obtain the detailed data that would be required to exploit the full capabilities of 
neural methods (Davis et a!, 1992). 
2.7 Chapter Remarks 
A detailed discussion of the work published in the field of vehicle dynamics and simulation 
is presented in this chapter. Apart from exploring the various modelling approaches related 
to the vehicle and its sub-systems such as suspension, tyre and brake, the chapter also looks 
into the non-linear behaviour aspects of these systems in transient conditions. The level of 
detail required in vehicle model, be it a vehicle or its sub-systems, has always been a 
contentious issue. The discussion in the chapter further extends some of the arguments about 
complexity of the vehicle model, about suspension and tyre modelling, and suitability of 
their application in transient vehicle handling (including limit handling). The chapter further 
establishes the understanding that in relation to the commercial multi-body software 
packages which are widely used in the industry, the relatively simpler solutions might offer 
comparable accuracy and additional benefits such as fewer parameters and reduced 
computational cost along with the distinct advantage of extending them in control related 
studies. Keeping this in view, the following chapter looks into the fundamental description 
of the theoretical vehicle model, based on the Newton-Euler approach, which is subsequently 
applied to develop a 10-DOF intermediate vehicle model. Apart from presenting a brief 
overview of the work published in ABS control, the present chapter also discusses the work 
carried out in transient tyre modelling, with particular reference to its application in ABS 
braking studies. Through the limited literature published in the above area, it is clear that 
more study is still required to establish the influence of tyre transients in ABS braking in a 
full vehicle simulation environment, under a variety of operating conditions. 
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3 Theoretical Vehicle Modelling 
3.1 Introduction 
A fundamental description of the theoretical vehicle model is discussed in this chapter with 
consideration given to use of appropriate coordinate systems and generalized motion of a 
particle leading to rigid body motion of the vehicle body. Newton-Euler approach is adopted 
for the formulation of equations of motion for the 6-DOF of sprung mass. The approach is 
also used to initially formulate 2-DOF and 3-DOF vehicle models, and to finally develop a 
10-DOF intermediate vehicle model. The 10-DOF model also hosts a reduced order 
hydraulic brake system model; the description of which is also included in the chapter. 
3.2 Equations of Motion of the Vehicle Body 
3.2.1 Kinematic Equations of a Particle 
In describing the kinematic equations of a particle, one must distinguish between the 
coordinate frame in which the vector components are specified and the coordinate frame in 
which the derivatives are obtained. The classical approach is to describe the motion in a 
reference frame which moves relative to a fixed global frame of reference. Figure 3-1 shows 
these two frames, where 0 A represents the origin of the global or fixed frame of reference A 
(XYZ) and 0 8 represents the origin of the local or moving frame of reference B (xyz). The 
fixed frame and moving frame have orthogonal set of basis vectors I, J, K and ij,k 
respectively. 
Assume a vector 'c1', measured in the moving frame of reference. The time derivative ofthe 
same vector in the fixed frame can be expressed as: (Rahnejat, 1998) 
where, ( dc1 ) =Time derivative of the vector in the fixed frame 
dt A 
(3.1) 
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( de, ) =Time derivative of the vector in the moving frame dt B 
OJ x c1 = Cross product of the rotational velocity Ol of the moving frame of 
reference aud vector c1 with respect to the fixed frame of reference. 
In order to distinguish between the vector representation in the fixed aud the moving frames 
of reference, subscripts A aud B are used throughout this chapter. 
3.2.1.1 Relative Velocity 
z 
.., 
\k Moving Frame B 
.·Y 
! 
Ro ! 
X 
Fixed Frame A 
X 
Figure 3-1: General motion of a particle in the fixed I moving frames of reference 
The general motion of a particle P (Figure 3-1) with respect to the fixed and the moving 
frames of reference is represented by the following vectors. 
RA Position vector of particle P with respect to the fixed frame of reference A. 
R8 Position vector of particle P with respect to the moving frame of reference B 
Ro Position vector of the origin Os with respect to the fixed frame of reference A 
In order to determine the relative velocity aud acceleration of particle P in the two reference 
frames, one eau state the following vector relationship: 
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(3.2) 
Let: R8 =x·i+y·j+z·k 
which leads to: RA= R 0 +(x·i +y· j+ z·k) 
Differentiating the equation with respect to time yields: 
(3.3) 
where i, j, k of the moving frame are not constant vectors, since their direction may change 
with respect to the fixed frame A. x,y,z are the projections of velocity of point P on the 
moving frame B, hence: 
(3.4) 
Also, i, j, k of the moving frame may be represented as 
x=roxi,]=roxj, k=roxk 
where ro is the angular velocity of the moving frame, and hence equation (3.3) results in: 
(3.5) 
where R 8 = x · i + y · j + z · k is the position vector of particle P with respect to the moving 
frame B, R0 is the velocity of the origin Os with respect to the fixed frame A ( V0,/A) and 
RA is the velocity of the particle P with respect to the fixed frame A (VP/A ). Thus: 
(3.6) 
3.2.1.2 Relative Acceleration 
Similarly, one can find the relative acceleration by differentiating equation (3.3), thus: 
RA= R., +(x·i+ Y· j +z·k)+2(x ·l+ y· J+z·k)+( x· i' + y· 'j +z·k) (3.7) 
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where RA is the acceleration of a particle with respect to the fixed frame A ( aP/A ), R0 is the 
acceleration of origin Os related to the fixed frame A ( a0 ,/A ), and aP/B = x · i + Y · j + z · k is 
the acceleration of particle P with respect to the moving frame B. 
In the above equation, the term 2( X.· i + y ·] + :i: · k) can be expressed as: 
2(x .; +y·]+:i:· k) = 2[rox( x·i +y·] +z·k )1 = 2(roxVP/B) (3.8) 
Also, the term ( x · i' + y · } + z · k) can be simplified using the relation i' = ro xi+ cox i 
This gives i = rox i +cox ( coxi) (3.9) 
where dJ is the angular acceleration of frame B. Similar relations apply to the unit vectors J 
andk 
Therefore, x .; + y · j + z· k = rox( x ·i + y · j + z· k) +cox[ rox ( x ·i + y · j + z · k) J 
(3.10) 
From the above equations and also using the relation ao x(bo xco) = b0 (ao ·c.)-co (ao ·b.), 
the following equation can be obtained: 
(3.11) 
where is the linear acceleration 
is the tangential acceleration 
is the centripetal acceleration 
is the coriolis acceleration 
The above theory of describing rigid body motion through description of elementary particle 
kinematics forms the theoretical basis for studying kinematics of vehicle body motion. The 
velocity and acceleration of any point of the rigid body can thus be obtained, knowing its 
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position vector which remains the same with respect to the moving reference frame (attached 
to the moving vehicle body). However, in rigid body kinematics it is often necessary to 
project velocities on the moving frames of reference. For this pm·pose, in addition to the 
theory for rigid body kinematics (already presented), it is essential to apply relative 
transformation, as a convenient way to switch between the frames of reference. 
3.2.2 Relative Transforms 
Using Euler transformation method (Rahnejat, 1998), objects in the moving frame of 
reference can be transformed to the fixed frame of reference and vice-versa. ln the present 
analysis, ' 1-2-3 ' transformation is used; which means that the first rotation is about the x-
axis, the second about the y-axis and the third about the z-axis (refen·ed to as roll, p itch and 
yaw). Let X,Y,Z be the coordinates of the point P in the reference Frame A with origin OA. 
and let x,y,z be the coordinates of the same point in the reference Frame B with origin Os. 
It is possible to move from frame B to frame A by performing three sequential rotations and 
a linear translation of B (Figure 3-2), until B coincides with A It should be noted that in this 
specific case, each rotation takes place with respect to the previous frame of reference, not 
the initial frame of reference. 
z 
z' 
I sJ Rotation (Roll) 
z 
z 
y 
0 13 _.-- -
:OA 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X • X X 
Linear TranslaJion of Two frames of Rclc rcncc 
2nd Rotation (Pitch) 
z 
' ... z'' 
I 
I 
I.JI I 
I 
I " x' 1 x 
~ 
X 
3rd Rotation (Ya\\) 
,Y 
y 
Figure 3-2: Relative transformation between the moving and fixed frames of reference 
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Thu . it is a ea e of sequential relative transform : 
i) Linear translation resulting coincidence of00 with 0 ,, 
ii) I st rotation (q;>) about 0 8 x a'< is resulting in 0~ x y·z· 
iii) 2nd rotation (B) about O,y' ax is. resulting in OAx'y'z'' 
i ) 3rd rotation ((//)about OA :~." o ·is, resulting in coincidence wi th Frame A = 
fhe three transfom1ation matrice (roiL pitch and J a' ) for three different rotation can be 
expre cd a : 
[
I 0 
L ( qJ) = 0 eo qJ 
0 sinq> 
-si~q>J 
cosq> 
[
co 8 
L(O)= 0 
-sin8 
[
COS V' 
L(vt) = si~IJI 
0 sinBJ 
l 0 
0 cosB 
-sin 1J1 
0
o
1
] 
COSIJI 
0 
(x' y' z') 1 = L(q;>)·(x y z)T 
(x" y" z")1 = L(B) L(cp)·(x y z) 1 
I'' intermediate frame of reference 
211d intermediate frame of reference 
(X Y 7)1 = L{YJ) L(B)L{cp)·(x y L:)7 3rd(finaJ)frameofreference 
(3.12) 
(3. 13) 
(3.14) 
The re ulting o,·erall transformation matrix ho".n below is obtained b) muhipl) ing these 
three transfonnation matrices in the fol lowing order L( q>.B.IJI) = L(IJI) L{ 0) L{ q>) 
r
cosO ·cos \If sin qJ ·sin 0 ·cos 'If- eo qJ ·sin 111 
L ( qJ,O. V' )= cosO ·sin 1f1 sin{/)· si nO· sin 1f1 +cosO ·cos \11 
-sine sincp·cosO 
cos qJ ·sin(} · cos \11 + sinqJ ·sin 111] 
coscp ·s inc9 · sin '11- in {I). cos 1/1 (3 .15) 
costp · cose 
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3.2.3 Application of Kinematics Equations for Vehicle Dynamics Study 
The above theory can be extended to vehicle motions fo llowing a similar approach of two 
different sets of axes: ' A ' represents the global fram e of reference. fixed to the ground, 
whj}st 'B' represents a frame of reference attached to the vehicle and moving with it, thus. its 
posjtion and orientation changes continually with respect to the global frame of reference. 
The velocity and acceleration of a point P on the vehicle can be arranged in a matrix fo1m 
using the kinematics equations. The velocities and accelerations are calculated with respect 
to the globaiJground frame of reference ·A· , as velocities and accelera ti ons wjth respect to 
the moving set of axes 'B ' are all equal to zero. However, it is much more convenient to use 
the projection of these veloc ities to the moving frame of reference 'B'. In th is way, one may 
gain a better perception of the situation, as it is very important to know the velocity vectors 
in certain directions specified by the frame of reference attached to the veh icle. 
Equation (3.6) includes the translational rnotion of the origin of the moving frame of 
reference and is used for in the current analys is. ln order to wrjte this equati on for the gro und 
frame of reference it is essential to multiply the second tenn by the transformation matrix L, 
so that the components of the rotational velocities are projected to the ground frame of 
reference: 
(3 .16) 
The tetm 0 8 · R 6 represents the cross product ro x R n in a matrix form. By carrying out the 
cross product of the vectors, the matrix 0 6 can be obtained so that00 · R 13 = rox R 6 : 
(3. 17) 
where rox, roy,ro, are the components of the movjng frame 's rotational velocity. 
Equation (3. 16) represents the velocity of a point P of the vehicle with respect to the global 
frame of reference. This velocity should now be projected to the moving frame of reference 
by pre-multiplying the velocity VPfA by the inverse transformation matri x L·': 
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(3 .18) 
Equation (3. 18) is written in a condensed matrix form. It is easy to obtain the velocity 
components in all the three directions of the axes of the moving frame as fol lows: 
Let [U V wf be the projections of the translational velocity to the moving frame of 
T 
reference, so that [U V w] = L 1VOa/A' 
Also let [P q rf = [ o\ wy wz r = w, then the components of the velocity m the 
directions of the moving axes can be written: 
[
u j [UJ [*] [z· q- y· rj v = V + ~ + x· r- z·p 
w W z y· p - x ·q 
(3 .19) 
Because point P belongs to the vehicle, which is considered as a rigid body, the middle term 
of the right-hand side of the above equation becomes zero. Thus, the velocity of a point P 
becomes: 
[
u j [UJ [z· q- y· r] 
v = V + x·r - z· p. 
w W y· p- x· q 
(3.20) 
The acceleration of point P can be calculated by differentiating equation (3. 18): 
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Equation (3.2 1 ). a fter carrying o ut the matrix calculations. can be written as: 
[
A] [(J] [ -Y ·r + W·q] A~ = ~ + -W ·p+ U· r + 
A/ W -U· q + Y·p 
- X · ( q l + r2 ) + y · ( p · q - r) + Z · ( p · r + q) 
-y · ( r2 + p1 ) + Z · ( q · r - p) +X · ( p · q + r) 
-z ·(p2+ q2) + ·( p · r-q) +y ·(q·r + p) 
(3.22) 
3.2.4 Dynamic Equations of Motion 
The dynamic equati ons of motion can be de rived from the ki nematic equations by applying 
the ewton - Euler method. 
1 ewton ' s law for a s ingle point P of the vehicle is expressed as: 
oF = om ·u 
' 
(3.23) 
oF =bm ·v ~ (3.24) 
oF = 8m·w 
' 
(3.25) 
The e ffect of the sum of particles. hi ch fo rm the vehicle. is realised through integration: 
(3 .26) 
(3.27) 
(3 .28) 
where the integration of particle masses can be equated to total mass of the vehicle 
fom=m (3.29) 
(3 .30) 
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where Xc , y c, zc is the vector of coordinates of the position of the centre of mass of the 
verucle with respect to the moving frame of reference. 
The sum of all the forces in the directions x,y,z can be denoted by L:F,, L:F" L:F,, so that: 
' ' 
LFx = JoFx is the sum of forces in the direction ofx axis of frame B 
L:FY = JoFl is the sum of forces in the direction ofy axis of frame B 
L:Fz = f 8Fz is the sum of forces in the direction of z axis of frame B 
Consequently, the combination of equations (3.22) - (3.30) yields: 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3 .33) 
Using the Euler momenta equations, one can deri ve the moment of the point P with respect 
to the moving fi·a.me as: 
(3 .34) 
8M" =om· (z ·u-x·w] (3.35) 
(3.36) 
The sum ofatl moments in the direction ofx,y,z can be denoted by L,M,N, so that: 
L == ~Mx = JoMx is the sum of moments in the direction of x axis offrame B 
M = L:MY = JoMY is the sum of moments in the direction ofy axis of frame B 
N = L:M z = JoMz is the sum of moments in the direction of z axis of frame B 
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{
x ·[V-W· p+ U · r- y·( r2 + p2)+z·( q · r- p) +x ·(p·q+ r) J} 
l:M'l = J8m· 
-y{ U- V· r+ W ·q - x·( q1 +r2) +y · (p·q -i·) +z·(p· r+q) J 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
(3 .39) 
Furthermore, the fo llowing relations app ly for the mass and product moments of inertia: 
Ix.x = J(/ + z2 ).8m (3.40) 
lYY = J( x2 + z2 ).om (3 .41) 
lv = f(x2 +/ ).om (3.42) 
Iyz = Jy·z·om (3.43) 
r = Jz· X ·Orn zx (3 .44) 
r = Jx· y ·8m X)' (3 .45) 
Introducing the definitions of mass and product moments of inetiia into the Euler equations 
yields: 
:EM = [ · p· -(I - I )·q·r + I ·(r2 -q2 ) -I ·(p·q + i·)+ I ·(p·r-q·) x ~x yyzz yz :z:x xy 
+m· Ye · ( W- U · q +V· p)- m · z0 · (V- W · p + U · r) 
l:MY = IYY · q-(172 - Ixx ) · p · r + l .xz · ( p2- r 2)- Ixy · ( q · r + p) + I yz · ( q · p - i·) 
+ m· Za · ( U- V· r + W · q) -m· XG · ( W-U · q + V · p) 
(3.46) 
(3 .47) 
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EM, =I, ·r-(Ixx -I" )·p·q+I"Y ·(q' -p}IY' ·(r·p+q)+I"' ·(r·q-p) 
+m·xa {v-W·p+ U·r)-m·ya ·(0-V·r+ W·q) (3.48) 
Below, the six generic differential equations of motion obtained by the application of 
Newton-Euler method are grouped together: 
LF, =m·(V- W.p+U·r)+m{-Ya ·{r +p')+Za ·(q·r-p)+Xa ·(p·q+i') J 
~ =m·(W-U·q+ V·p)+m{-Za -(r' +q')+Xa ·(p·r-q)+Ya ·( q·r+r)] 
EMx =lxx ·p-(IYY -I,)·q ·r+IY' ·(r' -q')-I"' ·{p·q +r)+Ixy ·{p·r-q) 
+m·ya ·(W- U·q + V·p)-m·za {v- W·p+ U·r) 
EM,= I" -4-{I,- Ixx) ·p·r+ I"' ·(p'- r2 )- Ix, ·( q ·r+p) + IY' ·( q ·p- r) 
+m·za ·(U-V·r+ W·q)-m·xa ·(W- U·q+ V·p) 
+m·xa ·{V- W·p+ U·r)-m·ya ·(U- V·r+ W·q) 
3.3 Two Degrees of Freedom Bicycle Model 
(3.49) 
(3.50) 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
Two degrees of freedom model (Figure 3-3), also known as bicycle model, can be developed 
from the equations of motion by neglecting all degrees of freedom except the lateral 
translation and yaw about the z axis. The input to the system becomes steering wheel angle 
and the forward speed (U), which is considered to be constant. 
The model derived is only suitable for steady-state low speed cornering (low lateral 
acceleration) due to the assumptions made, and the linearity of the model. For higher lateral 
acceleration other effects such as body roll, suspension effects, load transfer and tyre load 
sensitivity become more significant and, thus, the model is no longer suitable. 
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The following significant assumptions are made for the 2 DOF model: 
- No rolling, pitching or bounce motion 
- No lateral or longitudinal load transfer 
- Linear tyre models 
- Small angle assumption 
- Constant forward velocity 
- No gravity or aerodynamic effect 
a 
y 
V 
b 
Figure 3-3: Two degrees of freedom model 
3.3.1 Equations of Motion 
The concept of fixed axes to the body of the vehicle is applied to the 2-DOF model. The 
equations of motion for the 2-DOF model become: 
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(3.55) 
I,,,f = l:M, (3.56) 
where l:FYand l:M, are equivalent force and yaw moment about the centre of gravity of the 
vehicle. 
The lateral force and yaw moment can be expressed as: 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
where caf' ca,are the cornering stiffness coefficients of the front and rear tyres, and 
af,a, are the average slip angles of the left and right side for the front and rear tyres. 
Considering small angles, the front and rear slip angles become: 
(3.59) 
a, =-(V ~br) (3.60) 
Putting the terms in equation (3.55) and(3.56), force and moment equations become: 
(3.61) 
(3.62) 
The equations (3.61) and (3.62) can be arranged in a state space representation, where the 
lateral and yaw acceleration (V, r) are solved, using lateral velocity (V) and the yaw rate (r) 
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as state vectors. The input or control vector will be the steering wheel angle (o). The total 
lateral acceleration in that case will be V+ Ur . 
3.4 Three Degrees of Freedom Model 
-~c I 
. . 
················ :~:~:=r h 
············· ..... ~ m,•······· 
X 
mr •.. 
p 
z 
····· 
Figure 3-4: Three degrees of freedom model 
3.4.1 Equations of Motion 
The equations of motion used in the two degrees of freedom model can be extended to 
include the roll dynamics of the vehicle, by knowing its suspension characteristics 
(Ellis, 1969). Assume the vehicle is moving on a flat plane surface and at a steady forward 
speed and that there is no bounce and pitching movements. This means that the motions that 
occur are those due to yaw, side-slip and roll of the vehicle body. 
The following significant assumptions are made for the 3-DOF model: 
- No pitching or bounce motion 
- No longitudinal load transfer 
- Small angle assumption 
- Constant forward velocity 
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- No aerodynamic effect 
- Linear suspension characteristics 
In the 2-DOF model, a single mass was used to represent the total vehicle, with the local 
frame of reference fixed at the CG of the vehicle. For 3-DOF model, a slightly different 
approach is adopted, where the vehicle is represented by two masses m, and mu, for the 
sprung and unsprung part of the vehicle respectively. The location of the two masses is 
defined with respect to the centre of gravity (CG) of the vehicle, with the sum of their 
moments about the CG being zero. Also, the local frame of reference does not coincide with 
the CG, but is located vertically in line with the CG of the vehicle, positioned at the roll axis. 
This axis is assumed parallel to the ground instead of the consideration of an inclined roll 
axis, which connects the front and rear roll centres (see Figure 3-4 ). 
Lateral velocity at the sprung mass centre m, is v, =V +ph +re (3.63) 
Therefore, the lateral acceleration, v, =V +ph +rc+rc (3.64) 
As the location of sprung mass from the CG is constant in the longitudinal direction, the 
term c in equation (3.64) can be equated to longitudinal velocity U. 
Therefore, v,=V+ph+rc+rc+Ur (3.65) 
Lateral velocity at the un-sprung mass centre mu is vu= V- re (3.66) 
Therefore, the lateral acceleration, Vu = V- re- re (3.67) 
Similarly, the term-e=U ~ 
Therefore, vu =V- re+ Ur (3.68) 
The net lateral force due to sprung and un-sprung mass lateral acceleration can be expressed 
as: 
(3.69) 
Substituting equations (3.65) and (3.68) into equation (3.69) gives: 
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(3.70) 
Therefore, LFy = m1 (V+ Ur)+m,hp (3.71) 
In the above equation for the lateral force, it is interesting to note that the first term takes into 
account the total mass of the vehicle m1 whereas the second term only uses the sprung mass 
m,. The first term is the lateral acceleration term, which is influenced by the total mass of 
the vehicle, whereas the second term signifies the contribution of the roll component of the 
sprung mass only in the lateral force generation. For the case, when the vehicle is 
represented as a single mass, which coincides with the local frame of reference, the term 'h' 
in equation (3.71) becomes zero and the equation reduces to the form used in the 2-DOF 
model. Overall, this provides an important aspect of defining equations of motion for the 
vehicle body, while using sprung and un-sprung mass representation and will be adopted 
further in the more elaborate I 0-DOF vehicle model. 
The yaw moment for 3-DOF model can be defined using equation (3.54). In this case, since 
the centre of mass is assumed to be just above the origin of the frame of reference 0 and the 
vehicle is symmetrical about the plane defined by the axes Ox and Oy 
(i.e. xG = 0, y G = 0 & I,Y = IY, = 0 ), the yaw moment can be simplified to: 
~M =I t-1 p· 
' " n 
(3.72) 
Similarly, the roll moment can be taken from equation (3.52), with mzG = -m,h 
Therefore, ~M, = I,p- Inr + m,h (V+ Ur) (3.73) 
In the above two equations, the term I, represents the moment of inertia of the whole 
vehicle about the z axis, whereas the term I, represents the moment of inertia of the sprung 
mass only about the x axis. 
Therefore, I, = IcG(•l + m,h2 and I,= -m,hc 
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where the product of inertia is negative since h is negative with respect to the frame of 
reference. 
3.4.2 External Forces and Moments 
The calculation of lateral forces for this model can be carried out by including the roll 
camber and roll steer effects. Thus: 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
The left and right side forces can be linearly approximated as: 
(3.76) 
(3.77) 
Here, the front and rear slip angles can be modified by including the roll steer 
0 88 88 
coefficients, = -' and s, = -' 
8rp 8rp 
Now, the front steer angle becomes 8, = 80 + s,rp 
V+ar 
Hence, from equation (3.59) a, = 00 + s,rp- U 
Substituting equation (3.78) into equation (3.76), the front tyre force becomes: 
Similarly, the rear slip angle from equation (3.60) u, = s,rp- {V ~br) 
(3.78) 
(3.79) 
(3.80) 
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Substituting equation (3.80) into equation (3. 77), the rear tyre force becomes: 
(3.81) 
Thus, the net lateral force becomes: 
( ( V+ar)) ( or) ( (V-br)) ( or) I:Fy =Car 150 +srtp- --u + c,r orA tp+Ca, s,rp- U + c,, otp, rp (3.82) 
The final lateral force equation after rearranging the terms can be expressed as: 
(3.83) 
The total yaw moment can be written as: 
(3.84) 
Putting the terms Fyr & F,. from equations (3.79) and (3.81) into equation (3.84) yields: 
I:Mz =a( car( 150 +sr~-(V ~ar) )+( C~ :~ )tp) 
- b( ea, ( s,tp- (V ~br) )+[er,:; ]rp) 
The total yaw moment after rearranging the terms can be expressed as: 
( C bC ) (-a'C -b'C ) 
"'M - -a af + m V af m C o 
L... z - U + u r +a afUO 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
The total roll moment L consists of moments due to suspension spring and damping 
coefficients (both front and rear) as well as the moment due to vehicle CG. 
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hr 
FzfL 
Figure 3-5: Force and moment representation for suspension for front axle 
Total suspension moment due to spring and damper can be expressed as: 
(3.87) 
Where, the -ive sign is due to the moment acting against the roll deflection/ roll angular 
velocity. The subscript 'f' and 'r' denotes the front and rear axle respectively. The terms 
K. & C • represent the roll stiffness and damping coefficients and can be expressed in terms 
of linear suspension spring and damping coefficients as: 
(3.88) 
Moment due to vehicle CG can be expressed (noting that for small angles: sintp =tp): 
(3.89) 
Total roll moment about the roll axis is the sum of equations (3.87) and (3.89), thus: 
(3.90) 
The effect of anti-roll bar can also be incorporated by adding the anti-roll bar coefficient to 
the roll stiffness coefficient K• in the equation (3.90), for both front and rear axle. 
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3.4.3 Load Transfer 
Load transfer for the front and rear axles can be found by equating the suspension roll 
moment with moments generated by the vertical and lateral tyre forces (refer Figure 3-5). 
Moments about front roll centre can be expressed as: 
(3.91) 
Now: F,~ + F," = W,r (front load) (3.92) 
Putting equation (3.92) into equation (3.91) yields: 
(3.93) 
1 ( ) h w F = K +C -- F +F _r +-'r 
"' ( •rrp .,rP) 2t Y~ YJR 2t 2 
IT IT 
(3.94) 
(3.95) 
Now, load transfer for the front axle can be expressed as: 
F -F ~F :;::: Zn. ZJR 
,, 2 (3.96) 
Substituting equations (3.94) and (3.95) into equation (3.96) yields: 
(3.97) 
Hence, the front vertical forces can be expressed in terms of the static load and load transfer 
at the front axle as: 
(3.98) 
F = W,r -D.F 
Zm 2 zr (3.99) 
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Similarly, the equations for rear axle load transfer can be expressed as: 
t>F,, =(K,,tp+C.,p) 2~ -(FY~ +Fy..)~' rr rr (3.100) 
(3.101) 
(3.102) 
The equations for lateral force, yaw moment and roll moment are summarized below: 
( . ) (C + C ) (-aC + bC ) m V+Ur +m hp'=- ar a• V+(C )o + ar a• r 
T ' U af 0 U 
(3.103) 
( ) (-a'C -b'C ) 
I , I . -aCaf + bCm V af a< C 0 ,r- "'p = + r+a aruo u u (3.104) 
(3.105) 
The 3-DOF model can be solved by using the state space representation or through ordinary 
differential equations, using MA TLAB/ Simulink. Although, the above mentioned equations 
of motion have employed linear tyre characteristics, it is easy to use Magic Formula 
characteristics for the lateral force, under pure slip conditions. In this study, the 3-DOF 
model is used for comparative purposes (as demonstrated in chapter 4) against the more 
elaborate 10-DOF model as well as the complex multi-body ADAMS model for different 
transient manoeuvres, performed at constant speed. 
3.5 Intermediate Vehicle Model 
In the previous sections, the low-end vehicle models with 2 and 3 DOF were derived, using 
Newton-Euler formulation. While, these models are appropriate for steady-state handling 
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analysis, they generally lack accuracy, when it comes to transient handling manoeuvres 
(demonstrated later in chapter 4). This section will focus on the development of a more 
elaborate non-linear multi-body model, using the same Newton-Euler formulation. Apart 
from incorporating additional degrees of freedom to capture all the translational and 
rotational motion in space, special attention is paid to the inclusion of adequate non linear 
characteristics of suspension, tyre and steering in a realistic manner. This approach of 
vehicle modelling is often termed as Intermediate vehicle modelling, as its complexities lies 
in between the two approaches: low end vehicle models (demonstrated in previous sections) 
and the complex multi-body vehicle models based on the constrained Lagrange equation 
(chapter 4). As opposed to large number of interactions involved in a complex multi-body 
model, this approach relies on simplified assumptions, yet could produce accurate results, as 
demonstrated later in chapter 4 and 5. 
The complete vehicle model includes the sprung mass and four un-sprung masses, 
comprising the wheels, tyres and part of the suspension, as shown in Figure 3-6. While the 
sprung-mass is given complete six DOF motion in space, the un-sprung masses move only in 
the vertical direction, generating another four degrees of freedom. It should be noted that the 
additional DOF to capture the rotation of the wheels about their spin axes is not counted 
while expressing the total DOF of the vehicle model. Hence, it this thesis the model will be 
commonly referred to as 10-DOF model. 
The equations of motion of the sprung mass are expressed with respect to the vehicle SAE 
frame of reference (SAE, 1976), which is attached to the sprung part of the vehicle body, 
comprising three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. The choice of 
expressing it in the SAE frame of reference agrees with common practice (Ellis,l994) and 
relates to the fact that most external forces such as tyre and aerodynamic forces are more 
readily expressed in the vehicle local frame of reference than in the global frame. 
Furthermore, the results are more informative when presented as vehicle-based 
velocities/displacements than when referred to the global frame of reference. The vehicle is 
assumed to be geometrically symmetrical about the X-Z plane of the SAE frame. However, 
the general case is considered, in which the vehicle is not inertially symmetrical about the 
same plane (i.e. the various products of inertia need not equal zero). The only restriction 
adopted is that the origin of the SAE frame lies at the same longitudinal position as the 
centre of gravity of the vehicle. This requirement has no mathematical significance and is 
considered only to achieve general comparability of the results with the implications of 
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analytical results obtained by simple bicycle models, where the origin of the SAE frame is 
usually taken at the position of centre of gravity (Pacejka,2006). The global/fixed frame of 
reference is assumed to lie underneath the local frame of reference at the ground level. This 
frame of reference is used to observe vehicle path trajectory during various manoeuvres. As 
discussed in section (3 .2.2), the transf01mation between the two frames of reference is 
carried out using Euler 1-2-3 transformation. The vehjcle model and its coordinate system 
can be seen in Figure 3-6. 
_, 
X 
Mwheel2 0 
-
' 
trf ' 0 Mwheel1 
-
' 
....._ y 
-
-
8 
• Ms 
...... 
' - SAE Frame 
f Mwheel4 0 
-\jf 
Global Frame 
z b 
a 
Figure 3-6: Vehicle model coordinate system representation 
' trr 
' 
The forces and moments acting on the vehicle sprung mass are based on Euler' s equation, 
wri tten with respect to the vehicle local SAE frame of reference. The following forces and 
moments are considered in tills vehicle model: 
The tyre longitudinal forces arising from the driving and braking torque. 
The tyre lateral forces generated during cornering. 
Gravitational and aerodynamic fo rces acting on the sprung mass. 
Suspension component forces (spring-damper, bun1p stop, suspension reaction, and 
anti-roll bar) 
All moments generated from the above forces. 
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3.5.1 Sprung Mass Dynamics: 
The equations of motion for the three translational and three rotational DOF, acting on 
sprung mass (refer section 3.2.4) are given below: 
(3.1 06) 
(3.1 07) 
~ =11'\ ·( W-U ·q +V· p) -111s · [ 2c ·(p2 +q2)-xG ·(p· r-q) -yG ·( q· r+r)] (3. 1 08) 
(3. 109) 
(3 .1 1 0) 
Th1 =I ·r - (I -I )·p· q + I ·(q 2 -p2) -I ·(r·p + q.) + I ·(r·q -p' ) z zz xxyy xy yz zx 
(3 .111) 
In the above equations U, V, W denote the three translational velocities of the sprung mass 
along the X, Y and Z axes of the SAE frame respectively, while p, q , r are the rotational 
speeds (roll, pitch, yaw) about the same axes. The left-hand-side tetms in equations (3. 1 06) -
(3. 11 1) denote the net fo rces in the direction of the X, Y and Z axes, or the net moments 
about the same axes. In terms of inertial properties, mr denotes the total mass of the vehicle, 
including the mass of the un-sprung components. As explained earli er in the 3-DOF model, 
the longitudinal and lateral force equations ((3 .1 06)-(3 .1 07)) employs the tota l mass (mr) as 
well as the sprung mass (ms) terms. On the other hand, when deali ng with the vertical force 
(equation (3 .1 08)), it is more appropriate to use only the sprung mass term (ms), as the 
vertical dynamics of the un-sprung mass will be considered separately. Similarly, while 
writing equations for the net roll and pitch moments, only the sprung mass term (ms) appears 
(refer equations (3 .1 09)-(3. 1 1 0)), where as in the case of yaw moment (equation (3. 1 1 1 )), the 
total vehicle mass (mr) is considered. 
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An alternative and mathematically better approach would be to use the sprung mass ms 
throughout equations (3 .106)-(3 .111 ) and provide a ll un-sprung masses with additional 
lateral and longitudinal degrees-of-freedom. This would bring the model closer to its 
complex multi-body alternatives, increasing unnecessarily the computational cost of the 
simulation. It is important to emphasize that the treatment of mass presented herein is a 
simplification which aims to distribute the mass more appropriately between various 
degrees-of-freedom, without increasing their number and without introducing additional 
constraints. ln the same spirit, parameters, xG, yG, zG indicate the distance of the cg of the 
complete vehicle from the origin of the SAE frame of reference. Accord ing to the restriction 
described earlier regarding the longitudinal position of the cg, the term xG.=O lie on the 
origin of the frame of reference. 
Finall y, l xx. lyy indicate the sprung mass moments of inertia about the X and Y axes, whereas 
Izz denotes the moment of inertia of the full vehicle about the Z axis. The products of inertia 
lxy, l zx. and Iyz are a ll calculated considering the sprung mass onl y. The forces on the left-
hand-side of equations (3. 1 06)-(3. 1 08) include those developed at the tyres' contact patches, 
the gravitational forces, suspension component forces, as well as the aerodynamic forces . 
3.5.1.1 Transformation of Forces and Moments: 
In many cases, the roll and pitch angles of the vehicle body (denoted ~and B, respectively) 
can be assumed small enough so that the X-Y plane of the SAE frame is considered always 
parallel to a fl at road. Under these circumstances the calculation of forces IFx, 2:Fy and IFz 
is a rather straight forward procedure. However, under extreme cornering and/or braking 
manoeuvres, large roll and pi tch angles require the determination of the exact position of the 
SAE frame with respect to the global frame of reference. In thi s manner, a tyre fo rce which 
is parallel to the road is not assumed parallel to the X-Y plane, or, conversely, a vertical 
suspension fo rce is not assumed parallel to the Z-axis of the SAE frame. To solve the 
problem, some of the fo rces on the left-hand-side of equations (3. 106)-(3. 108) are 
multiplied by a transformation matrix resulting from two successive rotations ~~ B (roll and 
pitch) as shown below: 
0 
r 
cosB 
L(qJ,8) = sin qJ·Sin 8 COSqJ 
COS qJ ·sin 8 -Slll qJ 
-s inB 1 
sinqJ·cosB 
COSqJ·COStl 
(3. 112) 
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The fact that the yaw angle of the vehicle body is not considered different from that of tyre 
or suspension means that only two successive rotations are considered for transformation of 
forces. In addition, the angles of rotation cannot be assumed small, which means the angles 
cp, B, lfl are not calculated by direct integration of rotational velocities p, q, r. Instead, an 
angular velocity transformation is required , s imilar to the transformations used frequently in 
aircraft dynamic analysis (Katz, 1997). Such transformations relate the instantaneous 
rotational velocities as expressed in the vehicle frame of reference to the angular rates as 
expressed in the global frame of reference. Provided that p q, r are calculated by solution of 
the differential equations (3. 109) - (3.111), the following transformation provides the 
corresponding rates in the global frame of reference (Katz, 1997). 
r ~j [ I sin <p·tanB cos<p·tanB][p] fJ = 0 COSip -sin <p q tj; 0 sin <p/cosB cos<pl cos() r (3. 113) 
Finally, integration of equation (3. 11 3) yields the corresponding ang les for use in the 
transformation matrix described by relation (3 .15) and (3 .112). Accordingly, the net 
moments on the left-hand-side of equations (3 .l 09) - (3. 111) are calculated, based on the 
forces expressed in the SAE frame of reference (i. e. following transformation). 
Equations (3 .106) - (3. 111 ) can be further simplified and re-arranged in the fo llowing 
generic form . This form is obtained by assuming the local frame of reference to co incide 
with the vehicle CG and the vehicle to be symmetrical about XY and YZ planes. 
Longitudinal dynamics: mT · 0 = ~Fx - mT · ( W · q -V · r) (3. 114) 
Lateral dynamics: mT ·V = ~FY -mT ·(U · r- W · p) (3 .11 5) 
Vertical dynamics: m5 · W = 2:Fz -m5 · (V· p- U ·q) (3 .116) 
(3.1 17) 
(3. 11 8) 
Yaw moment: Izz · i· - Ixz · p = ~Mz + ( Ixx - IYY ) · p · q - l xz · r · q (3. 119) 
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The state variables in these equations are the veloc ity components [U V. W, p. q, r]. The 
right hand sides of the above equations have products of two state variables, referred to as 
gyroscopic tenns and as a result these equations can not be solved using state-space 
representation. The combined approach of MA TLAB - Simulink is adopted here to define 
the vehicle model, which will be expla ined later in section (3.7). 
The net forces :LFx, I:Fy and I:F7 acting on the sprung mass (equation (3.1 14)-(3. 116)), can 
be written in the following vector form : 
(3 .120) 
where F . . F . F, . F. denotes the tyre longitudina l forces (refer equat ion (3. 141 )) 
\; t ' l l '"'" 
F . F , F , F denotes the tyre lateral forces (refer equation (3. 142)) 
Yt ) 2 ) 1 Y J 
Fsusp, · F,usp
2
• F~usp , , Fsusp, denotes the suspension forces ( refer equations (3 .139)) 
FG . FG FG denotes the gravitational forces (refer equation (3. 163)) 
' ' ' 
Fd denotes the aerodynamic forces (refer equation (3.209)) 
Since. the tyre longitudinal and lateral forces are generated in the road plane; they need to be 
transformed to vehicle SAE frame of reference using the transformation matrix expressed in 
equation (3. 11 2). On the other hand, the gravitational and aerodynamic forces are defined 
with respect to the vehicle SAE fran1e of reference and hence, require no transformation. 
Similarly the total moments 2:Mx, 2:My and I:Mz acting on the sprung mass (equation 
(3. 117)-(3.119)), can be represented in the following vector form: 
(3. 121) 
where, M~, , Mx
2
• Mx, , Mx, denotes the roll moment (re fer equations (3. 144)) 
My, MY
2
, M y, , M>'• denotes the pitch moment (refer equations (3. 145)) 
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M ,M ,M , M denotes the yaw moment (refer equations (3. 146)) 
z1 z2 z1 z" 
Md denotes the aerodynamic moments (refer equation (3 .2 1 0)) 
The transformation of forces and moments described in this section provides a relatively 
simple method to take care of the large ro ll and pitch angles occurring during extreme 
cornering and/or braking manoeuvres. However, a much better approach wo uld be to include 
another moving coordinate system, which can be attached to the unsprung mass of the 
vehicle. Such a coordinate system is often referred to as undercarriage coordinate system 
(Kiencke and Nielsen,2000), whose orientation can be very similar to the vehicle SAE 
coordinate system, except that it does not ro ll and pitch with the vehicle body. However, it 
can experience roll and pitch angles due to road camber and any inclination. The equation of 
motion for the unsprung mass could then be written for the translational and rotational 
dynamics with its own mass and inertial terms. This approach wo uld be more appropriate to 
handle complex interactions between sprung and w1sprung masses, during transient 
manoeuvres on non-flat road surfaces. However, this approach would increase the 
complexity of the model and invo lve transformation of forces and motion vari ables between 
the two moving frame of references. 
3.5.2 Unsprung Mass Dynamics 
The fo ur unsprung masses, which include wheels, tyres and suspensions, are modelled as 
mass-spring-damper systems. The wheels and part of the suspension mass are modelled as 
single DOF mass-spring-damper systems. The tyres are considered as linear spring-damper 
systems which connect the un-sprung masses to the road . At their top ends, the un-sprung 
masses are connected to the vehicle body using springs and dampers representing linear 
wheel-rates and non-linear damping functions. The non-linear effects due to suspension 
geometry are also accommodated in the model using simplified functions. The total 
suspension force, at each unsprung mass, is modelled by incorporating spring/damper, anti-
roll bar, bump stop, and suspension secondary motions. A schematic showing the vertical 
dynamjcs of ru1 un-sprung mass is shown in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3-7: nsprung ma vertica l dynamics 
3.5.2.1 pring-Oamper Force 
The spring-damper forces can be expressed as the wheel rate and damping functions or the 
relati e motion or the un-sprung masse wi th respect to the body. in the vertical direction. 
The pring force . thus. become func tion of relative verticaJ displacement and the damper 
force become functions of relati,·e vcloci t}'. The pring forces "ith re pect to the \Chicle 
bod)' can be expressed as: 
F 
'• 
= - K ·[z -~ ·<p - a·8 - z ] I 2 \\hee11 = -K ·(z ) I 'u<p1 (3.122) 
zboch, 
F = 
'l 
-K·[z+_St·<p -a·8 - z 1 
I 2 "hecl1 = - K r · ( z su' 1•1 ) (3. 123) 
Lbochl 
F = -K · [7-~ · <p + b·8 - z ] = -K ·(I ) 
• r 2 "hecl1 r \11 p 
(3.124) 
'-· 
F = 
., -K · [z +~ · cp -b ·f) - z ] r 2 " heel, = - K, · ( z.,..,p, ) (3.125) 
l-· 
imi larly. the damper forces with respect to the vehicle body can be expressed as: 
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F = -c · [ w -~ · p -a · q - z ] = - c . (z ) d1 f 2 whccl1 f susp1 (3. 126) 
(3 .1 27) 
(3 .1 28) 
F = - C · [ W+~·p-b · q- z ] = - C · (z ) d, r 2 wheel, r susp, (3. 129) 
In equation (3 .126) - (3 .1 29), the damping coefficients for compression and extension are 
taken to be the same. The non-linear damping behaviour of the suspension system can be 
captured such that when a wheel moves upwards, it generates a smaller damping force than 
when it moves downwards. This non-linear effect allows an upward bump from the road 
profi le to have a small impact on the vehicle body, while the vertical wheel oscillations are 
still effectively damped during the downward movement of the wheel (Kiencke and 
Nielsen,2000). The modified expression with different bump/rebound damper settings (refer 
Figure 3-8) can thus be written as: 
Fd, = - 0.5. [I- sgn ( ZSUSP; ) J. c nl,, ( zsusp, ) -0.5. [ 1 + sgn ( zsusp,) J. cnl,. ( zsusp,) i=l 4 (3. 130) 
Where, the subscript ' i ' denotes the wheel number. Overall, in the equatio ns (3.122)-(3. 1 30), 
p and q are the roll and pitch rates of the vehicle body, z and W are the vertical displacement 
and velocity of the vehicle body, <p and e are the roll and pitch angles as calculated by 
integration of equation (3. 113). Zbody and Wbody denote the vertical displacement and velocity 
of the fom corners of the vehicle sprung body and Zwhcel denotes the vertical displacements of 
the four wheels. Zsusp is the resultant suspension deflection. Kr I K, and Cr i C, indicate linear 
spring stiffness and damping respectively. C,1 indicate non-linear damping fun ction with 
subscripts 'c' and ' e' standing for compression and extension respectively. Finally, a and b 
denote the distance of the origin of the SAE frame from the front and rear axles respectively 
and tn and trr denote the front and rear half-tracks. 
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Damper Nonlinear Force-Velocity Curve 
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Figure 3-8: Damper nonlinear force-velocity curve 
3.5.2.2 Bump Stop Forces 
The bump stop fo rce could be expressed as the function of bump stop clearance (zbs)· The 
fo ll owing equation provides the value of bump stop force. when suspension deDection 
exceeds the bump stop clearance. K bs in thi s case denotes bump stop stiffness. The bump 
stop fo rce at the i111 wheel can be expressed as: 
(3.13 1) 
F.b = 0 s, else 
3.5.2.3 Anti-roll Bar Forces and Moments: 
The anti -roll bar forces can be calculated by considering the moment generated due to the 
roll angle of the body. However, by inclusion of fo ur additional degrees of freedom in the 
form of vertical wheel displacements, an add itional moment will be generated by uneven 
vertical displacements of the wheels on the opposite sides of the vehicle (Figure 3-9). These 
uneven displacements can occur, when one of the wheels runs over a road bump or a kerb or 
even hit a low profile pot-hole. thus generating an additional moment in the anti-roll bar. 
This moment due to vertical displacement of the wheel can be calculated by including 
additional eq uivalent roll-angles <P\Vhccl at the front and rear axle of the vehicle. 
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(3 .1 32) 
(3.133) 
A simplified expression for anti-roll bar moment can be obtained as a product of the roll 
stiffness and the roll angle. However, with tbe additional moment due to uneven wheel 
di splacement, the equivalent roll-angle <Pwhecl is added to the actual roll angle tp, to give the 
total anti-roll bar moment as: 
M roll1 = - K roll 1 ' ( rp + <Pwttccl1 ) (3. 134) 
(3.135) 
The anti-roll bar forces at all the four wheels can be expressed as: 
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Kroll r • ( (/) + (/Jwheelr ) 
Fro\12 = -----''----------'---
trf 
(3. 136) 
K roll · ( (jJ + (/)wheel ) f r r 
roll• = 
t iT 
The sign of the wheel angle can change, depending upon displacement direction of the two 
opposite wheels. 
3.5.2.4 Suspension Rigid Reactions 
The vertical motion of the centre of the tyre contact patch is associated with secondary 
lateral and longitudinal motions, as a resu lt of the complex suspension geometri es used in 
practice. Hence, an infinitesimal vertical di splacement 8 zcon1ac1 is almost always coupled with 
di splacements O x conlacl and ovcornacl (Figure 3-10). This observation allows treatment of the 
suspension as a kinematic mechanism, where the kinematic input point is chosen as the 
centre of the tyre contact patch with two possible input-motion directions, i.e. lateral and 
longi tudinal. The output is taken as the vertical motion of the tyre contact centre with respect 
to the vehicle body. If the lateral, F v, and longitudinal, Fx, forces at the centre of the contact 
patch are known, application of the virtual work method (Merian1 and Kraige,1993b,a) 
yields the resulting verti cal forces applied on the sprung mass, as described in relations 
(3.137) and (3.138). 
F = -(F ) (Jy, contacl i l ·l 
zy, y, a 
lyre Z , contact 
(3 .137) 
Ox F _ (F ) 1coruac1 - ~ &• 14 7 ... -..:. , x , ~ 
~~re U £ 
1 
contact 
(3. 138) 
where subscript ' j ' denotes the wheel number. 
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It should be emphasized that equations (3.137) and (3. 138) hold true for a ll four corners of 
the vehicle as long as the vehicle-based SAE frame of reference is used, both for the 
expression of the displacements and forces. The suspension geometry in this case is 
characterized by the relation of the infinitesimal displacement, which could be obtained 
numerically by either simulation or physical experiment using test rig. In thi s case, the data 
is obtained using Multi-Body ADAMS code fo r a Macpherson strut suspension. Figure 3-11 
shows the plot of 8xcolllacJ 8zcontacl and 8 v coni.1CI / 8zconlaCI against wheel vertical displacement. 
Figure 3-10: Suspension geometry effect on tyre contact patch dis placement 
The vertical forces caused by a rigid body suspension reactions, primarily induce roll and 
pitch moments which oppose the normal roll and pitch moments caused by lateral and 
longitudinal forces. Hence, equations (3.137) and (3.138) account for all jacking, anti-dive, 
anti-roll and related phenomena, offering an a lternative to the frequently used roll-centre 
concept (Gerrard, 1999) and other similar treatments. The application of the virtual work 
method requires only the establishment of the lateral and longitudinal displacements as 
functions of the vertical displacement of the contact centre. Subsequently, it allows the non-
linear treatment of rigid suspension reactions, avoiding complications related to phenomena 
such as roll-centre migration (Gerrard, 1999). 
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Figur·e 3-11: Suspension characteristics 
The net suspension force with respect to the vehicle body at each corner of the vehicle thus 
becomes: 
F = F + F + F. + F + F - F 11 i- 1 4 susp1 s. d. bs, Z.X1 zy 1 ro , (3.139) 
The term F5, Fd, Fbs, Fz.x, Fzy, and Froll stands for component fo rces from spring, damper 
bump stop, suspension rigid reactions, and ant-roll bar respectively. The anti-roll bar force is 
having a negative sign as it was originally expressed with respect to the wheel, as shown in 
equation (3 .1 36). 
3.5.2.5 Equations of Motion for the Unsprung Mass 
The equations of motion for the four un-sprung masses can be solved using Newton' s second 
law of motion, balancing various fo rces acting on the wheel due to suspension components, 
tyre vertical load, and wheel inertia. The equation for the vertical motion of the un-sprung 
mass fo r the ith wheel can be expressed as: 
(3. 140) 
F 
'• 
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In the above equation, the vertical force due to tyre deflection Fz is expressed as a function 
of wheel displacement only, with road disturbance taken as zero in this case. 
3.5.2.6 Tyre Forces and Moments 
The tyre model in this thesis is based on the Magic Formula approach (Pacejka and 
Bakker, 1993), where slip ratio and vertical load are primarily used to calculate tyre forces at 
each contact patch. Tyre modelling is covered later. The t raction and cornering forces from 
the tyre model are generated in the wheel plane, and are then projected along the vehicle 
central ax is using the wheel steer angle 8. Here, the forces and velocities in the wheel plane 
are represented using the definition ofthe tyre SAE frame of reference (SAE, l 976). 
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Figure 3-12: Tyre moments and position vectors for all wheels 
(3. 141 ) 
(3 .142) 
The above fo rces after transformation, along with the suspension forces generate moments 
about the vehicle SAE frame of reference. The generated moments which act in the roll, 
pitch and yaw directions require the information about the position of the local frame of 
reference with respect to the tyre contact patch . These position vectors for all the four wheels 
can be expressed as (refer Figure 3-12). 
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r1 = [a - trr I 2 
r2 =[a trr 12 
lj =[-b - t rr 12 
r4 =[-b t rr l2 
hO -z + zwhce1
1 
JT 
ho- z + zwhcc1
2 
JT 
ho - z + zwhcel, JT 
ho - z + zwhccl, JT 
The roll, pitch and yaw moments are, therefore, calculated as: 
Roll moments: 
Pitch moments: 
M - (h - z + z ) · F - (a) · F y2 - 0 whecl2 x1 susp1 
Yaw moments: 
Mz, = (t rr I 2) · Fx, +(a)· Fy, 
Mzl = - (t rf I 2). Fxl +(a). FYl 
Mz, = (trr 12)·Fx, -(b)·FY
3 
Mz, =-(t rr i2) · F:,, -(b)·Fy, 
3.5.3 Wheel Dynamics 
3.5.3.1 Tyre Slip Angle: 
(3. 143) 
(3.144) 
(3. 145) 
(3. 146) 
Tyre slip angles for the four wheels can be calculated, based on the wheel steer angle and the 
longitudinal and lateral velocity components at the wheel centre. 
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Figure 3-13: lip angle and wheel centre velocitie 
The longitudinal velocities at the wheel centre with respect to the vehicle body con be 
expressed a (sec Figure 3-13): 
\ 
'• 
= + (t11 /2)·r 
\ 
' 
= L-{trl 12)·r 
,. 
' 
= + (t ,J2)·r 
\ = 
'• 
' -{t rr 12)·r 
imilarly, the lateral veloci ties can be exprcs ed a : 
v = V +a· r ~I 
,, = V +a· r 
v = Y-b · r \ . 
' = Y-b · r ), 
(3.147) 
(3. 148) 
AI o. the longitudinal and lateral \elocit) with re peel to the wheel plane at the ilh ''heel can 
be expre ed as: 
v =, ·cos(o,)+v, ·sin(o.) ,,4 \.._ , I ,..., (3 .149) 
v = -v ·s in (o )+ v , ·cos(o,) ,,4 ) ... , \I I )I (3. 150) 
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The tyre slip angle at the i111 wheel can be expressed as: 
(3.15 1) 
3.5.3.2 Wheel Slip Ratio: 
The longitudinal slip ratio can be calculated based on the longitudinal wheel velocity (with 
respect to the wheel plane) and rotational speed ·CD ' of the wheel. 
The longitudinal slip ratio at the i111 wheel can be expressed as: 
(3.152) 
where r represents the effective rolling radius of the tyre (refer section 4.6.5.3). 
c, 
The lateral slip can be calculated as the ratio of lateral velocity to the longitudinal wheel 
velocity, both defined with respect to the wheel plane. 
The lateral slip at the i111 wheel takes the form : 
(3 .1 53) 
3.5.3.3 Rolling Resistance Force 
The rolling resistance force is the force generated at the tyre contact patch, which opposes 
the wheel motion and is a major retardation force at high vehicle speed. Much of the rolling 
resistance takes place because of the hysteresis losses in cyclic deformation of the rubber, 
which is inherently viscoelastic in nature. This leads to heat losses and as a result the 
reaction to the normal load occurs with a Jag, which means the normal load acts at a distance 
'd' towards front of the contact patch from the centre of the wheel . The net effect is a rolling 
resistance moment about the spin axis of the wheel, which opposes forward rolling of the 
wheel. Under steady-state condition, the rolling resistance force FR is generated in the 
contact patch, which causes a moment about the spin axis, thus balancing the rolling 
resistance moment. The rolling resistance force can be expressed as: 
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F2 ·d 
FR, =-~_-' 
c, 
ja ( 4 (3. 154) 
The above relationship is also shown in Figure 3-1 5. The magnitude of the rolling resistance 
force depends mainly on the load and the surface characteristics and is also influenced by 
vehicle speed, tyre temperature, inflation pressure and tyre material and design. The 
following approximation can be used to represent rol ling resistance. 
(3.155) 
In the above equation Ar is a constant, which accounts for the road surface characteristics, 
whereas Bv accounts for the effect of forward speed. For low and medium speeds Bv can be 
neglected. The value of Ar for different road surfaces is given in Table 3-1. 
Road Surface 
Vehicle Type 
Concrete Medium Hard Soil 
Passenger Car 0.0 15 0.08 0.30 
Heavy Truck 0.0 12 0.06 0.25 
Tractors 0.02 0.04 0.20 
Table 3-1: Rolling resistance coefficient Ar (Gillespie,1992) 
3.5.3.4 Steering Kinematics 
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Figure 3-14: Steering geomet1-y 
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The effect of steering kinematics on the tyre fo rces is modelled here by determining 
equivalent camber angle. Figure 3-14 shows the steering geometry, where Up represents the 
normal to the wheel plane, 11 represents the unit normal along the kingpin axis, v represents 
the caster angle, y represents the camber angle, and 'A represents the lateral inclination angle. 
The rotation of the wheel plane normal can be expressed in relation to the camber angle, 
which itself is modelled as a function of wheel vertical displacement ( z wheel ). 
(3. 156) 
Also, the unit vector along the kingpin axis can be expressed in terms of lateral incl ination 
angle and caster angle 
[ cos ~ · sin v] 11 = sm /~ 
COS A ·COS V 
(3 .157) 
The movement of Up about the unit vector 11 can be expressed as: (Huston and Liu,200 1) 
(3.158) 
The above vector can be used to detetmine the equi valent camber angle, which can be 
expressed as: 
(3.1 59) 
where ns denotes the road surface normal with reference to the vehicle coord inate system. 
3.5.4 Vehicle Traction 
As the current vehicle model was not intended for the study of vehic le traction 
characteristics or traction control, the details of power and drive train were not considered in 
the model development. However, vehicle traction is represented using a simple PID 
controll er, which enables the vehicle model to maintain constant forward speed under 
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various manoeuvres and ultimately achieve comparability with constant speed simulation 
and experimental results, obtained through complex multi-body ADAMS model and on-road 
vehicle tests (see chapters 4 & 5). The controller regulates the dri ving torque at the driven 
wheels, by deploying the difference between target and actual forward speed as the feedback 
error. Alternatively, the model can generate torque at the wheels, using engine characteristics 
curve in form of look-up tables (engine torque v speed and throttle position) and the 
information of gear train and differential ratios . This feature was used, while validating the 
model with the experimental test results, where the information of engine speed, throttle and 
gear position were extracted from the test car CAN network and then fed into the model for 
generating drive torque at the wheels (refer chapter 5 for results). 
----- -- - - --
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Figure 3-15: Torque and forces acting on wheel 
The rotational speed (eo) of the wheel can be calculated by applying Newton' s second law 
for rotational dynamics. By balancing the wheel inerti a, brake torque (Mb), driving torque 
(Td), tyre longitudinal force ((Fx)1yrc), and rolling resistance force (FR) the differential 
equation takes the following form (refer to Figure 3-1 5): 
Td, - CWx, \ -re -FR,). rw, - M b, 
CO = i=J 4 
I wheel 
(3.160) 
The term (rw) in the equation (3.160) refers to the static tyre radius, which relates the static 
load (Fzo) to the tyre spring stiffness (K,yr.), as shown in Figure 3-15. 
FZo 
r = r ---1 •· 3 4 
w, o K 
tyre, 
(3 .161) 
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The rotational dynamics of al l wheels are included in the study, to facil itate simulation of the 
variation of longitudinal slip angle under braking manoeu res. 
3.5.5 Gravity Forces: 
The gravitational force applies to the centre of mass of the vehicle. The gravitational force 
can be transformed into vehicle SAE co-ordinate system, using the transfo rmation matri x 
defined in section (3.2.2), thus incorporating the in tantaneous body rol l and pitch angle. In 
addition. the effect of road inclination ( B,.,, ) and road camber ( q; ~ ) could also be 
incorporated by using resultant angles (0-8,.1 ) and (rp-q; ), in the transformation matrix of 
.,J 
equation (3.112). A positive inclination in road means an upward incl ined road. whereas a 
positive camber means a road which raises the left hand side of the vehicle. As the ya\ angle 
in this ea e is zero. the transformation matrix takes the form: 
(3. 162) 
The forces generated by the gravitational effect. thus becomes: 
(3. 163) 
3.5.6 Wheel Lift-off 
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Figure 3-16: Vehicle ex.pel'iencing large roll angle 
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To simulate wheel lift-off case. it i important that the position of wheel contact is 
detem1ined v. ith respect to the global frame of reference. The vehicle velocit~ at origin ·oa · 
in the local frame of reference can be obtained after oh ing the equation of motion (3.1 06) 
- (3 . 11 I). To establish the elocity ' ith re pect to the global frame of reference ·oA · (refer 
Figure 3- 16). the following transformation matrix (from local to global frame) is used: 
L(rp.O, r;t ) = cos B·sinw sinrp·sin O· invt+ cosO·cosvt cos rp ·sinB· sin vt -sinrp ·cosvt (3.164) 
[
COS 8 ·COS If/ sin (/)· sin 8 ·COS If!- COS (/>· sin VI COS rp ·sin 8 · COSlfl + sin rp ·s in lf/l 
-sine in rp· cosO cos rp ·cosO 
The elocit) in the global frame of reference thu becomes: 
( . V. WJc, = L(97.B.If!)·[U. V. W]1 (3. 165) 
Po. ition or the origin of the local frame ·on· "'ith re pect to rhe global frame i obtained by 
integrating equation (3. 165) with initial condi tions as [0. 0, - ho] 
[ ·,y.z] = f[ u. v, w] (, Gamtwl-fOLI.-11, 1 (3 .166) 
Po ition or the wheel centre ·c~· with respect to the origin of the local frame of reference 
·on· (refer Figure 3-16): 
a -b 
-b ] lrr/ 2 (3. 167) 
h0 - r .. - Z + L.,h_, ' ...... 
l rf 2 - l " / 2 
ho- r,., - / + L. ,.nc~r: ho- r,. - z + z .. hffi 
where z is the vertical displacement of the origin of the local frame of reference obtained 
after integrat ing the velocity in the local frame. and z"hccl is the wheel centre displacement 
' 
after olving the differential equation (3.140). 
ov.. position of the wheel centre ·cl· ''-ith re pect to the global frame of reference can be 
cxpre ed a : 
(3.168) 
imila rly. the position of contact patch centre can be deten11ined with respect to the global 
frame of reference in order to work out the contact patch defl ection p. 
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The position of the contact patch cen tre ' A1' with respect to the ori gin of the local frame of 
reference 'Oo· can be written as: 
a -b 
trf / 2 -t,. / 2 (3. 169) 
ho- z + z"hcd, ho-z + z"heel, 
And the position of the contact patch centre 'A 1' with respect to the global frame of 
reference can be expressed as: 
(3.170) 
f Z wheet 
p 
Figure 3-17: Contact patch deflection 
Once the global positions of the contact patch and the wheel centre are known, a 3d line can 
be drawn between the two points (refer Figure 3-17). The intersection of this line and a 
plane, which represents the road surface, can provide another point ' A2' . The distance 
between A1 and A2 provides the contact patch deflection p. 
3.5.7 Tyre Model: 
The tyre model used here is based on the non-dimensional or normalised tyre characteristics 
(Milliken and Mi lliken 1995). This technique based on Magic Formula characteristics is an 
extension to the similari ty concept, as provided in (Radt and M ill iken, 1983). The semi-
empirical Magic Formula model relies heavil y on the test measurement data to derive its 
parameters by regression process (van Oosten and Bakker, l 993). The determination of 
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Magic Formula parameters is a tedious task as it involves gathering of large test data through 
different runs of a single tyre for a range of loads, longitudinal s lips, side slip and camber 
angles. The test of a s ingle tyre may often cause rapid tyre wear, meaning multiple tyres 
have to be used resulting in variations in results. Fur1hermore. similar sets of tests would 
have to be repeated if the fro nt and rear tyres are d ifferent and also if the effects of inflation 
pressure is critical. 
The non-dimensional or normalised data technique provides data compress10n on the 
measw·ed tyre data. wbich results in data from various test conditions (such as several 
different loads) to fall on a single curve. It makes use of the ratios of the raw data in such a 
way that the dimensions of the data are eliminated. For example, normalised lateral force 
could be achieved by dividing the lateral force by the product of friction coefficient and load. 
This non-dimensiona l way of tyre data u·eatment leads to dimensionless variables such as 
normalized lateral force, normalized longitudinal force and normalized aligning torque as a 
function of normalized s lip angle, inclination angle and slip ratio. 
In the ·Magic Formula' equations, the longitudinal tyre forces are primari ly function of slip 
ratio between wheel speed and vehicle forward speed and lateral forces are function of the 
sidesli p angle. The forces are also function of wheel camber angle and load. 
Using a pure slip characteristic calcul ation of sli p angle and vertical load, the normali zed 
lateral force F is defmed as: ~""' 
(3.171 ) 
The peak force is represented as a function of load and its is assumed that ~x • F2 is equal to 
" ·F t" y z. 
The norma lLzed s lip angle is defined as: a = Ca ·tan a 
~Y ·Fz 
(3.172) 
(3. 173) 
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\\here ea i the cornering stiffne sat zero ide lip angle 
Cornering tiffne s is also repre ented a a function of load and here the cornering tiffness 
i as umcd to be equal to the longitudinal stiffness K, 
Cornering sti ffness= a1 • ( 1- exp (-a 1 · F, )) (3.174) 
Using the 'Magic Formula· , the normalized lateral force F is represented by: 
' ""' 
F, ,.. = 0 ' ·sin ( C' ·arctan(B' ·( ( 1- E') ·a +( '/B')·arctan(B'·a) ))) (3. 175) 
''here B . C . 0 . E' represents the parameter for solid curve for ··Magic Formula .. 
I o. the camber angle can be repre cntcd as normalized camber angle 
_ G· siny 
r= 
11 • F 
,... , I 
where G i the camber stiffness or the ratio of camber thrust to camber angle. 
(". 176) 
\J hen the slip and camber angle occur imultancousl). a normalized combined slip I camber 
angle p can be defined for the po iti c camber angle : 
fl= a 
1-f ·sgna (3.177) 
!'or combined sli p I camber angles, the normali zed lateral force FN can be defi ned for the 
posi tive camber angles (f> 0), 
r -f 15 - ' •• 
r l\j -
1- f·sgna 
(3. 178) 
F._ reduce to F, ,.. of equation (3.171) for Lero camber angles ( f = 0 ). AI o F\. i a function 
of P, and when the slip angle is zero. 1f is zero (equation (3. 177)). and so FN becomes zero 
as we ll. This means normalized lateral force F> becomes equal to normalized camber angle 
I)"' 
r (equation (3. 178)) for zero slip angle. 
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imilar to the nonnalized lateral force. the normali7ed longitudinal force F, . can be al o be 
... 
de cri bed. for the case of pure traction or braking "ith zero slip and camber angles. 
- F 
F =~ 
'""' F ll, ' I 
(3.179) 
and normalized slip ratios as: 
(3. 180) 
where 
W· R - v 
the slip ratio given by s, = " ' 
V'· 
Using the combined slip characteri tics calculation for slip ratio and slip angle for cases. 
when traction or braking occurs in a turn. a combined normalized slip variable is needed : 
K = J(s)2 +(af (3 .18 1) 
and al o a nonnalized resultant force i gi' en as: 
(".182) 
ince nonnalized slip angle is replaced with the combined normalized slip variable K. the 
normalized resul tant forceR ryrc can be taken as: 
R ,)Tc = D' ·sin ( C' · arctan ( B' · ( (1- E') · K + { E'/B') · arctan(B' · K)))) (3. 183) 
Another nece sary equation is obtained from measured data as: 
(3. 184) 
\J here 11( K) is the multiplier necessary to make equation (3. 184) hold for both small and 
large slip angles and slip ratios. 
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{
0.5 · [1 + 110 ]- 0.5 · [1-110 ] • cos(0.5 ·K) for IKI ~ 2n} 
The 11 ( K) function is of the form : I I 
1 fo r K > 2n 
For small value of K, 11 is equal to 11o, whereas for large value of K , 11 is equal to 1. 
llo i.s determined from the cornering stiffness C01 , longitudinal stiffness Kx, lateral friction 
coeffi cient ~L Y , and longitudinal fricti on coefficient ~' : 
(3 .1 85) 
By substituting equation (3. 185) into equation (3. 184), fo r values of K and using equation 
(3. 182) the non-dimensional lateral and longitudinal forces can be separated as follows: 
(3. 186) 
- ( ) [ s ] F =R K . X 
x,,,. tyre ~ 1 ~ 2 
s,- + , - · tan a 
(3. 187) 
Also by substituting both equation (3. 186) and equation (3. 187) into equation (3. 171) and 
equation (3. 179), the fmal lateral fo rce and longitudinal force generated at the tyre contact 
patch can be obtained. 
3.5.8 Steering Geometry 
The effect of Ackerman steer geometry is incorporated in the vehicle model. Referring to 
Figure 3-18, the wheel steer angles at the front wheels are 81 and 82, whereas at the rear 
wheels, they are assumed to be zero, considering that no camber or steer affect the rear 
suspension geometry. 
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Figure 3- 18: Ackcmlan tcering geometry 
The Leer angle at the front wheels and al o at the central vehicle ax is can be expressed in 
relation to it distance from the centre or turn, thus: 
L 
tan8 =- " 
0 0 
tan~ = L,. 
1 (0 + trf 2) 
L tan~, = " 
· (0 - trf 2) 
From cq (3. 188) and (3 .189) D=~ 
tano0 
L,. +(trf 2·tan80 ) =~ 
tano0 tano, 
tano0 
tan8, = trf/ 2 
I +--·tan80 LW 
L 
and D+ trf/2 =-w-
tano1 
(3 .188) 
(3.189) 
(3.190) 
(3.191) 
(3.192) 
(3.193) 
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O\ \ . using small angle approach for 80 and &,. and applying the binomial serie : 
11 n·(n - l) ·x2 n ·(n -1)·(n - 2)·X 1 (l+x) = l+n ·x+ + + ... .... 
2! 3! 
( I +x)'1 = 1- x 
l~quation (3. 193) takes the form : 
6 = Oo 
1 trf 2 
I + ·o L o 
" 
o ~ o · ( 1- trf 2 · o ) and o ~ o · ( I + trf 2 · o ) 
I 0 L 0 2 0 L 0 
" " 
If Pa is the proportion of Ackem1an. then 01 and 82 become: 
, , ( Pa · trf 2) ~ ) 6 ~ 6 · ( 1- · u0 I 0 L 
" 
(Pa · trf 2) 
&2 ::::Oo·( l + L ·Oo) 
" 
Thu . in matrix form the correction for leering input becomes: 
= 
I I 
0 0 
0 0 
\\here the matrix 
- 1 
I I 
0 0 
0 0 
is termed as teer coefficient K~1cer •• 
C' .194) 
(3. 195) 
(3.196) 
(3.197) 
(3. 198) 
(3.199) 
(3.200) 
The steering system also incorporates variab le steeri ng gear ratio. where the steering road 
wheel angle is expressed as a function of steering hand wheel angle, in fo rm of look-up 
table. Figure 3- 19 shows the variable gear ratio plot. The variable gear ratio adjusts for some 
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of the ciTects of steering compliance . The effects of lateral and longitudinal force 
compliance are also included. while calculating the teering wheel angle at the road wheel. 
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Figure 3-19: Variable gear ratio plot 
3.5.9 Aerodyna mic Forces a nd Moment 
Aerodynamic forces and moments arc generated by considering presence of an air tream 
around the ehicle. The Aerodynamic forces and moments affect the vehicle behaviour in a 
ignificant wa). as the air stream around the vehicle influences its tran lational and rotational 
motion. The e induce forces in the form of drag. lift and side direction. and generate 
corresponding rolling. yawing. and pitching moment . The aerodynamic force and moments 
are c pres cd by the following equation 
I , 
Drag Force: F - p v- A C d, - l · a · wr • p • I) (3.20 I) 
idc Force: F =.!. ·p ·Y2 · A ·C d, 2 a \\T p Y 
(3 .202) 
Lifi Force: F =.!_·p · V1 ·A ·C d/ 2 3 " T p L (3.203) 
RollingMoment: Md =.!_ ·p ·Y2 ·A ·La · , 2 a ,.,. p 'l.h 
(3 .204) 
(3.205) 
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(3.206) 
\\here Pu denotes the air mass density. V,~r i the relative wind velocity. Ap i the projected 
frontal area. Co. Cv and CL represent the coeflicient fo r drag fo rce. side force and lift force 
respectively. and CMx· CM) and CM, reprc cnts the coefficient for rol ling moment . pitching 
moment and yawing moment respecti vely. 
In this tudy. the air mass densit Pa is assumed to be constant. where a the relati\ e wind 
'elocit) is approximated by a uming tationar) air mo\'ement so that the total relati e 
,eJocit) i onl) induced by the \ehicle velocity. given as: 
(3.207) 
rhe aerodynamic force and moment coefficients in equations (3.20 1)- (3.206) are runction 
or relative wind velocity angle. which can be approx imated as vehicle slip angle, under 
stationary ai r condition: 
p = tan 1 (~) (3.208) 
The aerod) namic forces (equations (3.201) - (3.203) can be expre sed m \Chicle AE 
coordinate y tern in the follo,.-,·ing manner: 
-r ·sgn(U) d, 
F = -r · sgn(fi) d d, (3 .209) 
-F u, 
imi larly. the aerodynamic moment (equations (3.204)-(3.206)) can be expressed a : 
-Md ·sgn(fi) 
Md = M11. ·sgn( ) 
-Md. ·sgn(fi) 
(3.210) 
The aerodynamic force and moment coefficients, used in this study, in relation to a range of 
vehicle slip angle are shown in Table 3-2. 
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Co Cv CL c .. ~x CMy 
0.4 1 0.00 I 0.35 0.00 0.10 
r-
0.43 0. 10 0.44 0.05 0. 11 
- -
0.49 o.24 1 o.56 o.1 o o.12 
0.52 ~ 0.42 ~ 0.20 0.11 ~ 
o.59 I o.Go~ j o.291 o.12_j 
~ o.n 1 r .o5 o.J9 --r---o.t21 
Table 3-2: Aer·odynamic force coefficients (Yip et a/,1992) 
3.6 Brake System Model 
CMz 
0.00 
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0.24 J 
The brake system incorporated in the vehicle model is adapted from a previous study carried 
out by (Gerdes and Hedri ck.1 999). Instead of a detailed representation of the complete brake 
system as outlined in (Fisher, 1970) and (Khan et a/. 1994), a reduced order model of the 
brake system dynamics is used. This mode l considers s implified brake hydraul ics and a 
vacuum booster. Tbe proportioning val ves are not included in the hydraulic circuit in the 
current study. as the brake system model is intended to serve as a platform for future 
extension to an ABS hydraul ic model. When there is no ABS in a vehic le, the proportioning 
valve plays a s ignificant role in limiting the pressure rise at the rear wheels. during high level 
of dece leration , thus preventing the rear whee ls to lock 
3.6.1 Vacuum Booster Model 
The vacuum booster. located on the vehicle's firewall , acts like a force amplifier, enhancing 
the force applied by the driver pedal, by exploiting the pressure differential between the 
atmosphere and the engine manifold vacuum. The vacuum chamber as shown jn f jgme 3-20 
consists of two air chambers - vacuum chamber and apply chamber - separated by a 
diaphragm. The vacuum chamber is connected to the engine manjfo ld, whereas the apply 
chamber is al ternately connected to the atmospheric pressure, when stays sealed, or opens up 
to the vacuum chamber, depending upon the contro l valve settings i.e. if contro l valve is in 
the apply stage, hold stage or release stage respectively. The control valve modulates the a ir 
fl ow in the vacuum booster. based on the force response from the brake pedal, and thus 
provides a mechanical feedback mecharusm to set the three stages of booster operation. The 
operation of these stages is modelled by taking into consideration the static force balance and 
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aLr flow dynamics, including effects such as vacuum booster hysteres is, which occurs due to 
reaction washer defom1ation and master cy linder seal friction. 
Check Valve 
' 
/' 
Master C) tinder /' 
......... . . 
-
/' I 
..... -
' .... ...... . 
~ 
Return Spring 
Vacuum Chamber 
Figure 3-20: Vacuum booster 
' / 
Apply Chamber 
React ion Washer 
Power Piston 
Valve prings 
Push rod 
Seal 
Firewall 
Diaphragm 
During normal dri ving, when no brakes are applied. the control valve remains in the release 
stage as shown in Figure 3-20, connecting the apply chamber to the vacuum chamber and 
thus both chambers stay at engine manifold pressure. The pushrod and power piston in this 
case are pushed against limit stops by their respective return springs. During braking, the 
force from tl1e brake pedal is transmitted to the pushrod through the pedal linkage. The 
pushrod, which is held back by the valve spring, is pushed ahead, once the input force 
overcomes the valve spring preload, thus sealing the apply chamber. Further movement of 
pushrod opens the control valve and as a result coru1ect the apply chamber to the 
atmospheric pressure. This initiates the apply stage (Figure 3-21 ), where the atmospheric air 
flows into the apply chamber resulting in a pressure rise across the diaphragm, eventually 
pushing the power piston to the left, once the pressure rise overcomes the return spring pre-
load. As a result, the brake system is pressw·ised, forcing the fluid out of the master cylinder 
and into the wheel cylinders. The rise in master cylinder pressure causes a portion of the 
resulting force, to be fed back to the push rod , ilirough the rubber reacti on washer. This 
reaction fo rce acts to close the control valve providing the feedback mechanism for the 
boosters internal control loop. The closing of the valve brings the booster to the hold stage 
(Figure 3-2 1 ). where no air is admitted and the chambers remrun sealed. If the pedal force is 
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reduced, the booster returns to the release stage. thus allowing the air to drain from the apply 
chamber to the acuum chamber and finally to the intake manifold through a check valve. 
Foul I 
Apply 
Foul - I -
-Hold 
rage 
tage 
Fm 
Atmospheric 
Pressure 
Fm 
F igure 3-21: Apply a nd hold tage of control valve 
3.6.1.1 Control Valve Model 
The static behaviour of the vacuum booster can be modelled by balancing the forces acti ng 
on the pushrod and power piston individuall y. Here, the inertial effects of the pushrod and 
power pi ton are neglected as they are quite small compared to the forces in the booster. 
F -F -F =0 
m " pr 
(3.21 I ) 
F -F + F -F = 0 d " \ pp (3.21.2) 
" here F\'5 and Frs denote the forces in the valve springs and return spring respectively. Fin 
denotes the input force to the pushrod from the pedal linkage. Fd denotes the diaphragm 
force, which could be represented as: 
(3.213) 
where Pa and P, denotes the pressures in apply and vacuum chamber respecti ely. Ad 
denotes the area of diaphragm, whi.ch is assumed to be equal for both chambers. Further. the 
tenns Fpr and Fpp in equations (3.2 11 ) and (3.2 12) represent the force fed back through the 
reaction washer to the pushrod and power piston respectively. which can be equated to the 
output force of the booster Fout· 
(3.214) 
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Rearranging equations (3 .2 11 ) - (3 .2 14 ), to obtain an overall force balance as: 
for Fd + F,11 > Fr.. 
else 
(3.2 15) 
The condition in equation (3.2 15) accounts for the case when the retum spring presses the 
power piston against the limit stop. Equation (3.2 15) is sufficient to determine the output 
booster fo rce Foub as Pa. Pv and Xpp can all be determined from the state variables of the 
booster and master cylinder models (defrned subsequently). The return spring force Frs can 
be represented in terms of return spring preload Fr)o and spring constant Krs· 
(3.216) 
To determine the different stages ofbooster operation. Gerdes and Hedrick (1999) described 
an approach. which included effect of hysteresis. occurring largely due to reaction washer 
deformation, as well as also due to seal fri ction. In this approach, the stages of booster 
operation are determined by representing the reaction washer deformation and valve spring 
forces into a form of force va lue, denoted as Fapp and Frel, as shown in Figure 3-22 - the 
boru1dary values of which as a function of output force Four. are obtained by setting an 
idealised reaction washer model experiment (Gerdes and Hedrick, 1999). 
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Figure 3-22: Stages of booster operation (Gerdes and Hedrick,1999) 
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The relationship defining the various stages is given as: 
F.n < frcl => release 
f rei :::; F.n :::; Fnpp => bold (3.2 17) 
Fapp < F.n => apply 
3.6.1 .2 Vacuum Booster Dynamics 
While the control valve model represents more of a stati c behaviom. the air flow associated 
with the apply and vacuum chambers determines the dynamic behaviour of the booster. 
During the apply stage, the air flo ws into the apply chamber, resulting in a pressure rise and 
thus forces the diaphragm forward. This causes compression of air in the vacuwn chamber, 
which results in pressure rise that decays once the air flows through the check-valve into the 
manifold. During the hold stage. slight leakage takes place between the two chambers, 
through the control valve seal. which is attached to the pushrod by a light spring (refer 
Figure 3-20). As a result of this leakage. the pressure in the apply chamber decays, thus 
maintaining a constant pressure difference across the diaphragm . During the release stage, 
the two chambers are connected again, allowing air flow from the apply chamber to the 
vacuum chamber. 
The air flo w dynamics in the vacuum booster is modelled assuming ideal gas behaviour and 
isothermal expansion. The pressure in the apply and vacuum chambers can be written as: 
m ·R·T p = 3 (3.218) 
a V A 
ao + d . X pp 
m ·R ·T P = V (3.219) 
' V,'O -Ad·xPP 
where V ao and V vo denote the in.i tial chamber volume R denotes the gas constant. and T is 
the temperature. 
The state equations for ma and mv , whjch represent the air masses in the apply and vacuum 
chamber respectively, can be stated as: 
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apply 
hold 
release 
apply 
hold 
release 
(3.220) 
(3.221) 
where Caa, C3,, and C1eak stand for linearized flow coefficients for flow from the atmosphere 
to the apply chamber, between the apply and vacuum chambers during release and between 
the apply and vacuum chambers during hold, respectively. The term m"'" denotes the flow 
rate through the check val ve. As thj s valve allows air to fl ow onl y from the vacuwn chamber 
to the manifold, the flow equation for the check va lve is: 
for P, > Pman + Po 
or e lse 
(3.222) 
where Cvm is the linearised flow coefficient, P0 denotes the pressure offset required to open 
the va lve, and Pman is the mani fold pressure, which is taken as constant in the current model. 
The vacuum booster model, in its final fo rm, has one input (Fin) and two states (ma, mv), and 
is coupled to the brake hydrau lics (through Xpp). 
The flow coefficients used in equations (3.220) - (3.222) are based on the asswnption of an 
incompressible flow. The above coefficients can be modelled for a variable orifice s ize, 
where the effective orifice area, based on the given valve model, increases linearly with the 
relatjve displacement of the pushrod and power piston, until the orifi ce is fu lly opened. The 
flow coefficients Caa and Cav can be expressed as: 
Fin > ~1pp + ~PP I 
Else 
(3.223) 
(3.224) 
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where ~~'~' and F,., denote the forces required to fully open the orifices in the apply and 
release stages. which are shown graphica lly in Figure 3-22 by dotted lines. whereas c .. and 
c., denotes the corresponding flow coefficients. 
The leakage flow coefficient is modelled by assuming a linear variation over the length of 
reaction washer's hysteresis, taking into account that the spring provides more resistance to 
leakage as the force increases. 
C C ( f app - ~n ) 1c a~. = ~eru. · F _ F 
3pp rei 
3.6.2 Hydraulics of Brake System 
Ma~lcr C) lmdcr 
SccondOI') Pisron 
13ral.c lmc<r 
Wheel C~ llnd.:r 
,. Pmcs j Pmcp 
r- r-
Pu Pn 
r- r-
Prr p,, 
Figure 3-23: Brake hydraulic system 
(3.225) 
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The master cylinder, brake lines, and wheel cylinders are included Ll1 this model, as 
components of brake system hydraulics (Figure 3-23), considering onJ y those features that 
direct! affect the dynamic behaviour of the brake system. 
3.6.2.1 Ma ter Cylinder 
The master cylinder, which converts the output force from the vacuum booster into hydraulic 
pressure by displacing the fluid into the rear and front brakes, is modelled as two pistons 
(primary I secondary), arranged concentJica!Jy in a single bore. The brake hydraulics is then 
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spilt into two circuits, each circuit containing a front brake and a diagonally opposite rear 
brake . During the application of brake, the power piston of the vacuum booster presses the 
primary piston on the tandem master cylinder, causing the pressure to rise, and as a result the 
brake fluid is fo rced into the primary brake line. The pressure rise in the primary cylinder 
also resul ts in a fo rce on the secondary piston, eve ntually forcing the fluid into the secondary 
brake line. Neglect ing the small inertias of the pistons and assuming the hydraulics to consist 
of two sealed circuits, the pressure in each circuit is given by: 
(3.226) 
(3.227) 
where F csp and F css are the return spring forces and F crp and F crs are the seal frictjon forces for 
the primary and secondary cylinde rs. respectively, and A111c denotes the cross-section area of 
the master cylinder bore. The seal friction is assumed here to fo llow a Coulomb fricti on 
model (Gerdes and Hedrick, 1999). For fin ite d isplacements. the spring forces are given by: 
(3.228) 
(3.229) 
where Xmcp and Xmcs are pnmary and secondary piston displacements. This leads to the 
variable Xpp used in equations (3.218) and (3.2 19) to be expressed in the fo llowing 
expression, which reflects the fact that the booster cannot pull on the master cylinder: 
_ {Xmcp 
xPP-
0 Else 
(3.230) 
3.6.2.2 Brake Lines and Wheel Cylinders 
Since the hydrauli cs are model led asswning an incompressible flow, the state variables are 
represented in terms of the volume of fl uid displaced in each wheel cylinder. The choice of 
the vol umes as state variables reflects from the fact that pressure changes at the master 
cylinder are not immediately translated into pressure rj ses at the wheels. Rather, it takes 
place once the fluid flows to the wheels. The primary and secondary displacements of the 
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pi ton can be expressed in terms of the volume of fluid displaced into each wheers cylinder 
(VIf. V rt· Vrr- and V rr) in the following manner: 
(3.231) 
(3.232) 
The displaced nuid vo lume can be related to the wheel pressure. by assuming brake lines and 
"'heel cylinders to possess some nuid capacit). where a certain pressure in the brake line 
re uh in a certain displacement of the piston in the wheel cylinder. The pressure at each 
"heel can then be expressed as: 
a E {lf. rf.lr, rr} 
Br.Jke Systtf11 CJft:Y'II.HIC!l [XI"'rtm'!l'll JllfJ Least-Squares r11 
~~----,-----~----~------~----~-----, 
2000 
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Volumo cccl 
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Figur·e 3-24: Brake ystem capacilance (Gerdes and Hed rick, I 999). 
(3 .233) 
A general shape of brake system capacity can be obtained experimentally a hown in Figure 
3-24. lt can be een that an initial no,, takes place "' ithout an increase in pressure. eau ed by 
e pansion in the lines and wheel C) lindcr eals. as well as knock-back of the calliper. after 
which the capacity may be approximated by a mooth function. 
To generate the four hydraul ic state equations for indi idual wheels, the now to each wheel 
is model led using Bernoulli' s equation in terms of pressures in the master cyli nder and the 
wheel cylinders: 
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(3.234) 
ae{ lf,rf, lr, rr} (3.235) 
and: Cqa (a E {If , rf. Lr, rr} ) denote flow coefficients for tbe individual brake lines. 
3.6.3 Brake Friction 
The fmaJ output of the brake model is the friction force, which is generated at the brake 
pads, after translation from the wheel cylinder pressure through a call iper brake or a drum 
brake. The fricti on force between the pad and the rotor I drum generates braking torque. 
Neglecting the inertia of the calljpers or shoe (small compared to the forces involved), the 
static model of the brake friction can be expressed as: 
a e (If. rr, rf.lr) (3.236) 
where M ba denotes the brake torque, K ba is the brake effectiveness (speed dependent), and 
P poa denotes the push-out pressure, below which the pads do not contact, resulting in no 
braking. This pressure, in physical terms, corresponds to the force requ ired to overcome the 
return sprjngs in a drum brake or calli per seal rollback in a disk brake. (Rad li nski . 1987) in 
hi s study presented values of brake effectiveness, which are presented in Table 3-3. 
lb -ft I psi 30 60 
Front Brakes 0.69-0.87 0.68-l.02 
Rear Brakes 0.36-0.52 0.36-0.80 
Table 3-3: Brake effectiveness (Radlinski, 1987) 
3.6.4 Reduced State Hydraulic Model 
The brake system model. presented so far, includes a four-state mode l of the brake 
hydraulics, in add ition to a two-state vacuum booster model. The model can be further 
s implified by including onl y one hydraulic state (Gerdes and Hedrick, 1999). The idea for 
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having four indi idual hydraulic state v.as to provide a platform for B control, " here 
individual v. heel pressures can be modu/accd. 1/0\\Cver. a singLe stale non-linear model can 
be u ed for nom1al braking application ·. without AB . \\here variations acro · ''heels are 
not important. 
Master C)' linder 
Foul 
Figure 3-25: ingle tate hydrauUc system 
In a . ingle state hydraulic model, the brake force i represented as a \\hole. rather than 
distribution or this force among individual wheels, and the master cylinder is model led as an 
equ ivalent single hydraulic circuit, as shown in Figure 3-25 . The pressure in the master 
cylinder can be expressed as: 
(3.237) 
The equation is similar to that given in (3.226). "' ith the terms Fe:; repre cnting the pring 
preload and Fer repre enring the eal friction. The piston displacement in the ma ter C) tinder 
Xmc can be cxpres ed as: 
(3.238) 
where V P represents the equiva lent displaced volume, which means the state equation fo r the 
no\ can be expressed as: 
V = cr · · ~P -PI p "fiK \\ (3.239) 
\\here Cq represents the effective flO\\ coefficient. The pressure in the equi alent v.heel 
c. tinder P\\· can be modelled as lumped fluid capacity of the entire brake sy tcm: 
(3.240) 
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Final! , rhe brake torque Mb takes the form: 
p\\ ~ p po 
Else 
The brake effecti veness Kb. in the above equation reOects the en tire brake system. The 
torque I pressure relationship can also be experimentally determined, as shown in Figure 
3-26, which represents the overall brake effecti veness (in form of slope), suitab le for the one 
state hydrau lic model. 
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Figure 3-26: Brake torque I pt·e ure plot (Gerde and Hedrick, 1999). 
The reduced order hydraulic brake model was integrated in the intermediate vehicle model, 
for normal braki ng application. A flow chart of the brake model is provided in Figure 3-27. 
It has total three number of states, where the fi rst two states are fo r the flow rates in apply 
and vacuum chamber of the vacuum booster. and the third state is for the lumped flu id 
capacity of the master cylinder. The brake system essentially provides an open loop braking 
control. .., here the brake pedal force acts as an input to the system. 
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3.7 Numerical Solution of the Intermediate Vehicle Model 
The I 0-DOF intennediate vehicle model was solved using combined MA TLAB I Simulink 
approach, which eases the tedious task of solvi ng the hand-written codes. The MATLAB 
was used to define the basic vehicle characteristics and initial conditions through use of 
functions and matri xes. The execution of Simulink model and post-processing of the results 
were also carried out in MATLAB. The Simulink was used to so lve the d ifferential 
equations in time domain and generate time hi stories for MA TLAB works pace. The different 
vehicle subsystems (refer Figure J -28) were defined in the Simulink environment where the 
vehicle characteristics data was called using functions or look-up table. T he combined 
MATLAB I Simulink environment a lso enab led an easy interface with the experimental 
testing data (chapter 5) through the use of data structures, and wi th the ABS code (written in 
C language - refer chapter 6). tlu·ough S-Functions. The numerica l s imulation was carried 
out using 4111 order Rungta-Kutta solver. where the fi xed integration size of either 0.0 Is or 
0.00 I was used. 
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Figure 3-28: Schematic of intermediate vehicle model in MA TLAB I Simulink 
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3.8 Chapter Remarks 
This chapter looks into the fundamental de cription of the vehicle modelling u ing ewton-
Euler principles. The same principle is then applied to develop vehicle models. staning from 
2-DOF to fully functional intem1ediate ehicle model. Also, the various sub- ections or 
components of the intermediate vehicle model is discussed in this chapter, along with its 
implementation in the MATL/\B- imul ink environment. In the fo llowing chapter, the 
intermediate vehicle model 's comparison is dra\.\n with the simplified 3-DOF vehicle model. 
along\\ ith the complex multi-body ehicle model (built in ADAM ). for tandard handling 
manoeu re . In addition. the intermediate 'ehicle model is also alidated again t the 
in trumented test vehicle. which will be CO\ cred later in chapter 5. 
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4 Multi-Body Model and Simulation Results 
4.1 Introduction 
One of the important obj ectives ofthi s work was to develop a multi-body model and perform 
comparative study with the 1ntermediale vehicle model (reported in chapter 3). A detailed 
multi-body vehicle model was established in the ADAMS/Chassis environment for thi s 
purpose. This chapter, after a brief introduction to the theory of multi-body dynamics 
describes the developed multi-body vehicle model. The modelling of realistic vehicle 
behaviour is accomplished by incorporating the non-linear characteri stics of different 
assembled parts or sub-systems, which includes the effects of compliances in the body, 
suspension and steering sub-systems. This chapter also covers the description of the 
PAC2002 tyre model, which is based on the latest version of Magic Formula (Pacejka. 
2006). Apart from the steady-state characteri stics, the tyre mode l developed here also 
incorporates transient effects through first order differential equations, using relaxation 
length as a parameter (covered later in chapter 6). Finally, the chapter presents the simulation 
results of various standard handl ing manoeuvres, undertaken to perform comparison and 
validation of the I 0-DOF intermed iate model (described in the previous chapter) against the 
detailed multi-body vehicle model. 
4.1.1 Theory of Multi-Body Dynamics 
The theory of multi-body includes the dete1mination of equations of motion for rigid inertial 
elements, applied forces and moments, ho lonomic and non-holonomic constraint functions 
and the setting up of a Jacobian matrix. The equations of motion, formulated usmg 
Lagrangian dynamics for constrained systems can be represented as (for each part): 
(4. 1) 
where K is the kinetic energy 
V is the potential energy 
m is the number of constraints fo r a given joint 
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ci is the holonomic/non-holonomic constraint function 
Ai is the Lagrange multiplier 
Fq =-()V is the generalised forces according to Euler. 
J aqJ 
{qJ ={X, Y,Z.If/, B,cp} r is the generalised Eulerian co-ordinate set. In ADAMS this 
is based on 3-1-3 Euler frame of reference, where If/ is the I 51 ro tation about Z, 8 is 
the 2"d rotation about X, and rp is the final rotation about Z. 
These differential equations of motion are solved together with the imposed constraints by 
joints and joint primitives, which are represented as scalar algebraic functions: 
(4.2) 
The differential equation set, the applied forces and reactions due to the various sources of 
compliance, and the scalar constraint functions arc solved simultaneously in small lime 
steps. The vector of unknowns includes the system state variables; pos ition, velocity and 
acceleration of all parts, and the Lagrange multipliers, representing the jo int reactions. Thus. 
in matrix form the set of equations are represented (Rahnejat, 1998) by: 
(4.3) 
where [ J] is the Jacobian matrix 
{q,A.}r is the required solution vector in small time steps 
Fa is the appl ied force 
The solution method is fully described in chapter 5 of (Rahnejat, 1998). 
4.2 ADAMS Multi-Body Vehicle Model 
The multi-body vehicle model used in this study 1s built using ADAMS/Chassis 
environment, which is one of the modules offered in the ADAMS software, dedicated for 
vehicle dynamics' analysis. ADAMS/Chassis module offers a comprehensive library of 
vehicle components and sub-systems. One of the advantages in us ing ADAMS/Chassis is 
11 8 
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that it enables s imulation of full-vehjcle dynamic events such as steady-state drift, double 
lane change, constant radius turn , etc, as well as half-veh icle events such as dynamic load 
case etc. These events are readily available with in an extensive list of ride handling and 
durability events. Figure 4-1 shows a graphical representation of the vehicle model built in 
the ADAMS/Chassis environment. 
Figure 4-1: Multi-Body model of passenger car in ADAMS chassis 
4.3 ADAMS/Chassis Work Modes 
ADAMS/Chassis is divided into four work modes: Bui ld, Test, Review and [mprove. The 
Build mode is for editing model data and changing system configuration. The Test mode is 
for building and running a model. The Review mode allows visualizing analysis results using 
ADAMS/Post Processor, which has two formats: reports and plots. A majority of standard 
ADAMS/Chassis events have e ither a rep01t or a plot, or both. The improve mode is for 
refining models with ADAMS/Jnsight, where it is possible to create sophisticated 
experiments for measuring the perfonnance of the model, and also to analyze the results of 
the experiments, through a collection of statistical tool s. 
4.4 ADAMS/Chassis Data Structure 
The ADAMS/Chassis data structure comprises veh icle databases, systems, sub-systems, 
property fil es and XML data format, the relationsh ip ofwhjch is iUustrated in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure ~2: ADAM /Cha i data tructure {ADAMS/Cbas i , 2005) 
A Databa c i a file folder or director) (\\ ith the extension .\'db). \\-here each model' data i 
stored. The database contains sub-directoric . also called tables (.tbl). for the di ffercnt file 
types. There are three major classes of files in the database: system, subsystem and property 
files. These classes of files are stored using the XML (Extensible Markup Language) data 
format , and therefore have an .xml ex tension. 
The y tem files are also known as vehicle configuration files. They are stored in system .tbl 
director) of the vehicle database. ystem files are the first step in \'isual data editing. There 
arc three t) pes of systems in ADAM /Chassis: from. rear. and full. The sy tem file contain 
sub- y tem references and system parameter . 
The ub-system files are stored in subsystems. tbl directory of the vehicle databa c. The 
primary contents of sub-system files include: hardpoints. parts, connectors (bushings) 
property file references, construction options, and sub-system parameters (if appl icablc). The 
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different sub-system types are: body, front suspension, steering gear, steering column. rear 
suspension. fron t wheel and tyres, rear wheel and tyres. Also. there are some optional sub-
systems uch a loading. instrumentation. traction. brakes. controls etc. 
The Property files represent data for a particular component. and it conta ins: object 
attributes, PLINE, parts and connectors. Property fi les can also reference other property 
files (for example, stabilizer bar property fi le references a bushing property fi le for the 
mounts). The di fferent types of property fil es and their locations are listed in Table 4-1. 
Property Files Location 
Aerodynamic forces acro _forces.tbl 
Bump stops bumpstops. tbl 
Bushings bushings.tbl 
Dampers dampers.tbl 
Driverrain differentials differcmials.tbl 
Powertra in data powertrains. tbl 
Rebound stops reboundstops.tbl 
Springs springs.tbl 
Stab ilizer bars stab il izer bars.tbl 
Steering assistants steering assists.tbl 
---Tyre models tires.tbl 
Table -'-1 : Li t of property files 
4.5 ADAMS/Chassis Coordinate ystem 
The ADAMS/Chassis coordinate system is represented such that the positi ve X goes from 
the front of the vehicl.e to its rear, the positive Y goes from centerl ine of the vehicle to the 
right, and the positive Z points upwar·ds. The origin of the coordinate system is located some 
place in front of the vehicle with the Y=O as the centerline and the Z=O is some place below 
the vehicle. Due to the varying wheel and tyre sizes Z=O does not correspond to the ground 
patch for a particular tyre. The resu lt of choosing Z=O to be below the vehicle is that one 
would not have negative Z values. when describing the vehicle geometry. Figure 4-3 
illustrate the representation of the coordinate system. When comparing it with the 
intermediate vehjcle model developed in MATLAB I Simulink (which uses the AE 
coordinate representation) the direction of the coordinate system in ADAMS di ffers only in 
the Z direction. This means the positive Z for the ADAMS model will be negative Z for the 
intermediate model and vjce-versa. 
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Figure 4-3: Vehicle coot·dinate system (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
4.6 Vehicle Sub-systems 
The vehicle model developed in the ADAMS/Chassis includes the fo llowing veh icle sub-
systems: body, front and rear suspension steering gear, steering column, traction, brakes, 
front wheels, rear wheels, and loading. The fo llowing sections describe the important sub-
systems contained in the vehicle model. For simplification, the steering gear and the steering 
column, and also both the front and rear wheels/tyres are described in the same section . 
4.6.1 Vehicle Body 
The body sub-system contains information about the body parts, aerodynamic fo rces, body 
compliance, bushing-related-to-chassis etc. The body sub-system fil e is stored m the 
subsystems. tbl sub-directory of the vehicle database, which contains data related to the 
joints, location of the part mounts, mass and inertia of different parts etc. Table 4-2 shows 
the body compliance in the form of bushing stiffness at different mounts. 
Header I Hardpoints I Parts I Connectors I Construction Options I Aerod9namics I Flexible Parts I Parameters I Custom ADM Text I 
NameFilter J• 
Name l eft T,10pe I Left Requests Left K·X Left K.Y Left K·Z Left K·RX Left K·AY Lelt K·AZ 
body_mount 1 bushing no 120000000 12000000.0 12000000.0 154532.925199 1574532.9252 1574532.9252 
body_mount_2 bushrng 
+-no 
12000000.0 12000000.0 12000000.0 154532.925199 1574532.9252 1574532.9252 
body mount_ 3 bushrng no 12000000.0 12000000.0 12000000.0 154532.925199 157 4532.9252 1574532.9252 
--
body_mount_ 4 bushrng no 12000000.0 12000000.0 12000000.0 154532.925199 157 4532.9252 1574532.9252 
body_mount_5 spherical_joint I no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A _ N/A 
-
,_ 
-
box mount_1 rrxed_joinl no N/A N/A N/A NIA N/A N"IA 
box_mount_2 lixed_l(lint no N/A N/A N/A N/A N~ -- NIA -
-
~ 
box_mount_J rrxed_joint no N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA NIA 
Table 4-2: List of joints and bushings connecting body mounts 
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The vehicle body in this model is taken to be a rigid body, the general characteristics of 
which a re listed in Table 4-3. The characteristics computed by SVC (static vehicle 
characteristics) are general ly based upon the compliance matrix for a vehicle suspension. 
Loosely, this matrix is defmed as the wheel centre deflections relative to the body due to unit 
forces and moments applied at the wheel centres. The compliance matrix is computed by 
inverting the Jacobian matrix formed by ADAMS and then manipulating the resultant matrix 
to remove the body's 6 degrees of freedom, including the effect of the tyres. 
General Characteristics 
Parameters Total 
Total weight 17.86E+03 
Front ground reaction N 9407.26 
Rear ground reaction~ ' 8450.73 
+- _,. 
Total roll inertia kg· mm- 581.5E+06 
Total pitch inertia kg·mm2 3.246E-r09 1 
Total yaw inertia kg· mm 2 3.605E+09 l ~ -t--- -r-Total product lxy kg · mm 2 2.250 E+06 
>-- -+-- --l 
Total product lxz kg·mm 2 -1 8.08E+06 
-rg·mm
2 
... 
Total product lyz 
t 
- 136.4E+03 
,__ 
Sprung mass kg 1612.75 
Sprung roll inert ia TI.mm2 445.2E+06 
+-
f 
Sprung pitch inertia kg·mm2 2.746E+09 
Sprung yaw inertia kg·mm2 3.001E+09 
.. 
Sprung product lxy kg ·mm2 2.250E+06 
.... 
Sprung product I xz kg·mm 2 -16.24E+06 
Sprung product lyz kg·mm2 -1 36.5E+03 
[ Total e.g. height mm 517.03 
L Spru"g e.g. height mm 545.27 
Wheelbase mm 3028.73 
Table 4-3: Vehicle charactedstics 
4.6.1.1 Aerodynamic Modelling 
Aerodynamic property file is stored in the aero_forces.tbl subdirectory of a vehicle database. 
ln venicle body, aerodynamics forces and moments are modelled through tl1is routine. 
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Aerodynamics' modelling pro ides the sensiti ities of a particular vehicle to wind gusts. The 
ehicle front section area is fixed to 2.30 m2 and air density is taken as 1.220 kg/m3. This 
routine requires wind tunnel aerodynamic coefficient data for the vehicle being modelled and 
they must be taken according to AE J1 594 conventions for Vehicle Aerodynamics 
Terminology. In ADAMS/Cbassis, the aerodynamic modell ing routine can be carried out by 
either one or two wind force points of application. This option depends on the souJce and 
type of wind tunnel data . Ew-ope tends to require two points. whereas data in the U.S. is 
typically resolved for a single point. To apply aerodynamic forces at two positions on the 
body. the ADAMS' GFORCE statement mu t be duplicated at both points. ln this vehicle 
model the two force points method was u ed. 
A PUNE function for wind velocity and angle of flow al lows simulating wind fans. chaotic 
wind forces. etc. The wind properties can be dependent on distance (useful for wind fan 
modelling) or on time (useful to in e tigate vehicle sensitivity versus speed). The wind 
ve locity and angle are given wi th re pect to the ground frame of reference. The routine 
calculates relative wind speed and direction based on the vehicle ve locity and yaw angle. 
The d.i fferent aerodynamic coefficients used in the vehicle model are shown in Figw-e 4-4 
(represented in te1ms of SPUN E). 
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Figure 4-4: Aerodynamic coeffic ients in terms of wind velocity angle 
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4.6.2 Front Suspension 
SLA with Coil Spring Front Suspension 
64 
62 
11 
Figure 4-5: Front suspension (AOAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
The front suspension in this vehicle model is an SLA suspension with coil spring system. In 
this section the main set of data blocks. parts and characteristics of the suspension system are 
described. In ADAMS/Chassis, the suspension and steering systems are demarcated by 
including Lhe inner tie rod ball as part of the front suspension. while the rack or centre link 
points are considered as steering data. The front suspension sub-system files is tored in the 
ubsystems. tbl directory of the vehicle databa e, containing information about hardpoints. 
part · cg. mass and inertiaJ data. alignment information etc. 
4.6.2.1 Hardpoints: 
' 
1 r 
6 
11 
59 
63 
75 
77 
UCA front ~ - UCA rear T 3 T 
Lower balljoir~ Upper ball joint j 9 -
Spindle align 12 I Tierod outer + 14 
Spring seat lower 
Drop! ink bar (left) 64 
Bumper upper (left) 76 
Rebound upper 78 
(left) 
Damper upper -----r-s6 
61 
Droplink bar 65 
(right) 
Bumper upper 71 
(right) 
Rebound upper 73 
(_!ighl) 
Damper lower 
LCA front 
Wheel centre 
Tierod inner 
4 
10 
58 
ARB bushing (left) 62 
Droplink external 66 
(left) 
Bumper lower 72 
(left) 
Rebound lower 74 
(left) 
LCA rear l 
Contact patch 
Spring seat upper I 
ARB bushing 
(right) 
Droplink extemal 
(right) 
Bumper lower 
(right) 
Rebound lower 
(right) 
Table 4-4: Front suspension geometrical hard points (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
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(n defining the suspension system., the first major block of data is the geometry point data or 
geometric hardpoints. The geometrical hardpoints of all the joints in thi s suspension system 
are highlighted in Figure 4-5, the nam es of which are further li sted in Table 4-4. These 
hardpoints are defined in ADAMS/Chassis as the standard set of req uired points for both the 
left and right front quatter suspensio ns. 
4.6.2.2 Mass and Inertial Data 
The mass and rotational inertias of the modeled suspension components can be specified in 
the Part tab in each sub-system fi le. The rotational inertias of all parts are assumed to be in 
design coordinates except for the tyre/wheel/roto r part. This part is referenced wi th the Z 
axis as the spin axis to simplify model building. The product of ine11ia terms are given for 
onl y the left side components. The mass and inertia table is followed by the C.G. location 
data block. Futthermore. if tyre/wheel/rotor part coordinate is specified as 0. 0. 0. the C. G. of 
the part can be directly placed at the wheel centre. 
4.6.2.3 Suspension Bushings 
Bushing Slope (spline data) 
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Figure 4-6: Bushing slope for UCA (radial direction) 
An important pa11 of any suspension is the bushing rates and their damping characteristics. 
ADAMS/Chassis stores individual bushing property fi les in the bushings. tbl sub-directory of 
a vehicle database. The bushing rates (3 translational and 3 rotational) should be specified as 
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the slope of the static load deflection curve. with the units entered as a positi e value in 
/mm. ADAMS/Chassis will interpret a negative rate as the SPUNE or ARRAY statement 
required by the nonJinear bushing routines. Figure 4-6 shows the translational bushing data 
of tJ1e upper contro l arm in the radial (x) direction. expressed as a SPLINE statement. 
4.6.2.4 pring Data 
Front suspensions typica lly have a spring coil. a torsion bar. or leaf springs. The co il spring 
(used in thi s model ) is modelled with a linear rate specification. The co il' s spring data can 
also possess a non-linear specification, where the independent axis data can ei ther be 
pecified in terms of spring length or denecrion/displacement. The infonnation such as rates. 
capacities and free lengths are given in the coi l spring chart. However, the only data which 
ADAM /Chassis actually reads and uses is the spring rate. free length L, and the coil 
diameter. /\DAMS/Chassis stores all these information in the spring property files in the 
springs. tbl sub-directory of a vehicle database. 
4.6.2.5 Shock Absorber Data 
3500 
3000 
2500 
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~ 1000 
0 
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0 
-500 
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-600 -400 
Front Damper (spline data) 
-200 0 
Velocity (mm/s) 
200 
Figure 4-7: Front damper characteristics 
400 600 
The shock absorbers are modelled as a force versus velocity SPLINE in ADAM /Chassis 
and no parts or bushings are included (except in the case of struts). The shock absorbers' 
property fil es are stored in the dampers.tbl sub-directory of a vehicle database, containi ng 
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the lower and upper shock part information (the mounts). as well as optional busrung 
pecification. The sign convention for shock absorber SPLINE is such that an extension 
return a positive velocity and force. and compression is regarded as having a negative 
velocity and force. The velocity unit is mm/sec. whereas force is in Newton. The non-linear 
characteristic plot of the front damper is shown in Figure 4-7. 
4.6.2.6 Suspension Bumpers 
The uspension bumpers are defined by Bump topPair Uounce) and Rebound topPair 
(rebound) objects in the sub-system data fil e. These property files are stored in the 
bumpstops.tbl sub-directory of a vehicle database. The sub-system file contains the metal-to-
metal rate. suspension attachment, and property file reference. and additionally for rebound 
bumpers the free length (clearance) is also included. The property format is the same for 
jounce and rebound bumpers. Here, it' s allowed to have the metal-to-metal bump stop 
located at a separate pojnt than the jounce bumper. By default the jounce bumper metal-to-
metal stop is at the same position as the jounce bumper. and when the deflection of the 
bumper goes beyond the bumper height, the metal-to-metal force is applied. Figure 4-8 is a 
pictorial representation of the jounce bumper, where the hardpoint pairs 'bumper_mtl_upper' 
and 'bumper_mtl_lower' define the metal-to-metal stop at a different position. The point 
'bumper_mtl_upper' is the metal-to-metal engagement point on the body. whereas point 
'bumper_mtl_lov er' is the engagement point on the suspension. The defau lt orientation for 
the jounce bumper is parallel to the global Z di rection (pointing upwards). 
J~~l 
Bunper 
Height T 
Point 175 
(Optional) 
Jotmce Btmpe r 
Orientation 
Point 75 
Jotmce Bwrper a t Motmt 
:''-"'-"'-"'~Point 68 
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Jounce Bunper 
tletal to t·letal 
Point 69 
(Optional} 
Jounoe Bunper 
tletal to 
Figure 4-8: J ounce bumper (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
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The equation for the jounce bumper force is as follows: 
Force,= a ·(DispJ + b·( Disp, r + c· (Disp, )' (4.4) 
where the variable ·a' is the linear rate. ·b ' is the quadratic rate, ·c is the cubic rate defined 
in the bumper table, and DispL. is equal to the displacement of the rubber. Instead of a 
polynomial fit, using the above equation, the jounce bumper force can also be represented by 
a PUNE as shown by a non-linear plot in Figure 4-9. 
Jounce Bumper (spline data) 
24000 
~ 
Cl) 
~ 16000 
0 
u. 
8000 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Displacement (mm) 
Figure .t-9: Jounce bumper non linea r force di placement plot 
The equation for the metal-to-metal force is as fol lows: 
Force~= STEP ( Disp
2
, BumpHeight, 0, BumpHeight + 1.1 · 1 06 ) (4.5) 
Where, the STEP function is a ftmction of the 'z' djspJacement of the jounce bumper points, 
and is activated when the jounce bumper deflection is greater than the height of the bumper, 
and BumpHeight represents the bumper height alue (stored in the bumper property file). 
The rebound bumper is shown in Figure 4-10. The equation for the rebound bumper is 
similar to the jounce bumper, expressed as: 
Force, = a· (Di pJ + b· (Disp, r + c· (Disp_)' (4.6) 
where Dispz is equal to the displacement of the rubber 
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. ( DM (mar77 mar73)- free_length + abs ( DM (mar77, mar73))- free_length) 
Dtsp = (4.7) 
< 2 
Dispz vanishes when the distance between the markers at points 73 and 77 is less than the 
free length. and it becomes equal to (DM(mar77,mar73) - free_length) when the distance is 
greater than the free length. 
Point 77 
Re b ound Bumper 
At Frame 
Point 7 3 
Rebound Bumpe r 
At Suspe nsion 
(LCA} 
Re b ound Bumper 
Free Length 
_jt_ Rebound Bumpe r 
I:! eight T ( Me t a l to Me tal) 
Figure 4-10: Rebound bumper (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
The equation for the metal-to-metal force is: 
Force"" = STEP ( Dispz, BumpHeight. 0. BumpHeight + I. Metal Rate· ( Disp, -Bump Height)) (4.8) 
where the STEP function relates the distance between the markers at points 73 and 77, and is 
acti vated when the jounce bumper de fl ection is greater than the height of the bumper. 
4.6.2.7 Stabilizer Bar 
The front suspension model contains a beam element type of stabilizer bar, and is 
represented in ADAM S/Chassis using the property file, stored in the sub-directory 
stabi lizer_ bars. tbl. As the beam element model is a more physica l representation of tl1e 
system, the model does not have to be adjusted to get the correct roll rate. The beam-element 
stabi lizer bar model needs an a.ITay of points for various parts of the bar profile (20 in the 
current case), which is shown in Figure 4-11. The mass and inertia o f the parts along with 
the ma terial properties of the beam element such as its elastic modulus, P oisson 's rarjo, 
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density etc. are defined in the property file. A pictorial representation of the stabilizer bar is 
shown in Figure 4-1 2 with different hardpoints, where the location of the ·ARB_bushing' is 
specified via the connection point 61 -62. The endpoint becomes the 'droplink_bar' point (63-
64), connecting the stabilizer bar to the link, and the 'droplink_external' point (65-66) 
connecting link to the LCA. All these hardpoints are represented by joints or bushings, with 
their stiffness and damping rate defined in the property files. 
·X z 
L ~ .y 
Figure 4-11: Bar profile of stabilizer bar 
Pt62 
Pt 61 - Rotational bushing 
Pt 63- Stabil izer barto link 
Pt 65- Link to LCA 
+Y 
Pt64 
Pt 66 
Figure 4-12: Beam element stabilizer bar (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
4.6.2.8 Front Suspension Characteristics 
The suspension characteristi cs in ADAMS/Chassis are based on the suspension geometry, 
the suspension compliance matrix, or both. Suspension geometry refers to the position and 
orientation of the suspension parts relative to the ground frame of reference as the 
suspension is articulated through its ride, role and steer motions. For example, the orientation 
of the wheel spindle axle is used to compute the toe and camber angles. The suspension 
compliance matrix refers to the incremental movements of the suspension due to the 
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application of incremental forces at the w heel centres. ADAMS/Chassis computes the 
suspension compliance matrix at each so lution position as the suspension is articulated 
through its motion. Characteristics such as suspension ride rate and aligni ng torque cam ber 
compliance are computed based on the compliance matrix. The compliance matrix for a 
system. [C], is defined as the partial derivatives of di sp lacements with respect to the applied 
forces: 
[C)= [ 8X/8F] (4.9) 
If a system is assumed to be linear, the compliance matrix can be used to predict tbe system 
movement due to force inputs as: 
(4.1 0) 
From this perspecti ve, matri x e lement cu is the displacement of system degree of freedom i 
due to a unit force at degree of freedom j . ADAM S/C hassis uses a 12 x 12 matri x relating 
the motion of the left and ri ght wheel centres to units forces and torques applied to the wheel 
centres. This matrix has the form shown below: 
X left w heel C(1. 1 ). C(1. 2) C(1 . 12) FX left wheel 
y C(2, 1 ), C(2.2) C(2 , 12) FY 
z C(3, 1 ), C(3 . 2) C(3,12 ) FZ 
AX TX 
AY TY 
AZ TZ 
X rl g h t w heel C (7, 1 ) FX nght wheel 
y C (8 , 1 ) FY 
z C(9 ,1 ), C(9,2) FZ 
AX TX 
AY TY 
AZ C( 12, 1 ). C(12.2) C( 12, 12) TZ 
For example, element C(3,3) is the vertical motion of the left wheel centre due to a wlit 
vertical force applied at the same wheel centre. Element C(3,9) is the vertical mot ion of the 
left whee l centre due to a uni t vertical fo rce applied at the ri ght wheel centre. For an 
independent suspension without a stabilizer bar, C(3.9) is zero since a vertical force on the 
right wheel does not cause motion of the left wheel. The other e lements of the compliance 
matrix are defined in the same manner. 
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The front suspension characteristics used in tllis model are listed in Table 4-5. 
Parameter Unit Average 
Unsprung mass (total) Kg 108.00 
Unsprung cg height mm 297.93 
Roll centre height mm 92.42 
' Wheel centre rise mm 117.3E-03 
Static loaded tyre rad ius mm 299.14 
-y l 
_ __;__ mm I 1557.73 
1 
Track width 
Axle distance from vehicle cg 
Toe angle 
Caster angle 
Camber angle 
L-
I 
Kingpin angle 
Scrub radius 
Caster tra i I 
Toe change 
Caster change 
Camber change 
Roll camber coefficient 
Percentage roll steer 
Track change 
Wheelbase change 
Wheel rate 
Single bump wheel rate 
Ride rate 
Tyre rate 
-
Percent anti-dive/braking 
Percent anti-1 i ft/accel 
Wheel hop natural freq. 
-
-
mm 
l deg 
I deg 
deg 
deg 
mm 
mm 
-deg /mm 
deg /mm 
% 
1433.25 
6.5 1 E-02 
7.65 
-5.55E-O I 
7.76 
12.28 
36.66 
-6.33E-03 
1.68E-02 
-2.18E-02 
6.96E-O I 
7.22 
I 
-j 
J 
-i 
-j 
+------
mm/mm 112.7E-03 
mm/mm -39.93E-03 I 
,__ 
N/mm 22.63 
--- . -N/mm 33. 16 
N/mm 20.85 
NI mm 264.81 
% 19.60 
% 0.00 
Hz 11 .61 
~ 
Table 4-5: Front suspension characteristics 
4.6.3 Rear Suspension 
As the rear suspension in the Multi-body model is also based on SLA with coil spring, the 
modelling approach is similar to the one described earlier for the front suspension. Figme 
4-1 3 shows the rear suspension system, with the geometrical hardpoints listed in Table 4-6. 
The rear suspension characteristics are listed in Table 4-7. 
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SLA with Coli Spring Rear Suspension 
01 
31 04 
4 
Figure 4-13: Rear u pension (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
UCA front 2 UCA rear 3 LCA rront 4 LCA rear 
6 Lower ba ll jo int 7 Upper ball joint 9 Wheel centre 10 Contact patch 
11 Spindle align 59 Spring seat lower 58 pring seal upper 
55 Damper upper j 56 Damper lower ARB bushing (left)' 62 1 ARB bush ing 
(right) 
63 Dropl ink bar (left) 64 Droplink bar 65 Droplink external 66 Droplink externa l 
right) (left) (right) 
30 Subframe front (left) 3 I Subframe front 32 Subrrame rear 33 ubframe rear 
(rigJ1t) (left) (right) 
75 Bumper upper (left) 76 Bumper upper 71 Bumper lower 71 Bumper lower 
(right) (left 
_._ 
(right) 
73 Rebound lower 74 Rebound lower 77 Rebound upper 78 Rebound upper 
(left) (right) (left) (right) 
Table 4-6: Rear suspension geometrical hard points (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
Parameter 
Unsprung mass (total) 
Unsprung cg height 
Roll centre height 
Wheel centre rise 
Static loaded tyre radius 
Track width 
Unit 
Kg 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
Average 
100.26 
298.73 
142.74 
21. 18E-03 
Axle distance !Tom vehicle cg mm t 300.9-l 1559.17 1595.48 
Camber Angle 
Camber change 
Roll camber coefficient 
Percentage roll steer 
deg i - 1.02 
deg /mfm23.69E-03 J 
-r deg/ deg 663.4E-03 
-r- % -1.22 
-----
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Track change 
Wheelbase change 
Wheel rate 
Single bump wheel rate 
Ride rate 
Tyre rate 
Percent anti-dive/braking 
Percent anl i-lift/accel 
mm/mm 
mm/mm 
!mm 
175.2E-03 
-94.19E-03 
23 .76 
/mm~.40 
N/mm
N/mm + 264.82 
% 95.54 
% 55 .21 
Table 4-7: Rea r s u pen ion characteristics 
4.6.4 teering System 
The vehicle model built in ADAM /Chassis has a rack and pinion type steering system. 
(shown in Figure 4-14). with a variable gear ratio and power boost. The geometrical 
hardpoints of the steering system arc li tcd in Table 4-6. The steering system contains 
various data blocks and part in formation. such as hardpoints, mass and inertial data, 
bushings, friction data. steering gear data, steering column data steering damper data, power 
boost, torsion bar etc. All t11ese data are stored in various property files in the sub-directories 
of the ehicle database. The steering gear and the steering column. which represent different 
sub-systems. ha e their data stored in ihe subsystems.tbl directory of the ehicle database, 
,, herea the data for the power boost and torsion bar are contained in different property fi les. 
stored in steering_assists.tbl directory of the vehicle database. Some of the important data 
files requi red fo r modelling steering system are discussed below: 
Rack and Pinion Steering System 
Figure 4-14: Steering system (ADAMS/Cbassis, 2005) 
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32 
15 
Upper ujoint 
Pinion pivot 
Lower ujoint 
Centre of rack 
30 Steering whee l centre 31 Till uj oint ~ 
-...1...--< ----l 
41 Rack house mount ( left) 42 Rack house mount (right) 
43 Rack house mount3 (left) 44 Rack house mount3 (right) 
Table 4-8: Steering system geometrical hard points (ADAMS/Chassis, 2005) 
4.6.4.1 Steering Gear Data 
The gear ratio is specified in mrn of rack travel per revolution (360 degrees) of the steering 
whee l for the rack and pinion steering gears. The overall ratio refers to the total steering ratio 
and is u ed in the understeer calculations. As the steering system in thi s vehicle model 
employs a non-linear rack-and-pinion gear, a SPLINE fu nction is used to define the pi nion 
angle-to-rack displacement relationship. The non-linear gear SPLINE contai ns pinion 
rotation (deg) for the X values. and rack displacement (mm) for theY values, where positive 
X values ( for right turn) cotTespond to negative Y va lues. and vice versa. Figure 4-15 shows 
the plot of nonl inear rack-and-pinion gear using a SP LINE. 
Nonli near Rack and Pinion Gear 
80 
60 
e 40 
.§. 
c 20 
(I) 
E 
(I) 
0 
<U 
a. 
0 
VI 
a -20 
~ 
0 
~ 
-40 
·60 
-80 
-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 
Pinion Rotation (deg) 
Figure 4-15: Nonlinear gear SPLINE 
The steering gear data chart for the advanced rack and pinion gear model contains 
information on the piston, torsion bar. and power assisted system specifics, apart from the 
basic information such as the gear ratio, overa ll steering system ratio, and the damping 
va lues. The torsion bar data, requ ired by ADAMS/Chassis fo r the advanced gear, is the 
diameter, length and the stop angle. ADAMS/Cbassis then builds a BEAM to model the 
torsion bar. The data for the advanced rack and pinion gear mode l is given below: 
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44 
18.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.2 1 
97.51 
8.00 
100.00 
6300.30 
-250.00 
-100.00 
0.78 
-1 00.00 
= gear ratio (degrees of pit man arm rotation per degrees swa) 
= overall steering system ratio (degrees of average roe/degrees at swa) 
= viscous damping between sector shaft and gear housing (n/mm/s) 
= viscous damping between gear input shaft and housing (n-mm/rad/s) 
= torsion bar diameter (mm) 
= torsion bar length (mm) 
= torsion bar stop angle (deg) 
== torsion bar damping rate (n-mm-s/rad) 
= piston area (mm2) [ 1.0 if boost spline is force and not pressure] 
= power boost spl ine id (only used for standard power steering model) 
= power boosr spline units ( I = psi vs deg. 2 = bar vs deg, 3 = psi vs rad) 
= pump flow rate (gpm) [ -100 for spline] 
= vdo power boost orifice coefficient 
= vaps actuator area (mm2) [-1 00 for spline] 
4.6.4.2 Steering Column Data 
In ADAMS/Chassis, the steering co lumn info rmation is entered in a simple tab le, hav ing 
options to specify compliance, damping and lash characteristics. This tab le is si milar fo r a ll 
models, whether they are complex or simple. Lash in intermediate shaft sl ip joint can be 
specified in degrees. A spring, shown as the ' rate in slip joint' (N-mm/deg) is required in 
order to reach equilibrium. The steering co lumn compliance (N-mm/deg) is the combined 
compliance of the entire steering system fo r the simple gear model. ln this model, a linear 
column compliance method is used. but there is an option for specifying a non-l inear co lumn 
compliance, which can be a SPLINE. with X units of deg and Y units ofN-mm. 
4.6.5 Tyre I Wheel System 
ADAMS/Chassis includes data of wheels and tyres in the front and rear wheel sub-system 
files, which contain information about mass and inertia of the wheel assembly, tyre /wheel 
ax is orientation, force and moment scale factor, conicity and ply steer values, etc. The tyre 
property fi le is stored in the tires.tbl sub-directory of the vehicle database, which essentially 
contai ns various parameters required for tyre modelling. In ADAMS, tyre modelling is 
carri ed out using ADAMS/Ti1·e Module, w hich is a set of shared object libraries that 
ADAMS/Solver calls through the DIFSU B, GFOSUB, GSESUB subroutines. These 
subroutines calculate the forces and moments that tyres exert on a vehicle as a result of the 
interaction between the tyres and the road surface. 
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4.6.5.1 Tyre Model 
ADAM frire has a range of tyre models for handling, ride. comfort, and durability analysis. 
ince the tyre model in this stud has to suit the various handling requirements. the 
PAC2002 tyre model is used, which is based on the Pacej ka 2002 version of the Magic 
Formula. The PAC2002 tyre model de cribes the tyre behaviour fo r rather smooth roads 
(road obstacle wavelengths longer than the tyre radius) up to the frequency of 8 Hz, which 
makes the model applicable for all generic vehicle hand ling and stability simulations . 
.t.6.5.2 Tl interface and Axi ystcm 
The PAC2002 model is linked to the ADAM I elver using the TYDEX STJ ( tandard Tyre 
Interface) conventions (ADAM fry re. 2005). The TI interface passes the following 
information to the tyre model : position and elocit ies of the wheel centre, orientation of the 
wheel, and tyre and road parameters. The tyre model routine calculates the vert ical load and 
sli p quantities based on the position and speed of the wheel with respect to the road. The 
input for the Magic Formula consists of the wheel load (F.), the longitudinal and lateral slip 
(K, a). and inclination angle (y) with the road. The output from the Magic Formula are the 
forces (F,. F>) and moments CMx. M>. M,) in the contact point between the tyre and the road, 
which are transferred to d1e wheel centre and returned to the ADAMS/ elver through Tl. 
Figure 4-16: ISO-C coordinate ystem (ADAMSffyre, 2005) 
For the u·ansformatioo of variables between the wheel centre and tyre road contact point, 
TYDEX Tl specifies the use of two diffe rent axes system, each having an l 0 orientation, 
but with different origins. The ISO-C ax is system is used for calculating translational and 
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rotational elocities, and for outputting the force and moments at the wheel hub. In the I 0-
C a-xi )Stem (Figure 4- 16). the origin lie at the wheel centre. the longitudinal axis ·xc· is 
parallel to the road and lies in the \\heel plane (xc-Zc plane). and the lateral axis ·Ye· IS 
normal to the wheel plane and, therefore. parallel to the wheers spin axis. 
rotor at neo: slac-... ~ 11 pOll- IIIDn 
toh 
Figure 4-1 7: I 0-W coordina te system (ADAMSffyre, 2005) 
P'orccs and moments calculated by PAC2002 arc generated in the l 0-W axis ystem. The 
origin of the I 0-W axis system (Figure 4-17) i the road contact-point, defined by the 
inter ection of the wheel plane. the plane through the \\heel carrier, and the road tangent 
plane. In thi s case. the longitudinal axi ·x,l · lies in the road tangent plane along the 
inter ection or the wheel plane and the road tangent plane, the \enical axi ·z,~· i 
perpendicular to the road tangent plane and points upwards. whereas the lateral axi ·) \1 • lie 
in the road tangent plane and is perpendicular to the X11 and z,l axes 
4.6.5.3 Tyre Modellnputs 
As tyre force and moments are calculated at the tyre road contact point, the position and 
force and motion variables are referred to the I 0-W axis system. The o erall wheel 
kinematics i sho"'11 in Figure -l-18. 
The tyre deflection p can be calculated using the free rolling tyre radiu r0, loaded tyre radius 
r1 (di tance of the wheel centre to the contact point). and a correction for the tyre radius 
growth due to the rotational tyre speed: 
(4. 11) 
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/ 
Road tangent plane 
Zw 
I 
I 
I 
~Mz 
Zc 
Contact 
point C 
Xw 
Figure .t-18: Tyre kinematic related to road (ADAM rrv re 2005) 
The effective rolling radius r..:. used to calculate the rotational peed of the t) re, can be 
rcpre cntcd in relation to the tyre deflection as: 
r, = r0 +q,, ·r, { "'~:o )' -p,., { D,,, ·arctun(o,.,, ·p")+ F,,, ·p'] 
"'here. Pt.o is the nominal tyre deflect ion. exprc cd a : 
F 
P - J() 1..0--
, 
And. pd i the dimensionless radial tyre deflection, expressed as: 
(4. 12) 
(4.13) 
(4. 14) 
In the absence of different coefficients. tyre deflection p can be simply defined as the 
difference betv.een the free tyre radius ru and the loaded tyre radius r1 as: 
(4.15) 
The longitudinal slip velocity V, in the contact point cru1 be defined using the longitudinal 
speed V,. the wheel rotational velocity ro, and the effecti ve rolling radius re as: 
V = V -co· r 
,, \ c (4. 16) 
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The lateral slip elocity V5~ is equal to the lateral peed in the contact point "'ith respect to 
the road tangent plane. thus: 
V , = V~ (·U7) 
The practical slip quantities such a longi tudinal slip K and slip angle a arc calculated with 
the abo c slip velocities in the contact poi nt as: 
V 
K = --'-' IV, I 
V, 
tana=-jvJ 
(4.18) 
(4 .19) 
In the \'Crli cal direction. the MF L) re i ' modelled a a linear spring and damper. having one 
point or contact (C) with the road, ,, hich is va lid for road obstacles with a wavelength larger 
than the tyre radius (refer Figure 4- 18). The normal load F, of the tyre is calculat d using the 
linear verti cal tyre sti ffness Cz and tyre damping K, according to: 
F = C ·p + K ·p· L I L (4.20) 
The "ertical ·1ifTne can al o be repre:.cnled a I) re load-deflection characteri tic . in tead of a 
linear \ertical t)re tiffness CL(- q1 ,1 ·F,o r.). 
4.6.5A Magic Formula Charactcri tic 
In the Magic Formula, mathematical functions are used to depict steady-state tyre 
characteristic under a range of operating condi tions, which primarily includes: 
- Pure cornering slip conditions: cornering with a free rolling Lyre 
- Pure longitudinal slip conditions: braking or dri ing the tyre without cornering 
- Combined lip conditions: imultaneou cornering and longitudinal lip 
For pure lip conditions. the lateral force F> as a function of the slip angle a., and the 
longitudinal force F, as a function of longitudinal slip K. have a similar hape (sine -
arctangcnt). The self-aligning moment M, is calculated as a product of the lateral force Fy 
and the offset of lateral force from the contact point, ca lled pneumatic trail t. added with the 
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re idual moment MD" The pneumatic trail a a function of the slip angle has a cosine shape. 
The general hape ofthese curve under pure lip conditions is shown in Figure 4-19. 
Figure 4-19: Characteri tic curve und er pur·e s lip conditions (Bakkcr et al, 1989) 
The Magic Formula used to descri be the abovt: characleristic curves, for a given lond and 
camber, can be expressed in the sine and cosi ne form as: 
) (x) = D· in [ C.arctan {B·x-E ·(B ·x-arctan(B· x))}] (4.21) 
) (:-.) = D·co [ C·arctan {B· x - E ·(B · x -arctan {B ·x))}] (4.22) 
The ·inc version of the Magic Formula (4.2 1) typically represents an anti-symmetric curve. 
passing through the origin (x = y = 0). and which rises with an increase in slip, reaching a 
maximum va lue and subsequenlly tend to a horizontal asymptote. To include the effects of 
ply-steer and conicity, and possibly roll ing resistance, an offset S11 and v arc added in the 
equation. which causes Fx and F) not to pass through the origin. As a result of this offset, a 
nev et of coordinates Y(X) arise, as hO\\n in Figure 4-20. Hence: 
Y(X) = )(x) + v (4.23) 
x= X+ 11 (4.24) 
where X represents the primary input variables, which can be longitudinal sl ip or slip angle, 
and Y represents the output variables, which can be longi tudinal force or lateral force. 
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Figure 4-20: Sine version of the magic fo•·mula (Pacejka , 2006) 
The d ifference in the shape of the characteristic curves are determined by several factors , 
such as B, C, D and E. D-factor is the peak factor and determines the peak of the 
characteristic curve, witb respect to the central x-ax is and for ~1. 
At high slip, force in equation (4.2 1) converges to a value, given in the fom1 of horizontal 
asymptote Ya· Thus: 
(4 .25) 
The shape factor C controls the limiting val ue of the curve and thereby determines the shape 
of the resulting curve. The shape factor may be computed from the peak factor D and the 
height of the horizonta l asymptote Ya as: 
C = I ± ( 1 - ~ · arctan ~ ) (4.26) 
B is called the stiffness factor and controls the slope of the curve at the origin. The product 
BCD is the slope at the origin. which can be referred to as the longitudinal slip stiffness or 
cornering stiffness. 
E is the curvature factor, which can be expressed in terms of B and C and the sl ip location Xm 
at the curve peak 
E-
- B·xrn - tan{n 1(2·C)} (If C> l) 
B·x'" -arctan(B· xm ) (4 .27) 
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The asymmetry caused by the effect o f camber on the lateral force curve can be 
accommodated by making the curvature fac tor dependent on the sign of the si ip value: 
E = E0 +~E·sgn(x) (4.28) 
This can also help in addressing the asymmetry in the fx versus K variation. w hen comparing 
tractive and braking forces. 
V y 
Figure 4-21: Cosine version of the magic formula (Pacejka, 2006) 
The cosine version of the Magic Formula. as expressed in equation (4.22). represents a hill-
shaped curve. where the peak decays on both sides with an increasing slip angle. The cosine 
version (Figure 4-21) is used to generate pneumatic trail and also residual torque, both of 
which decays with the sli p angle. The pneumatic tra il is expressed as: 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
where, silt represents the horizontal shift of the pneumatic trail. 
And, residual torque Mzr is expressed a : 
(4.3 1) 
ar = tan a+ Hf (4.32) 
where, S11r represents the horizontal shift of the residual torque, which corresponds to the s lip 
angle, where the side force diminishes. 
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a 
I 
~ .. a 
t 
a 
Figut·c 4-22: Plot of aligning mome nt a long with re idual torque (Paccjkn, 2006) 
The aligning moment Mz can then be obtained by multiplying the side force r~ with the 
pneumatic trail t, whilst add ing the usually small residual torque M~r. The graph of the 
aligning moment along with it relation '' ith pneumatic trail and residual torque is shown in 
Figure 4-22. 
M = -t · F + M I \ Ir 
In the cosine version. the factor D reprc cnt the peak value. C is a shape factor, which 
determines the level of the horizontal asymptote Yn (the limiting value). The factor C can be 
expressed as: 
') _Yo C = .:: · arcco 
n D 
(4.34) 
The factor B here influences the curvature of th~ peak and the factor E influence the hape 
at large \aluc of slip. and governs the point X0• '"here the curve become. zero (intersects \\ ith 
the x axis). The factor E can be expressed as: 
(4.35) 
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In the earlier ersion of Magic Formula (Pacejka, 1993). the tyre characteristi cs for 
combined lip was modelled using phy icall) ba ed formula The latest ver ion of Magic 
Formula deplo) s a more empirical method u ing weighting function. '' hich when multiplied 
with the origi nal pure slip functions produce the interaction effects of K on F) and of a on F,. 
The \ cighling functions have a hill shape. which is represented by the eo inc vcr ion of the 
Magic Formul a. 
a = D . cos [ ar·ctan ( B . X) J (4.36) 
''here a i the re ulting weighing factor and x is ei ther K or tancx. D rep re ent the peak 
,·alue. C determines the horizontal asymptote of the hilfs base. and B determine the 
harpne s of the hill and is mainl) re pon ible for the hape of the weighting function . In 
addition. factor E can be added in order to impro\'e the approximarion, in particular at large 
'aluc of lip. o that the weighing functions remain positive for all slip condi tion . 
The weighing function assumes the va lue or un ity in the case of pure sli p (K or ex equal to 0) . 
For combined sl ip condition, for example, when a brake slip K is introduced IO a tyre 
cornering at a slip angle a , the rele ant weighting function for F~ (expressed as function of K 
in thi ea c) may first sho\1 a light increa c in magnitude (exceeds unity at lov\ lip). but 
soon rcache its peak. after which a continuous de cent occurs. The same ea c can be seen 
for longitudinal force. where the \\eighting function initiall) becomes more than unit) at lov. 
\aluc of lip angle. but eventuall dccrca e with an increase in the slip angle. re ulting in a 
decrease in the longitudinal force wi th incrca ing in slip. 
4.6.5.5 Magic Formula Steady Sate Equations 
The steady-state equations for PAC2002 the Magic Formula tyre model are listed here for 
longitudinal and lateral forces and the align ing moment. each at pure and combined slip 
condi tions. Further details of the equation et can be found in chapter 4 of (Pacejka. 2006). 
-t 6.S.S. I Longitudinal Force at Pure lip 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
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(4.39) 
\\here. the different factors can be exprc cd in term of the coefficient as: 
(>0) (4.40) 
D =" .f \ I"'~ I (>0) (4.4 1) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
where df: is the non-dimensional vertical load increment. expressed as ratio of nominal load: 
(4.45) 
The longitudinal slip stiffness K, .. is gi\en b) : 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
-t6.5.5.2 Lateral Force at Pure idc lip 
(4.49) 
(4.50) 
(4.5 1) 
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''here. the di fTerent factors can be expre sed in terms of the coefficients as: 
(>0) (4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
The cornering stiffness K,a is gi,·en b\ : 
. - . 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
Also. the camber sti ffness K)ro is gi en by: 
(4.6 1) 
-t6.5.5.3 ligning Moment at Pure lip 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
where. the equation for the pneumatic trui 1 t is: 
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t(a,) = D, ·cos[ C, · arctan{ B, ·a, - E, ·(B, ·a, -arctan (8, ·a,))} J 
a, = a + 111 
And, the equation for residual torque M,r i : 
M 11 (a, ) = D, ·cos [ arc tan (B, ·a ,) J 
a, = a + "' 
\\here. 1he diJTerem factors can be expre ed in terms of coefficients a : 
(>0) 
(>0) 
The aligning moment stiffness can be approximated as: 
Klil = -t · Kw ( :::: -a: z at a= 0) 
-t6.5.SA Longitudinal Force at Combined lip 
(4.64) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
(4.68) 
(4.69) 
(4.70) 
(4.72) 
(4.73) 
(4.74) 
(4.75) 
(4.76) 
where. G~a is the weighting function of the longitud inal force at pure slip, expressed as: 
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as= a+ s i-Lxa (4.79) 
B,a = r0,1 ·cos[arctan(r6,2 · K)J (>0) (4.80) 
(4.81 ) 
(4.82) 
(4.83) 
4.6.5.5.5 Lateral Force at Combined Slip 
F)' = F yO • G YK (a' K, r' F=) + Svy.; (4.84) 
where, SvyK is the ' K' induced s ide force, and GyK is the weighting function of the lateral 
force at pure slip, which can be written as: 
(>0) (4.85) 
(4.86) 
(4.87) 
(>0) (4.88) 
(4.89) 
(4.90) 
(4 .91) 
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Svy.: = Dvy.- ·sin [ rvys · arctan ( rvy6 · K) J (4.92) 
(4.93) 
4.6.5.5.6 Aligning Moment at Combined Slip 
(4 .94) 
t ( a l.cq ) = 0 1 ·cos[ C1 · arctan {B1 ·a1.cq - E1 • ( B1 · a l.cq - arctan (B1 · a t.cq) ) } J (4.95) 
(4.96) 
M a =M If ( a r.cq ) =or . cos [ arctan ( Br. ar.cq ) J (4.97) 
(4.98) 
a = arctan tan2a +( K,,. ) 1 • K 2 ·sgn (a) 1,eq · 1 K 1 
ya 
(4 .99) 
a, . ., = arcta n tan ' a, + ( ~:: J · <2 • sgn (a, ) (4.1 00) 
4.7 Vehicle Simulation 
In line with the project aims and objectives, the perfo rmance of theoretical vehicle model is 
compared and verified against the detailed multi-body dynamics model. A number of 
transient handling manoeuvres are fi rst conducted in ADAMS Chassis, which has a large 
library of standard events. covering a wide range of ride, handling and durability tests. The 
same transient manoeuvres are then carried out using the intermediate vehicle model 
(described in chapter 3) so as to compare the handling behaviour of the two different 
modelling approaches. In this study, the selected handling manoeuvres were restricted to the 
open loop test environment, with input variables as vehicle speed and steering hand wheel 
angle. This allows repeating the san1e manoeuvres in the intermediate veh ic le model using 
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the same steering input, and without resorting to any contro ller for the driver's steering or 
braking input. However. some of the tests are performed in the cruise control mode - a 
cond ition which is replicated in the theoretical vehicle model with the use of a PlO controller 
for maintaining constant vehic le speed. Out of the total number of tests conducted, the 
simu lations involving double lane change, single lane change and sinusoidal steering are 
carri ed out under the cruise contro l mode, where as J-turn, Fishhook manoeuvre, and step-
steer are performed with traction switched off. 
The theoret ical vehicle modelling, as mentioned in chapter 3, initially involved development 
of bas ic vehicle models, such as a 2-DOF bicycle model and a 3-DOF non- linear model, 
before gradually shifting to a re latively complex intermediate vehicle model with 1 0-DOF. 
The non-linear 3-DOF model (section 3.4) was aJ so used here along with the I 0-DOF 
intermediate model (section 3.5) and the detailed multi-body model (section 4.2) for 
comparative simulation runs. The inclusion of the 3-DOF model was primarily to establish a 
basic compari son with the 1 0-DOF model, whic h eventually helps studying the effects of 
adding more complex ity into a simple vehicle mode l. The model was buil.t in MA TLAB I 
Simulink environment, and included some no n-linearities in terms of inclined roll axis, front 
and rear stabilizer bars and a normalised Magic Fom1ula tyre model (Milliken and Milliken, 
1995). The basic three degrees of freedom of sprung mass comprises translation in the lateral 
direction, and rotations in yaw and roll directions. 
The 3-DOF model does not possess any degree of ITeedom in the longitudinal direction. 
Instead it has a pre-specified longitudinal speed as a constant parameter throughout the 
course of a simulation run. Thus, it can easi ly be used fo r handling tests w hich are carried 
out under the cruise control mode, such as double lane change, single lane change and a 
sinuso idal steering manoeuvre. However, some other manoe uvres are not deemed suitable 
with a 3-DOF model, such as a J-Turn, step-steer and Fishhook manoeuvres, which are 
carried out with switched off traction, leaving the vehicle in a deceleration mode throughout 
the manoeuvre. 
The s ta tic vehicle characteris tics of both l 0-DOF and 3-DOF models are matched by 
obtaining a SVC plot from the ADAMS/Chassis. Additionally, in the ADAMS model , the 
mass and inertia of both cargo and occupants is included in the loading sub-system file. Th is 
effect is accounted in the theoretical. vellicle modelling by incorporating add itional sprung 
mass weight distribution at the front and the rear. 
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4.7.1 Vehicle Handling Tests 
4.7.1.1 Single-Lane Change 
Lane change is one of the most important handling manoeuvres, which is performed mostly 
in a simulation environment in an early phase of vehicle development, so that the behaviour 
of a vehicle can be studied in the same way as in the practical tests on road. The lane change 
simulation is used to evaluate ease of contro l and stability of a vehic le in a single lane 
change manoeuvre. The physical test is conducted by setting up a pylon course with 10 foo t 
wide lanes. Two cones are placed at the entrance and two cones are placed at the exit. The 
vehicle drives in a straight line through the entrance cones, changes into the adjacent lane, 
and then drives straight through the exit cones. The throttle is controlled by the driver to 
maintai11 constant speed during the event. This test can be run at any speed and any lateral 
acceleration level, but the lateral acceleration should be kept below a level, where the vehicle 
commences to slide. 
ln the present simulation, the lane change was carried out by keeping the vehicle at a 
constant speed of 100 kmlh and the simulation was performed for a duration of 10 sec. The 
width of the lane change course was set as 3.66 m ( 12 feet) and the length of the lane change 
course was set as I 0.67 m (35 feet). The prescribed steering input used in the manoeuvre is 
shown in Figure 4-23. 
The vehicle response plots for lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll angle, s ide-slip angle, and 
vehicle path location for all the three models are shown in (Figure 4-23). It can be seen that 
the responses in all the cases are more or less closely matched. The lateral acceleration and 
yaw rate of the 1 0-DOF model is slightly larger than that of the ADAMS model, where as 
the 3-DOF model responses exhibit large overshoots. ill the vehic le path location plot (last 
graph of Figure 4-23), the 1 0-DOF model is shown to have more under-steer behaviour in 
relation with the ADAMS model. The 3-DOF model, on the other hand, exhibits largely 
under-steer behaviour. The Jack of proper representation of suspension and other non-
lineari ties is quite apparent in these plots. 
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Figure 4-23: Vehicle handling rcs110n cs for single-lane change 
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Figure 4-24: Lateral force plots for single-lane change 
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The lateral force plot is shown in Figure 4-24, where a reasonably close agreement can be 
observed between the various models . The 3-DOF model , because of its large roll , seems to 
exhibit higher lateral load transfer, resulting in nigher peaks in both wheel jounce and 
rebound. The 1 0-DOF model, although exhibits rugher peaks compared to multi-body model 
in wheel rebound, the lateral load transfer is less as compared to multi-body model. This 
could be partly attributed to the difference in the suspension characteristics of the two 
models. Also, the lateral tyre forces in both 3-DOF and I 0-DOF model , unlike the ADAMS 
model, commences from zero, which could be attributed to the fact that horizontal shift was 
not considered in the Magic Formula lateral force equations. in both the models. The 
difference in the lateral force cw-ves in the steady-state part of the manoeuvre. clearly 
explains this effect. 
The vertica l fo rce plots in Figure 4-25 show close overall behaviour between the ADAMS 
model and the I 0-DOF models. with some differences between the two duri ng the front 
wheel rebound. The 3-DOF model agai n shows higher peaks in compari son to other the two 
models, and its inadequate representation in the lateral and rol l stiffness can be easily 
observed. Overall, the results of the three models are closely matched, with the plots of the 
10-DOF model showing close proximity with the general behaviour of the AOAMS model. 
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4.7.1.2 Double-Lane Change 
The double-lane-change manoeuvre is an inherently subjective test, standardised by the 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO), with recommended standards under 
ISO 3888 (BS ISO 3888-1 , 1999). The primary objective of the test is to determine the 
transient response behaviour of the vehicle subjected to one period of quasi-harmonic 
variation of the vehicle steering angle. It essentially represents a method to determine 
transient road-holding ability, with which closed loop control can be tested in a situation 
similar to that occurring in real traffic. 
To perform Double Lane Change testing the vehicle has to be driven at a pre-specified speed 
through the course shown in Figme 4-26. The dimensions of the track are given in Table 4-3. 
The track resembles that of a vehicle performing a rather tight overtaking manoeuvre, while 
the driver is free to con·ect the steer-angle at will. In the present study the test is carried out 
in an open-loop fashion, with a prescribed steering input (refer first graph of Figme 4-23). 
The vehicle longitudinal speed is maintained at 1 00 Km/h, using the traction controller in the 
ADAMS model, and the same is achieved using a PID controller in the 1 0-DOF model. 
Section 6 Section 5 Section 4 Section 3 Section 2 Section l 
~'',,_ ................ ~ .................... ~ ............................... ~'',,_ .................. .................. ~ ...................... ....... : ....................... ..; 
i j 
Driving direction 
.. 
Figure 4-26: Double lane-change track and designation of sections 
Dime nsions in metres 
Section Length Lane offset Width 
I 15 - 1.1 x ve hicle width + 0.25 
2 30 -
3 25 3.5 1.2 x ve hicle width + 0.25 
4 25 -
5 15 - 1.3 x ve hicle width + 0.25 
6 15 - 1.3 x ve hicle width + 0.25 
Table 4-9: Dimensions of the double lane-change track (BS ISO 3888-1 , 1999) 
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The response plots fo r vehicle lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll angle side slip angle, and 
vehicle path location are shown in Figure 4-23, where good agreement between the various 
models can clearly be seen. The lateral acceleration and yaw rate peaks of the 3-DOF model 
are somewhat higher than the ADAMS and 10-DOF models, but with its Limited degrees of 
freedom and lack of proper suspension and steering representation, the results are quite 
reasonable. The results of the I 0-DOF model match those of the ADAMS model quite 
closely, though exhibiting an under-steer behaviour similar to the single lane change plot. 
Furthermore, a minor response lag appears in the 1 0-DOF model with respect to the results 
of the ADAMS model. as seen in the plots o f the lateral acceleration and yaw rate. The 
steering system in the 1 0-DOF model does not have the deta il representation of the ADAMS 
model for non-linear bushing. viscous damping and friction. These characteristics can lead to 
transient response lags in the vehicle behaviour - an effect which can be observed later in the 
sinusoidal steering test. 
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Figure 4-27: Vehicle handling responses for double-la ne change 
The lateral force plots (Figure 4-28) also show reasonable agreement between the three 
models. Similar to single lane change manoeuvre, the 10-DOF model shows slightly higher 
peaks in both front and rear wheels rebound as compared to multi-body model. Also, the 
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teady- tale hift in the lateral force can be again ob erved in the ADAM plot from the start 
of the manoeu\Te. Though easy to incorporate. the horizontal and vertical shift \\ere not 
con idercd. "'hile using the Magic Fom1ula oeflicient in 10-DOF model , v.hich explains 
the reason for this shift. The 3-DOF model hows high peaks at the turn . ' hich again can 
be related to the higher responses in the lateral and roll direction. 
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Figu re ~-28: Lateral force plots foa· double-lane cha nge 
In the ertical force plot, shown in Figure 4-25, the I 0-DOF model again matches very wel l 
wi th the i\OAMS model. Consideri ng the diffe rent jounce and rebound characteristics as 
well as roll stiffness of the two models, the results arc reasonably close. The 3-DOF model 
again shows higher peaks. as a result of a higher lateral load transfer. In general, the \ 0-DOF 
model follo\\S the much detailed ADAM model er closely in this manoeu re. which 
again highlights the signjficance of adding details in the basic model like the 3-DOF one, b) 
incorporating unsprung mass dynamics. addi tional degrees of freedom. and adequate non-
linearitie . particularly while defining suspension characteristics. 
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Figur·e 4-29: Vertical force plots for double-lane change 
~.7. 1.3 inu oidal teering 
fhe si nu oidal teering test detennincs the vehicle response behaviour \\ ith harmonic 
tccring motion. while driving the' ehiclc at a con tant speed. ln this stud), simulation were 
conducted b driving the vehicle at a con tant peed of 70 Km/h. with a sinusoidal leering 
input of magnitude 90 degrees at the leering hand wheel. 
The response plots for vehicle lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll angle, side sl ip angle, and 
vehicle path location are shown in Figure 4-30. Once again the I 0-DOF model shows a close 
match with the ADAMS model as shown in the yaw rate. lateraJ acceleration and the roll 
angle peaks. In Figure 4-23 some under- ·teer behaviour of the 1 0-DOF model i again 
'isible. I IO\.\ever. the point to ob erve here is the pha e Jag between the I 0-DOF and the 
ADAM model in some of the plots: panicularly the yaw rate and side lip. The ADAM 
model. \.\ ith its teering compliances, damping, and roll steer characteristics, seems to add 
some transient lag in the vehicle response bcha iour. This behaviour. previously observed in 
the double lane change, now becomes quite clear v ith sinusoidal steering input. The I 0-DOF 
model counters ror the first order tyre lag, using relaxation length, but does not have a 
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provision to account for the steering non-linearities except for the Ackerman steer and the 
variable steer ratio. The influence of the steering related lag can be studied in isolation in the 
future by conducting a more severe steering input such as a frequency sweep test. However, 
the overall behaviour of the 1 0-DOF model is quite satisfactory. The 3-DOF model, on the 
other hand, shows large differences in the lateral and rol l responses, which eventua lly results 
in the vehicle deviating from the original path location (last graph of Figure 4-30). 
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Figure 4-30: Vehicle handling responses for sinusoidaJ steering 
In the lateral force plots, shown in Figure 4-3 1, the I 0-DOF and AD AMS models show 
similar response patterns. Some differences in the peak responses can be seen, with the 
ADAMS model exhibiting higher lateral load transfer as compared to the 1 0-DOF model. 
The compliances included in the ADAMS model can further lead to additional lateral load 
transfe r. The same observation can be made for the vertical force plots (Figure 4-32), where 
again the load peaks for the ADAMS model can be seen to be s lightly higher. The 3-DOF 
model, on the other hand, exhibits much higher peaks, wbkh again highlights its lack of 
stiffness in the lateral and roU direction. However, both lateral and vertical force plots of the 
3-DOF model show phase differences in the response when compared to the ADAMS 
model. This again highlights the importance of tyre lags and other response lags, which 
were not incorporated in a re latively simple 3-DOF model. 
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.t.7. l.-' J Turn nalysis 
The J-tum te t is a single steer manocu' re test used to study the transient handling propenies 
of a vehicle at limiting cornering condi tions. The test is conducted by driving at a constant 
speed and applying a pre-set steering hand wheel angle of 90 degrees. The steering input 
approximates a steep ramp increa c in tccring-v heel angle at a rate or 512 deg/ cc. This 
manoeuvre assesses the vehicle's open loop response to an almost step input and is often 
used to evaluate vehicle properties. particularly in relation to roJJ stabi lity. For more severe 
ituation . such as ehicle rollovcr. liT. A ha uggested their J-Turn and .1-Turn with 
pul e braking. These tests are repre entati\c of rollover resistance of on-road ehiclc . 
during un-tripped manoeuvres. and are performed .,,jth two directional teer. to the lefi and 
to the right (NHT A. 200 I). fn the current J-Turn imulation, the ,·ehicle velocit) \ a et to 
70 Kmlh and teering wheel angle of 90 degree was applied for a left hand tum. A the 
traction control is switched off in this manoeu re. the ehicle speed tails-off through the 
cour e or the manoeu re. 
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Figure 4-33: Vehicle handling re pon es for J-turo 
The rcspon c plots for vehkle lateral acceleration. yaw rate. roll angle. side sli p angle, and 
vehicle pnLh location are shown in Figure 4-33, where it can be seen that both the /\DAM 
and the I 0-DOF model' s responses correlate well. The A DAMS model exhibi ts a s light 
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overshoot in its yaw rate response. in relation to the 1 0-DOF model. This can be attributed to 
the additional suspension and steer compliances incorporated in the more detailed ADAMS 
model. The weight di stribution of the actual vehicle is such that an inherently under-steering 
behaviour is expected. This behaviour. however is emphasized by the addi tional compliance 
built into the ADAMS model. Another observation concerns the roll behaviour of the two 
models. The I 0-DOF model exhibits a sudden spike at the transient phase of the roll 
response. whereas the ADAMS model exhi bits a smooth behaviour at the same point. This 
again can be attributed to the compliances bui lt into the ADAMS mode l apart fTom its non-
linear roll stiffness and damping. which overall he lps in its roll response. 
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In the latera l force plot (Figure 4-34) d ifferences in the results can be seen under steady-
state conditions between the ADAMS and the 1 0-DOF models. This can be partially due to 
the fact that horizontal and vertical shifts were not considered in the I 0-DOF model, and 
hence the lateral forces originate from zero. The other reason can be difference in the jounce 
and rebound characteristics of the two models. The ADAMS model exhibits s lightly large 
roll angle, which can lead to an increase in the lateral load transfer. This effect is reflected in 
the vertical load plot (Figure 4-35), where the difference between the ADAMS and the I 0-
DOF model can be observed in the front wheel loads. The spikes in t11e vertical load plots of 
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the 1 0-DOF during the transient phase again demonstrates the lack of compliances and non-
linear roll damping in the 1 0-DOF model. However irrespecti ve of the little quantitative 
differences in the results, the I 0-DOF model follows the ADAMS model reasonably well , 
which is significant for comparative purposes. 
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4.7.1.5 Fishhook Manoeuvre 
The Fish Hook manoeuvre assesses the trans ient handling properties of a vehicle at limiting 
handling conditions. The test is conducted by dri ving at a constant speed, before bringing the 
vehicle in neutral and applying a pre-set steering wheeJ angle, holding, and then applying 
another pre-set steering wheel angle in the reverse direction. The period of time for which 
the driver holds the ftrst steering wheel angle before applying the cow1ter steering, is known 
as the steering dwell time. The steering input rate approximates a step input at 512 deg/sec of 
rotational velocity to the steering hand wheel, during first and second steer. 
To determine more severe limiting hand ling condition such as vehicle roll stabi lity, a few 
other similar sort of test manoeuvres are prescribed, sucb as Fixed Timing Fishhook and Roll 
Rate Feedback Fishhook, where the steering hand wheel angle is selected once a lateral 
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acceleration of 0.3g is achieved on either side. The two manoeuvres differ in how the 
steering dwell time is defined (NHTSA, 2001 ). In the current Fishhook manoeuvre, the 
initial vehicle speed is set as 50 Krn/h, with a steering hand wheel angle of 90 degrees to the 
left and steering reversal angle of 180 degrees to the right (first graph of Figure 4-36). The 
steering dwell time is set as 0.65 seconds. 
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The response plots fo r vehicle lateral acceleration, longitudinal speed, yaw rate, roll angle, 
and vehicle path location are shown in Figure 4-36, where the results for both the models 
agree very welL Due to step steering input, the 1 0-DOF model exhibits a sudden spike in the 
transient phase of the roll plot, which as explained earlier, can be attributed to the lack of 
compliances and non-linear ro ll damping as compared to the ADAMS model. The roll 
behaviour of the 10-DOF model, however, matches that of the ADAMS model under the 
steady-state condition. The yaw and lateral acceleration of the 1 0-DOf model are marginally 
higher which is visible in the steady-state phase of the plots. However, this does not affect 
the path location of the 1 0-DOF model with respect to that of the ADAMS model (last graph 
of Figure 4-36) . The reason can be that the vehicle speed in the 10-DOF model does not 
trail-off as much as that in the ADAMS model (second graph of Figure 4-36), and hence 
compensates for the extra yaw rate. 
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The lateral force plot, as shown in Figure 4-37, once again shows the lateral shift in the 
ADAMS plot under the steady-state condition. The reason expla ined for the earlier tests 
ho lds true in th is case as well . The vert ical force plot. as shown in Figure 4-38, shows a close 
match between the two models. Although in transient phase, there are minor variations in the 
peaks of the two models. considering the di fference in their suspension and anti-roll bar 
characteristics, tl1e overall conformance is acceptable. 
4. 7.1.6 Step Steer-
This step steer test is used to evaluate the transienr handling and steady-state directional 
control response characteristics of a vehicle when a step input is given to the steering wheel. 
The test starts by driving the vehicle in a straight line at a constant speed, then abruptly 
applying a pre-set steering wheel angle. The steering wheel input is such that it gives a 
desi red steady-state lateral acceleration. [n this study, the step steer was performed by 
driving the vehicle at I 00 km/h, before applying a step steer of 45 degrees (first graph of 
Figure 4-39) and switching the throttle off. T be same test can also be performed under cruise 
control or by mai ntaining a constant throttle. 
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The response plots for vehicle lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll angle, sideslip and vehicle 
path location are shown in Figure 4-39, where the results for both the models show very 
close agreement. The yaw rate and lateral acceleration of the two models matches well in the 
transient phase, before moving to the steady-state , where the 10-DOF model generates 
slightly higher yaw rate. The roll behaviour of the I 0-DOF model, as observed in the 
previous manoeuvres, differs from the ADAMS model in the transient phase. This behaviour 
could be addressed in future by including suspension and roll compl iances in the 10-DOF 
model. 
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Figure 4-40: Lateral force plots for step steer 
The lateral force plots of the two models are shown in Figure 4-40, where similar 
comparative behaviour can be observed as that of J-turn or Fishhook manoeuvre, with 
ADAMS model again showing lateral shift at the sta1t of the manoeuvre. The same could be 
said for the vertical plots (Figure 4-41 ), where some differences in the lateral load transfer 
occurs, owing to the individual suspension and anti-roll bar characteristics of the two 
models. However, the overall response of 1 0-DOF model shows an acceptable behaviour, 
particularly in te1ms of directional control, which is obvious in its comparison of path 
location with the much detailed ADAMS model (last graph of Figure 4-39). 
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Figure 4-41 : Ver·tical force plots for step stee r 
4.7.1.7 Transient Manoeuvre on a Surface with Uneven Friction 
Thus far the models have been tested under conditions which promote operation in the non-
linear area. In all cases, good agreement is observed between the results generated by the 
intermediate model and those obtained by the more elaborate multi-body model. The success 
of the intermediate model can be attri buted mainly to the careful consideration of the 
inlluence of suspension mechanics in vehic le handling dynamics. A realistic representation 
of the suspension and a modelling approach appropriate for the treatment of large roll angles 
is critica l fo r the simulation of severe manoeuvres which are likely to lead to veh icle roll-
over. A lthough the vehicle under consideration is inherently stable with respect to rolJ (due 
to large front and rear tracks). a couple of simulation studies are conducted to explore its 
handling behaviour at limiting conditions. 
The first test involves a step-steer input of more than I 00° at an initial forward speed of 120 
km/h. Road-tyre friction is assumed even and the peak facto r 'D ' of the Magic Fonnula is 
modified to generate a peak force corresponding to a coefficient of friction J-l = I under a 
static cornering load. It is important to note that during this test the forward speed is al lowed 
to reduce as a result of the steering input, i.e. the forward speed PID contro ller is deacti vated. 
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The yaw-rate response depicted in Figure 4-42 indicates under-steering behaviour, while the 
tyre vertical loads show clearly that all the fo ur tyres remain in contact with the ground. 
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Figure 4-42: Responses to a step-stee r· manoeuvre on a surface with even friction 
The second test case involves an ident ical steer input perf01med at the same initial speed of 
120 km/h. The coefficient of road-tyre frict ion starts at a value of J1 =0.5. However, during 
the manoeuvre, the two outer tyres suddenly enter a part of the road where friction is 
signiJicantly higher, attaining a value of J.1 =2.5. Although this value of fri.ction appears 
rather umealistic for a passenger vehicle running on a normal road, it can be used as a means 
of simulating the si tuation where tyre side-forces increase abruptly as a result of the wheels 
meeting with an obstacle, such as the edge of a low pavement. 
A composite friction scaling factor A,:,.y (Pacejka. 2006) is used m x and y di.rec6on to 
modify the peak factor ·n· of the Magic Formula (refer equations (4.43) and (4.54)). 
(4. 101 ) 
Where \1\ representS the SCaling factor for the rriction decaying With increasing Slip, A.jLX,y 
represents the scaling factor for the peak friction coefficient, Vs represents the slip velocity 
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(V sx and Vs) for the longitudinal and latera l direction respectively) and V0 represents the 
reference velocity. 
From the results shown in Figure 4-43, it can be observed that a discontinuity appears more 
distinctly in the lateral acceleration, yaw rate and ro ll rate responses. This discontinuity 
coincides with the moment in time when the two outer tyres enter the par1 of the road with 
increased fri ction. Although the manoeuvre starts with a lower lateral acceleration due to 
reduced road friction. the subsequent increase in friction is sufficient to cause lift-off fo r 
both inner wheels after approximately 1.5 seconds. [t is interesting to note that in terms of its 
yaw rate response the vehicle remains stable. persisting on its under-steering qualities. 
Final ly. the inJ1erently stable character of the vehicle in terms of its roll motion is highlighted 
by the modest roll angle, even at high lateral accelerations (above 1.5g). 
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Figure 4-43: Responses to a step-steer manoeuvre on a surface with varying friction 
4.8 Chapter Remarks 
The fo llowing observations can be made, w hi le comparing the intermediate vehicle model 
with the complex multi-body model for different transient handling manoeuvres: 
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- The intermediate vehicle model, despite using relatively simplified representation, is 
able to produce close agreement with the complex multi-body model during various 
transien t handling simulations. 
The inclusion of adequate DOF, as well as steering, suspension and tyre 
characteristics in an intermediate modelling approach has a significant bearing on the 
simulation outcome of such critical handling manoeuvres. This can be clearly 
observed in the comparative simul.ation runs invo lving the 3-DOF vehicle model 
where the 3-DOF model, due to its overly simplified vehicle characteristics, fell short 
to satisfY the performance requirements for those rransient handl ing manoeuvres. 
- In addition to the transient handling manoeuvres. the intermediate veh icle model can 
also be employed to study the pre-roll over event or vehicle's rollover propensity. as 
demonstrated in the final simulation run with uneven friction in the current chapter. 
The inclusion of adequate features in the intermediate vehicle model (refer chapter 3) 
such as the ability to handle large roll and pitch angles as weJJ as wheel li[t-off cases 
becomes very signifi cant for such extreme manoeuvres. in addition to the correct 
representation of vehicle suspension, anti-roll bars and wheel geometry effects. 
- The intermediate vehicle model, tho ugh matched well with the complex ADAMS 
modeL but certain differences in the handling responses during sharp steering 
transient manoeuvres such as J-Turn and Fishhook were obser ed. The lack of 
steering and suspension elasto-kinematics and other: compliances as well as non-
linearities which may influence the secondary motion of the unsprung mass 
components can be the prime reason for such behaviour. 
- The commercial multi-body package like ADAMS/Chassis possesses a wide range of 
capabilities, which can not easily be bettered by an intermediate vehicle modelling 
approach. However, as demonstrated in this work, it may still offer comparable 
accuracy, along with other benefits such as fewer parameters and reduced 
computational cost. The flexibili ty of extending such models for control related 
studies is an additional advantage, which will be explored further in chapter 6. 
- In the following chapter, the intennediate vehicle model validation against the 
inslrumented test vehicles is presented. 
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5 Experimental Vehicle Testing 
5.1 Test Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the I 0-DOF model was compared with a detailed multi-body 
ADAMS model. The results were in good agreement. However, the validation of the model 
against measurements from a real vehicle is essentia l. For this reason, the theoretical veh icle 
model was validated agai nst experimental on-road vehicle tests. on two different occasions. 
On the fi rst occasion, the test car was already equipped with a data logging system and 
several ex isting sensors. Calibrati on was carried out fo r the already installed sensors before 
testing. Two different manoeuvres were undertaken at the Ooni ngton Park ci rcuit. These 
were a Lane change and a J-turn. Unfortunately. due to poor weather condition and 
constra ints im posed on test track times, the test run for the J-turn could not be carried out on 
a proper track, but on a paddock. Hence, the results obtained were not adeq uate for a proper 
compari son. The lane change results are presented in this chapter, comparing them w ith the 
I 0-DOF model predictions. 
To further test the accuracy of the intermediate model, a second series of experimental 
measurements were later ca.JTied out on a different vehicle, at the MTRA (Motor Vehicle 
Industry Research Association) Proving Gro unds. The vehicle was equipped w ith an RT3200 
GPS/Inertial measurement system which provided measures of all the six vehic le motions 
whi le the steer-angle and other informati on such as rotational wheel speeds were obtai ned 
from the vel1icle's CAN network. Testing was carried for a range of test manoeuvres, from 
pure corne ring to one which involved both cornering and braking. The test vehicle, most of 
the time, was operated in its non-linear region. This was done purposefully to validate the 
lO-DOF moders responses. as the accuracy of simplified models usuall y deteriorates, when 
exposed to such conditions. 
This chapter presents the description of some of the instrwnentation. invo lved in both the 
test programs, a long with the measurement results and their comparisons with the 
intermediate 1 0-DOF model predictions. 
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5.2 Description of the First Experimental Test 
The test vehicle I (Figure 5- 1) has a 2.0 litre, V6 4-stroke gasoline engine. It employs an 
independent front suspension, with a Macpherson Strut, and Quad-link type independent rear 
suspens ion system, and has a fro nt wheel drive, using a rack and pinion steering system. 
, 
-· 
~!' .. 4 • ·- j. .... 
-
--
@ 
./-
r'"t 
Figure 5-J: The test vehicle 
5.2.1 Test Instrumentation 
The fo llowing sensors were primarily employed in the tests: 
- 3 accelerom eters for measuring longitudinal, lateral and vertical accelerations 
- 3 rate gyros fo r measuring roiL pi tch and yaw rates 
- A potentiometer for measuring the steering angle 
- 2 magnetic pick-up sensors for measuri ng wheel speed at the rear wheels 
5.2.1.1 Vehicle Translational Sensor 
Figure S-2: Linear acceler·ometer 
To measure the translational motions of the vehic le along the three axes (longitudinal, lateral 
and vertica l), three similar accelerometers were used (Figure 5-2), all of which were placed 
as closely as possible to the CG location of the vehicle (Figure 5-3). The Schaevitz De -
Operated accele rometers were capable of measuri ng accelerati ons up to ± 2g. 
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Figure S-3: The positions of accelerometers and gyroscopes 
5.2. 1.2 Vehicle Rotational en or 
To mea ure the angular motions of the \ chiclc about the three axes (roll. pitch and ya\\ 
rate ). three high! sensiti e Briti h Aero pace g) ro copes were used. The c \ ibrating 
structure g) roscopes are solid-state device ( ee Figure 5-4). which pro idc an output 
oltage proportional to the rate of turn applied to the sensitive axis. The c were placed a 
close a possible to the accelerometers (sec Figun; 5-3). 
Figure S-4: Bipolar type ingle aAi vibrating tructure gyro cope 
5.2. 1.3 Vehicle Steering Angle en or 
Figure 5-S: Potentiomctcr for measuring the steering angle 
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A linear rotary potentiometer was used to measure the steering wheel angle (Figure 5-5). The 
sensor is positioned parallel to the steering column and connection between the two 
components is achieved by using a belt. Since this is a linear potentiometer calibration is 
quite straight forward. This is performed by increasing the steering wheel angle by a certain 
constant degree, and the changes in the voltage can be plotted to obtain an estimate of the 
gain between the steering angle and the sensor voltage output. 
5.2.1.4 Vehicle Wheel Speed Sensor 
For measuring the wheel speeds, magnetic "pick-up" sensors were deployed on the rear left 
and right wheels (see Figure 5-6). The sensors were attached very close to the brake disc 
caps, where 40 teeth are available to provide pulses per rotation, which can then be used to 
calculate the actual wheel speed. The pulses were fed into a frequency-to-voltage converter 
system, which then generated a steady voltage output. By knowing the angular veloci ty of 
the wheel and its radius the vehicle forward speed can be determined. 
Figure 5~6: Magnetic "pick-up" transducer 
5.2.2 Calibration 
Calibration is an important step in any vehicle testing activity since proper calibration can 
help in ensuring reliable outcome from the test data. For each sensor, a minimum of three 
samples of data sets were taken and an average value was obtained For all translational 
sensors, the cal ibration was conducted by pointing the sensors both downward, towards the 
ground, and upward away from it. By doing so, one can measure the output voltage fo r ±1 g. 
The measurement non-linearity was found to be less than± 0.05% for l g. The sensor output 
can, therefore, be considered as almost linear for the entire test range. 
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The original calibration of the rotational sensors was conducted by the British Aerospace 
Systems & Equipment. Since the cost to send these sensors for calibration was prohibitive 
and also dismantling the sensors was seen as unadvisable, an alternative way to calibrate the 
sensors was devised. The simplest approach is by driving the vehicle around a constant 
radius with a constant speed for a fixed number of circles. By knowing this information, one 
can then calculate the speed (deg/sec) of the vehicle traveling around a circle, which relates 
to its voltage output for yaw gain. The same procedure needs to be repeated for the ro ll and 
pitch sensors as well. 
Calibration of the steering wheel sensor is straight forward. By tuming the steering wheel to 
the left or to the right by 90 degree per step the change in the output voltage can be 
recorded. Since tbe sensor is a rotational linear transducer, the gain of the sensor can be 
obtained. The wheel speed sensors were calibrated by driving the car at a specifi c road speed 
and recording the vo ltage once the car reaches steady-state . 
5.2.3 Data Acquisition system 
Gyros -~~ )1 
Accelerometers -~ 
L ... Data Collector 
~--+-----------~ 
.. o-.. ~ 
12 volts input-~ 
Engine speed_..,. 
Road Speed 2_.., 
Road Speed 1- ..-
Frequency / Voltage converter 
Steering Angle-~ ,... ,...
Throttle Pedal-~ 
~'--------' Analogue Filter Unit 
Jl & J2- Power Distribution + / -lSV 
PSU - Power Supply Unit + / -15 V 
.... 
EJ 
0000000 
0 000000 
Figure 5-7: Schematic diagram of data logging system 
The mobile data acquisition (DAQ) system, fitted to the vehicle, was based around a 16 
channel, l OO kHz DAQ board that is controlled by a laptop PC through its parallel port. 
Figure 5-7 shows the schematic of the complete data logging system, physically installed in 
the vehicle boot (Figu re 5-8). The LabView V-5.1 software was used as user-interface for 
logging the acquired signals using a standard template file with 200 Hz sampling rate. 
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Figure 5-8: Data acquisition system located in the vehicle boot 
5.2.4 On-Road Test Result 
The on-road test should ideaJJy have been carried out on a smooth flat surface . However, 
because of certain constraints, the tests were conducted in the paddock area of the 
Don.nington Park circuit. Since the J-turn resul ts were not adequate for comparison, only the 
lane change results are presented in this section. 
The experimental results for single lane change are presented along with the s imulation 
output from the I 0-DOF model in Figure 5-9. The test was carried out at a forward speed of 
100 km/h. The steering input (Figure 5-9 (a)) in this case was not exactly similar to the one 
used in section 4. 7.1.2, as the test was conducted on a road without any markings. For this 
purpose, the 1 0-DOF model was run by taking the steering input from the test results to 
make a fair comparison. In the lateraJ acceleration plot (Figure 5-9 (b)), it can be seen that 
the two results conform closely as far as tJ1e general trend is concerned. The simulation was 
performed by keeping the velocity constant (PID controller), whereas in the on-road test, 
there would be slight fluctuations in the longitudinal veloci ty of the vehicle, which is very 
difficult to maintain at a constant value. The lateral acceleration is proportional to square of 
the velocity, which means even a slight variation in the speed could lead to a quite visible 
difference when compared to the simulation results. Considering the overall adverse test 
conditions, the lateral acceleration plot is a fairl y reasonable match. The same can aJso be 
said of the longitudinal acceleration plot (F igure 5-9 (c)) and roll angle plot (Figure 5-9 (d)). 
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Though the graphs are made smooth for plotting, the test results clearly show a s ignificant 
amount of noise, even after reaching the steady-state condition. Considering. the suspension 
non-linearities, bushing compliances, and other non-li nearities in the vehicle sub-systems. 
not forgetting the road irregularities the overall results show fairly good agreement. This can 
be further improved upon by carrying out testing on a proper test track. 
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Figure S-9: On-road test results for single-lane change 
5.3 Description of the Second Series of Experimental Test 
The test vehicle 2 used for the second experiment has a 3.5 litre V8 Diesel engine, with a 
rear wheel drive system. lt employed Macpherson trut suspensions at both front and rear, 
and a rack and pLn.ion steering system. The general description of the vehicle can be found 
tin the description of the Multi-body model, described in Chapter 4, which is based on the 
same test vehicle. 
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Tbe vehicle was equipped with an RT3200 differential GPS/Inertial measlU'ement system, 
from Oxford Technical Solution Ltd. The RT3200 contains an instrumentation set installed 
in the vehicle, comprising antennas. inertial sensors, GPS receiver, data storage and CPU. 
The schematic of the RT3200 system is shown in Figure 5-1 2. The instrumentation set, in 
thi.s case has a single antenna installed on the roof of the vehjcle, parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of the vehjcle (refer Figure 5-1 0). The antenna acquires signal from the GPS satellite 
and passes it to the receiver uni t, providing the absolute positions, velocities and Euler 
angles (heading, pitch and roll) of the vehjcle. These measurements from the GPS receivers 
are used in the navigation computer to update the position and velocity measured by the 
inertial sensors. 
Figure 5-10: Single antenna on the roof of tbe vehicle 
The ine1tial measurement unit (IMU), positioned approximately at the centre of the vehjcle's 
ax is system (refer Figure 5-11 ) with three accelerometers and three gyros (angular rate 
sensors), computes the accelerations and the angular velocities of the vehicle. The 
accelerometers are all mounted at 90 degrees to each other so that they can measure each 
diJection independently. The three angular rate sensors are mounted in the same thJee 
directions as the accelerometers. The signal is then fed into the navigation computer through 
DSP (digital signal processing). The DSP unit processes the data through filters and 
compensation algorithms, and also provides calibration of the accelerometers and angular 
rate sensors, ensw·ing the direction of the acceleration and angular rate measurement 
accuracy to be better than 0.0 l degrees. 
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Figure 5-11: Inertial measurement unit insta lled in the vehicle 
The Information from the DSP and the two GP receivers is fed into the nav igation 
computer. which runs on a rea ! ~timc operating s stern so that the oUlputs arc made in 
determined fini te time duration . The arnpling process in the IMU is synchroni ed to GP 
time so that the lOOHz measurements from the RT3200 are synchroni ed to GP . If a base 
tation i im·olved. the differential corrections from the ba e station (\>ia radio modems) can 
be supplied direct! to the GP receiYer to impro e the positioning accurac). 
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Figu1·c 5-12: Schematic of the RT3200 measurement system (RT3000, 2005) 
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The outputs of the system are derived directly from the Strapdown navigator, which uses a 
WGS-84 mode] of the Earth, the same as GPS uses. This is an elliptical model of the Earth 
rather than a spherical one. The role of the Strapdown navigator is to convert the 
measurements from the accelerometers and angular rate sensors to position, velocity and 
orientation, and while doing so, the navigator algorithm compensates for the Earth's 
curvature, rotation and Cori olis accelerations. Figure 5-1 3 shows a basic overview of the 
Strapdown navigator. 
a.,.,. Couf'Ct 01' J j 
S~;.oolt> r .-;10 Conec:Loro 
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Figure 5-13: Overview of the trapdown navigator (RT3000, 2005) 
The Kalman fi lter used in the RT3200 is used to apply corrections to several places in the 
Strapdown navigato r, including position, veloci ty, heading, pitch. roll , angular rate bias and 
the scaling factor and acceleration bias. After all the correction, the angular rates a re finall y 
integrated to give heading pitch and roll angles, whereas the accelerations are integrated to 
give velocity, which is then integrated to give position. 
Apart from the GPS!lnett ial measurement system, the test vehicle also employs the RT-CAN 
unit, through which the vari ous other parameters from vehicle' s CAN network are obtained 
such as the steering wheel angle. rotational wheel speeds, engine torque and speed. gear and 
thronle positions. master cylinder pressure etc. T he RT-CAN unit is an interface converter 
that accepts the RT3200 NCOM output and converts it for transmission over a CAN 
interface. All this data is fmally post-processed to obtain the necessary information . 
Whi le post-process ing the user has to be clear abo ut the angles adopted in the GPS/Inertial 
measurement system, so as to derive any position, velocity or acceleration paran1eters at a 
different position or with respect to another coordinate frame. In the GPS/Inertial 
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measurement system, the Euler angle outputs are three consecutive rotations (first heading, 
then pitch and finally roll) that transform a vector measured in the navigation co-ordinate 
frame to the body co-ordinate frame. The navigation co-ordinate frame is the orientation on 
the Earth at the current location with axes of North, East and Down. For example, the 
forward and lateral velocities can be found by rotating the velocities in the navigation co-
ordinate frame to be in the direction of the vehicle (using the heading angle). The heading 
angle stands for the popular convention of the yaw angle, as used in the intermediate veh icle 
model. 
5.3.1 Test Manoeuvres 
The experimental test runs were carried out at the MIRA Proving Ground, using primarily 
the Dunlop handling circuit and also the teering Pad for diffe rent handl ing manoeuvres. 
The location of the circuit in the MlRA Proving Ground is shown by the markers in Figure 
5- 14. The handling circuit with its high grip Del.ugrip RSM surface and different constant 
rad ii bends, was used to conduct different limit handling manoeuvres, whereas the Steering 
Pad with its fl at surface and marked constant radii circles was used fo r the constant steering 
test. The results of different handling manoeuvres are presented in the fo llowing sub-section. 
In all the handling plots, the steering band wheel angle and the corresponding initial fo rward 
velocity used in Lhe 10-DOF model is extracted from the test runs to faci litate comparisons. 
Figure 5-14: MIRA proving g round (MIRA-Brochua·e, 2008) 
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5.3.1.1 Arbitra ry teer Input 
Thi tc t run \\ as performed at Lhe Dunlop circuit of the MIRA Proving Ground. "'here Lhe 
\ehicle was ubjected to an arbitrary leering input, as shown in the first graph of Figure 
5- 15. The forward speed was maintained at approximately 50 km/h. which, gi en the 
magni tude of the steering. proved surficicnt lor the achievement of medium to high alues of 
lateral acceleration. The results obtained by the I 0-DOF model show good agreement with 
experimental results in terms of yaw rate. lateral acceleration and rol l angle, as demon trated 
in the third graph of Figure 5-15, and both graphs of Figure 5- 16 respecti cl . The chide 
pecd in the I 0-DOF model '"a kept con tant u ing the PTD controller. a ho"' n in the 
fon,ard velocit) plot of Figure 5-1 5. The ehicle path plot (last graph of Figure 5-15) al o 
ho"' close agreement between the 10-DOF model and the test vehicle. Though. the I O-
D F model exhibits slight under- tecr bcha\ iour. but considering the tran ient natun.: of the 
manocu' re, the overall results are er clo cl) matched. 
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Figure 5-16: Lateral accele ration and roll angle plot in an arbitrary steer-input 
5.3.1 .2 Step-Steer Manoeuvre 
20 
This test was again carried out at the Dw1lop circuit of the Mira Proving Ground. which 
involved a severe step-steer manoeu re at a forward speed of approx imately 50 km/h. The 
steering-input and the forward velocity plots are shown in Figure 5-1 7. The experimental test 
was initi ated in cruise contro l mode. but the contro l was lost in the midd le of the manoeuvre. 
The exact reason was not known, however it was felt that it could have happened because of 
the presence of some wet patches and also some side wind gusts, during the measurements. 
As the test did not involve constant speed, the 10-DOF model simulation was performed by 
switching off the Pill controller. whjch means the vehicle speed trails-off during the course 
of the manoeuvre. Though not an ideal way to compare the results. reasonably good 
correlation between experimental and simulation resu lts. was evident, as seen in the handl ing 
response plots in Figure 5- 18. The experimental yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses 
show slight oscillatory behaviour compared to the COLTesponding simulation results. These 
oscillations can be seen even when the steering remains constant. Since both the 
experimental and simulation yaw-rate responses appear to have a lmost identical rise rates. it 
is possible that the observed oscilla tion is due to arbitrari ly changi ng road tyre friction 
conditions. Provided the accuracy and consistency of the measuring system is assumed this 
might be attributed to re latively wet patches or side-wind gusts, during the measurement. 
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5.3. 1.3 Double Lane Change 
The double lane change manoeuvre was conducted on the Dunlop track. though '' ithout any 
markings. "hich means that the steering input in this case was in accord \\ ith the I 0 
standard. explained in section 4.7.1.2. The vehicle in this case was dri\·en '' ith a con tanl 
speed of 65 kmlh (keeping the cruise control on). with steering input a hown in Figure 
5-19. 'l he forward ve locity in the 10-DOF model wa maintained con tant using the PlD 
control ler. 
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10 
The rc ·pon e plots for \'ehicle lateral acceleration. }aw rate. roll angle. and vehicle path 
location are sho\m in Figure 5-20. which hov.s a reasonably close match between the 10-
DOF model and the experimental run. fhe intcre ting observation in this plot i the I 0-00F 
model re pon e in the 3 rd and 41h turn . '' hich i rather smooth when compared to harp 
rcspon ·c of the test vehicle as an outcome of the sharp steering in the 3rd and 4111 turns. it 
seem the I 0-DOF model rigid behaviour generates lags in its overall respon c during very 
sharp steering inputs. The I 0-DOF model exhibits a small under-steering behaviour as 
compared to the test vehicle. which can be . cen in the vehjcle track pJot (Jast graph of Figure 
5-20). 
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'.3.1A on tant teeriog Manoeuvre 
Thi · te t run v. as carried out on the Leering Pad at the MlRA Proving Ground. "'here the 
\ehicle wa driven around a circle of 26 m radiu . at a constant speed of approximately 50 
km/h. The steering wheel angle and the forward elocity plots are shown in Figure 5-21. 
Although the vehicle was driven continuou ly for number of circles, only that portion of the 
result is used here, where the vehicle forwa rd ve loc ity remained constant, so as to allow for a 
fa ir comparison with the 10-00F model. 
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The response plots for the vehicle lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll angle, and vehicle path 
location are shown in Figure 5-22, which show reasonably close agreement. In thi s case the 
I 0-DOF model was simulated using set velocities and orientation in the sprung mass 
equation, as part of the initial condition for the simulation. Although, this allows the 1 0-DOF 
model to be compared to the experimental outputs, extracted from a middle of a test run, the 
other dynamics such as weight transfer and accelerations were hard to match. This led to 
small discrepancies in the roll angle plots. Considering, the initial conditions were very 
different for this steady-state manoeuvre, the overall comparison is quite acceptable. 
5.3.1.5 Combined Cornering and Braking Manoeuvre 
The previously described test manoeuvres were mostly carried out at almost constant speed 
and hence could be easily compared with the I 0-DOF model results, s imulated through the 
use of the PID speed controller. The comparisons allowed the behaviour of the theoretical 
vehicle model to be ascertained vis-a-vis test vehicle performance under a number of real life 
transient manoeuvres. Furthermore, in the process to experimental ly validate the 10-DOF 
vehicle model, an attempt is made in this section to establi sh its behaviour in manoeuvres 
involving both cornering and braking. 
This comparative study was conducted by making use of parameters obtained through the 
test vehicle CAN network, which was interfaced with the RT-CAN uni t ofthe GPS/Inertial 
measurement system. The parameters obtained were engine speed, throttle position, gear 
position, engine/fri ction torque, and brake master cylinder pressure. By deploying the engine 
characteristic curve in the form of a look-up table (speed, torque and tlu-ottle) and using 
information of the gear position, the torque at the driven wheels can be nominally calculated. 
The engine characteristic curve, and 5 speed gear train and differential gear ratios are known 
apriori. The brake torque was modelled by employing the hydraulic brake unit of the 10-
DOF model, described earlier in chapter 3. In this case, as the brake pedal force was not 
available, the master cylinder pressure was used directly as an input to the system, cutting-
off the vacuum booster /master cylinder assembly, but using the brake hydraulics/ wheel 
cylinder assembly to workout the brake torque at the wheels. 
The results of two experimental runs, involving combined comering and braking, are shown 
in this section, along with the simulation results. The fi rst run was carried out at the Dunlop 
circuit of the MIRA Proving Ground, where the vehicle was initially subjected to a lane 
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change manoeu re at a constant speed. following \\hich a sharp steering input \\a made, 
forcing the vehicle to perform a U-turn. Braking was initiated just prior to the harp Leering 
input. forcing the vehicle to trail-off during the turn. The vehicle was again put in 
acceleration mode, once it came out of the harp turn, allowing the vehicle to regain its 
peed, before being finally subjected to braking towards the end. The parameters obtained 
from test vehicle CAN network arc shown in Figure 5-23. where plots of steering input, 
throttle and gear position. engine friction torque, engine speed and brake master cylinder 
pressure are shown respecti ely. 
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The abo e mentioned parameter \\ere u ed in the 10-DOF model to simulate the exact 
manoeu' re. The plots of vehicle forward 'elocity and the brake torque at the wheels are 
hown in the Figure 5-24. Considering the fact that traction at the wheel were pro ided. 
~ ithout a detailed representation of the dri e train model, the vehicle forward elocity plot 
for the I 0-DOF models shows a reasonably good agreement with the test car. Moreover. it 
demon tratcs the successful integration of hydraulic brake system model with the I 0-DOF 
model. 
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The re pon e plots for vehicle lateral acceleration. }a'' rate. roll angle. and \ ehicle path 
location are ho"m in Figure 5-25. "' hich again how reasonably close march berween the 
I 0-DOF model predictions wi th measured re ponses. light differences occur in the roll 
angle plot, which considering the nature of the manoeu re (sharp U-Turn). i of acceptable 
nature. The chicle track plot at o shows a clo e agreement with the I 0-DOF model. with a 
slight drirt towards the outside of the turn. This could partly be attri buted to the relative ly 
under-steering characteristics of the l 0-DOF model and also to the differences in the 
traction/braking torques generated at the front and rear wheels. in comparison with the test 
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The second run was performed at the Steering Pad circuit of the MIRA Proving Ground, 
where the vehicle was initially subjected to a fi xed steering angle at a constant speed for a 
number of circles, fo llowing which the vehicle was made to follow a little triangular path, by 
initial ly steering to its left and then to its right. Brakjng was initiated just prior to the first 
tw-n, forcing the vehicle to trai l-off during the turn. After the first turn, the vehicle was again 
provided with some acceleration, wrule it was driven in a straight Jine leading up to the 
second turn, with a final brake application towards the very end. The parameters obtained 
from the test vehicle CAN network ru·e shown in Figure 5-26, where plots of the steering 
input, throttle and gear position, engine friction torque, engine speed and brake master 
cylinder pressure are shown respectively. The plots ru·e self-explanatory, with engine speed 
and throttle position appearing at constant values, prior to the braking input. The brake 
master cylinder pressure peak (last graph of Figure 5-26) cru1 be seen at the onset of the first 
turn, just after the constant steering position. The plots of vehicle forward velocity and the 
brake torque at the wheels are shown in the Figure 5-27, where it can be seen that the 
fo rward velocity of the 1 0-DOF models again fo llows that of the test car quite closely. 
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The response plots for vehicle lateral acceleration , yaw rate, roll angle, and vehicle path 
location are shown in Figure 5-28, which again show reasonable agreement with the 
predictions of the lO-DOF model. The roll angle plot for the test vehicle shows some 
fluctuations about a constant steering position, the exact reason fo r which is not known, but 
there could be some issues with that particular circular strip of the Steering Pad, as an in the 
case of an earlier run (reported above) (refer to 5.3.1.4). The vehicle track plot for the 10-
DOF model shows some difference in the path location, as compared to the test vehicle, 
while it moves through the triangular strip. Considering the open loop nature of the test and 
the relative under-steering characteristics of the 10-DOF model, the small drift incurred 
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during the circular runs can yield thi s final deviation. Overall, the response of the 1 0-DOF 
model in both the manoeuvres was of acceptable nature and it helped in establishing the 
behaviour of the 10-DOF model in combined cornering and braking manoeuvres. 
5.4 Chapter Remarks 
The comparison of the intermediate vehicle model against the experimental on-road vehicle 
tests presented in this chapter fw·ther ascertains the reali stic and reasonably accurate 
behaviour of the vehicle model. The second series of experimental tests, conducted on a 
proper track with a more reli able GPS/Inertial measurement system. helped in 
experimentally evaluating the intermediate vehicle model for different real life handling 
manoeuvres, performed at constant speed in an open loop fashion. Additionally. by using the 
information from the CAN network of the actual vehicle, the performance of the 
intermediate vehicle model was further validated for combined cornering and braking 
manoeuvres . [n the process, it also allowed to successfu lly test the mathematical model of 
the hydraulic brake unit, integrated to the intermediate vehicle model (refer chapter 3). S ince 
most' of the earlier test manoeuvres were conducted in cruise contro l mode, the PID 
controller used in the intermediate vehicle model , for constant speed control, was sufficient 
to satisfy its traction requirements. However. as demonstrated in the last manoeuvre, through 
the use of basic engine characteristics data, the intermediate vehicle model can be ex tended 
for conducting any traction related studies. in future. The modular structure adopted while 
building intermediate vehicle model can come very handy in this situation, as it can facilitate 
the integration of a drive-train model with relative ease. 
This chapter concl.udes the assessment and validation of the intermed iate vehicle model, 
where it was overall deemed suited to study the range of critical transient handling 
manoeuvres from pure cornering to cornering plus braking, and also the much extreme 
manoeuvres on varying friction surfaces that could even lead to veh icle rollover. As an 
extension to the work canied so far, the following chapter will look into the application of 
the intermediate vehicle mode l to study the influence of tyre I vehicle transients on ABS 
braking. 
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6 Influence of Tyre Transience in ABS Braking 
6.1 Introduction 
Steady-state tyre models such as the semi-empirica l Magic Formula are ideally suited for 
steady-state handling characteristi cs. Their app lication can be extended to transient 
handling, provided that the vehicle is restricted to very low frequency manoeuvres. 
However. in situations where the wheel motion is subjected to time dependent variatjons in 
driving and braking commands, the steady-state tyre models are found inadequate for 
representing the transient response. The Jag caused in the response of the tyre stems from 
that the fact that the JongitudinaJ and lateral tyre deformations have a phase Jag with the sJip 
variations (a v iscoelastic characteristic). In semi-empirical Magic Formula tyre model this 
response behaviour is often represented using the relaxation length concept by deploying 
first order relaxation length, which accounts for the carcass compliance with respect to the 
rim in both the longitudinal and lateral directions. Ku iper and Van Oosten (2007) applied a 
stretched string model to represent tyre transient behaviour, where the tyre be lt was modelled 
as stretched-string. attached to the wheel rim by longitudinaJ and lateral springs. The tyre 
force and moments were than calcu lated using the standard Magic Formula coefficients with 
inclus ion of transient sJjp as an input to the model. Another approach adopted by Pacejka 
and Besselink (1997) was the contact mass modeL where the tyre carcass compliance and 
slip properties were represented separatel y. ln this case, the carcass spring was used in the 
model explicitly. Furthermore, the contact patch was given some small mass and inertial 
properties. 
The inclusion of dynamic characteristics such as inertia, damping and stiffness in the tyre 
model influences its transient response behaviow·. The tyre transient response characteristics 
can have a significant influence in different vehicle handling applications, particularly so in 
the ABS braking simulation. which involves wheel speed oscillations caused by rapid 
changes in the wheel brake pressure. Jn the past, researchers have used transien t tyre models 
for ABS applications (van der Jagt et a/, 1989, Zegelaar and Pacejka, 1997, Jansen et a/, 
1999, Pauwelussen et a/, 2003, Braghin et a/, 2006). However, the influence of tyre 
transient behaviour in the actual functioning of ABS braking cyc le has not been investigated 
in an extensive manner. 
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This chapter describes the three different single point contact u·ansient tyre models, based on 
the semi-empirical Magic Fotmula characteristics. The chapter also presents the modelling 
and description of the ABS braking system, developed for the current research. Finally, the 
simulation work is presented, where the influence of tyre transients on ABS braking is 
investigated. The performance of different transient tyre models is analysed, both for ABS 
operation as well as for external step variation in brake pressure, under a range of operating 
conditions, including combined cornering and braki ng. 
6.2 Relaxation Length 
The relaxation length is an impottant parameter to study tyre transient effects due to time 
lagged responses of a tyre to various external inputs such as slip and camber. The tyre 
longitudinal and lateral flex ibility, being the source of such time lagged responses can be 
incorporated as a tirst order dynamic equation, as shown in the past by various researchers. 
In an early work, Owen and Bernard (1982) studied the effect of lateral fo rce bui ld up on 
vehicle d irectional response, where the effect of tyre lateral flexibi li ty was modelled as a 
fi rst order delay response to the changes in slip angle, using the relaxation length concept. 
Though the approach was straight forward, the model was not applicable at low speed as the 
vehicle speed appeared in the denominator of the equation, which caused nlllllerical 
instability. 
Ellis ( 1994) developed a lateral elastic tyre model for transient response where the time 
varying lateral deflection, in relation to the wheel rim, was modelled using a first order 
different ial equation. The author employed a time lag constant, known as relaxation time 
constant in the equation, with the solution of the differential equation i.e. lateral deflection 
expressed as exponential time lag. The lateral force, which is a product of lateral deflection 
and cornering stiffness, as a result builds up to a steady-state value through an exponential 
function. 
Loeb et a! (1990) conducted experiments to quantify the relaxation length of a fu lly roll ing 
steered tyre. The lateral force transient response to the steering input was measured, relating 
a step steer to a tyre rolling against a rotating dn1m. The corresponding lateral tyre force 
showed exponent ial response, typ ical of a first order dynamic system. The system time 
constant was then estimated by determining the time required to reach 63% of the final 
steady-state response. Loeb et al (1990) also performed an analytical pred iction of tyre 
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transient response, using a single point contact tyre model, employing a f ust order 
differential equation, simi lar to the one used by Ell is ( 1994). 
Heydinger et al (1991) also used a first order dynamic equation, where they employed tyre 
side force as a variable instead of the tread deflection, with the solution of the differential 
equation, yield ing a lagged side force response. Heydinger et al ( 1991) further used a second 
order tyre sli p angle dynamic equation, with the idea of adequately representing the under-
damped characteristics of tyre at high speeds. The lagging slip angle, used as a variable in 
the equation, generates lag in the lateral force and the a ligning moment. This second order 
dynamic response of side force in relation to the slip angle was based on the experimental 
results, with the equation employing terms such as tyre path natural frequency and speed 
dependent tyre damping ratio. Although the model with second order dynamic equation was 
shown to generate better results, the slip model did not directly take into account the 
damping and stiffness associated with the carcass flexibili ty, nor did it include the mass and 
inertial effects in the contact patch, all of which lead to a second order response function, as 
visible in the contact mass model. 
Bernard and Clover (1995) extended this approach to both longitudinal and lateral dynamics, 
using both longitudinal slip and lateral slip angle as time lagged variables for the respective 
first order differential equations. Also by choosing sli p as a variable, the authors addressed 
the numerical pro blem occurring at low vehicle speeds. 
Park and Nikravesh (1997) used a multi-body approach to model tyre longitud inal and lateral 
flexibili ty, instead of a time lagged function. The tyre model, in this case, comprised an 
additional ring body, which was kinematically restrained to the mai n wheel body through 
spring and damper elements providing translational and rotationa l degrees of freedom to the 
ring body. Using this approach generates forces and moments that determine the motion of 
the ring body similar to a conventional tyre model, which are then transferred to the wheel 
hub through the flex ible joints. In the process the response lag caused by the longitudinal and 
lateral flex ibili ty of the tyre is taken into account 
The following section deals with the kinematic relations fo r the tyre contact with the road 
surface, which leads to the first order differential equation for the time lagged tyre transient 
response, using longitudinal and lateral relaxation lengths. 
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6.2.1 Lateral Relaxation Length 
The first order differential equation for lateral flexibili ty can be determined, when 
considering a stretched string model with massless structure. Figure 6-1 shows the contact 
condition of a pneumatic tyre undergoing a small lateral di splacement. The central contact 
line of a tyre, with its di splaced position, under the influence of lateral force follows the path 
of the wheel. Assuming small lateral di splacement so that the point on the central contact 
line '8 ' stays in touch with the ground (i.e. no sliding occurs), then a kinematic constraint 
function can be established for the central line. Here. the lateral displacement of the leading 
edge of the contact point B with the wheel centre plane is expressed as v1 • Provided the 
contact condition is satisfied, the tangent to the central contact line at point B intersects the 
wheel plane at point C. forming an angle a' . The same tangent intersects with the line 
defining the direction of wheel travel (i.e. the X ax is at point D). with the intersection angle 
expressed as B . 
D 
Wheel Centre Plane 
_ L 
CentTal Contact Line 
of Tyre Contact Patch 
- a -- cr - x 
u 
V y 
Vw 
Fy 
Direction of Whee l 
Travel 
Uw 
Figure 6-1: Lateral relaxation length (after Hou et al, 2001) 
The fo llowing relationship can then be established: 
dY 
tanB=-
dX 
a = a' +B 
This leads to tan a= tan (a ' + B) 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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. tan a' + tan 0 
after ex pan 1on. tan a = - ----
1- tan a'· tan 0 
Thi gi\ es: tan a -tan a· tan a'· tan 0 = tan a' + tan 0 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
As the above angles are considered to remain mall. the second term on the left side of 
equation (6.5) can be omitted. o equation (6.5) can be written as: 
tan a = tan a' + tan() (6.6) 
The equation for the central contact line of the tyre comact patch out ide of the contact point 
can be expres ed as: 
I' 
tana'=-1 
au 
(6.7) 
Where. a,
1 
denotes the lateral relaxation length and a' stands for the transien t slip. 
ubstituting equation (6.7) into equat ion (6.6) y ields: 
I' 
tan a =-1 + tanB (6.8) 
au 
The ordinate Y 1 of point B can be exprc ed a : 
Y I'• ( ) . 1 = --+ a -v1 · tan a ·sma 
CO a 
(6.9) 
Equation (6.9) can be rewritten as: 
(
1-sin2 aJ . Y1 = 1•1 • +a ·sma 
cos a 
(6.1 0) 
Thu : Y1 = v1 ·cos a -ra ·sin a (6.11) 
DiiTerentiating equation (6.11) ~ ith re pect to time yield : 
dY, dv, dcosa dsina 
-=-·eo a+v1 • +a·--
clt dt dt dt 
(6. 12) 
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Equation (6.1) can be expressed in tem1s of rime derivative as: 
dY, dt 
tanO=-·-
dt dX 
Where. dX/ dt can be expressed a : 
dX 
-= " · COSCt dt 
ubstituting equations (6.12) and (6. 14) into equation (6 .13) yields: 
( 
dv1 dcosa d in a) I tanO == -·co a+v1 • +a ·--·----dt dt dt U,. ·CO a 
A suming, small angle condition. equation (6.15) c~n be expressed as: 
tanO = -+a·- ·-(
dv1 da) 1 
dt dt uw 
, ub tituting equation (6.16) into equation (6.8) gi cs: 
a =-1 + - 1 +a·- ·-,. (d'· da ) I 
a11 dt dt u .. 
Equation (6. 17) can be expres ed in the folio" ing form: 
c1 v, "' I I I I cta 
-+-· U =a· U -a·-
dt O'a " " dt 
(6.1"') 
(6. 14) 
(6.15) 
(6. 16) 
(6.17) 
(6. 18) 
where. da is the term associated with the turn lip, and in case rum slip = 0, equation (6. 18) 
dt 
reduce to the follov.ring form: 
(6. 19) 
The abo e lirst order differential equation provides the lateral displacement for the leading 
edge of the contact point, under the inf1uencc of the slip angle. 
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Equation (6.19) can also be expres ed direct!} in terms of lateral force F~. \\here the lateral 
force i cxpre ed as product oftran ient lip et' and cornering stiffness C fu as: 
(6.20) 
Also, the internal reaction force that balances the lateral force can be expressed as the 
product or lateral tyre stiffness at road level 1, and lateral deflection v1 as: 
Through equations (6.20). (6.21 ) and (6. 7). the following relation applies for the lateral 
relaxation length: 
c 
(Y =-·-~~ , 
' ubstituting equation (6.20) into equation (6.7) yield : 
F, 
\' = CY ·-· I u C 
lu 
llcnce. equation (6.19) can be ,.,Titten as: 
The teady-state tyre force Fyss is: 
ub tituting equation (6.25) into equation (6.24)} ield : 
dF 
CY ·-' + F = F ·!U .. I 
I dt ) ~ ~ 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
The abo e equation shows the first order time lagged tyre force response to the slip angle 
variations. The latera l fo rce response at constant forward velocity and step input of slip angle 
can be e ·pressed as: 
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(6.27) 
at time t = ua , F) = 0.63 · F,'SS 
u" . 
(6.28) 
The above equation explains the relaxation length as the travelled distance, where the Ja teraJ 
force reaches 63 % of its steady-state va lue, under the application of a tep ri ·c in the sl ip 
angle ofthc tyre. 
6.2.2 Longitudinal Relaxation Length 
The first order differential equation for longitudinal flexibility can be determined in a imilar 
manner to that of Bernard and Clo,cr ( 1995). Figure 6-2 shows the contact condition of a 
pneumatic tyre undergoing small longitudinal displacement. The original wheel lip point 
is located in the wheel centre plane and after displacement attains the instant posit ion 
v hich is at a longitudinal distance u1 rrom the spin axis .. Considering a small longitudinal 
displacement. the point s· follow the road surface and hence satisfies the non-sliding 
condition. A hypothetical point Pi a umed here at the wheel centre plane. \\hich is fixed to 
the \Chicle AE frame of reference and tra,cl \\.-ith the ,·elocity u ... . The undetormed point 
located at a distance ? from the point P has a ,·elocit) r~ ·ro. and the di tancc of the 
di placed point · from the point Pis taken as u • . 
\! heel Centre Plane 
' (Top View) - -
Figure 6-2: Longitudinal relaxation length 
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O\ . the transient longitudjnal slip at point ' can be defined as: 
, a~- ; K=--
CT~ 
Differentiating equation (6.29) with respect to time yields: 
\\here. a .. = u 11 and t =re . (J) 
Rearranging equation (6.3 1) give , 
er · ~ K' + K' · U = ( U - r · ro) 
" dl " " e 
(6.29) 
(6.30) 
(6.31) 
(6.32) 
\\here the right hand tenn can be equated t the longitudinal slip eloci ty. Furthermore, the 
equation can be represented for the either direction of the wheel fon,\ard motion as: 
er · ~K' + K' · I 1=-V 
.. dt " ;<\. (6.33) 
where, the longitudinal relaxation length cr .. can be defined in a similar manner to the lateral 
relaxation length, using the longitudinal lyre ·tiffness Cr, at road level and the longitudinal 
slip stiffness eh: 
c 
er =-'• 
. c" 
6.3 Tran ient Tyre Model 
(6.34) 
The transient tyre models used m this thesis primarily employ semi-empirical Magic 
Formula characteristics for force and moment generation. For the force and moment 
characteristics, the latest version of the Magic Formula model · PAC 2002' is used, 
description of which is provided in chapter 4. Pacejka (2006) has described single contact 
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point approach to represent transient characteristics in Magic Formula tyre model , along 
with its applications. Because of it simplicity and ease of numerical simulation owing to the 
Magic Formula characteristics, the tyre models based on single contact point theory are used 
here. 
Although the first order differential equations described in the section-6.2 were based on a 
linear theory, they can be extended for the non-linear range of slip operation. Here, equation 
(6.19) is used to obtain the transient slip which is then used as an input to the Magic 
Formula tyre model. An alternative approach may be to deploy equation (6.26), in which 
case the steady-state force from the Magic Formula model can be used as an input to the 
differential equation. However, it may lead to incorrect results because of side force 
response lag the normal load may not con espond to the side force. This problem may be 
exacerbated under limiting conditions, where the tyre may be predicted to be sti ll in an 
adhesion regime, w hilst in reality full sliding may be prevalent (Pacejka, 2006). Hence in 
this study, the transient lateral and longitudinal slips are used as inputs to the Magic Formula 
Model. 
Another issue concerning the transient tyre models is the use of relaxation length in the 
model. The relaxation length depends on the amount of slip, as weJJ as venicaJ load. With an 
increase in the s ide-slip value, the tyre shows a quicker response, which means the relaxation 
length decreases with increasing slip (Higuchi and Pacejka, 1997). On the other hand, with 
an increase in the verti cal load, the relaxation length also increases. The fo llowing tyre 
models differ in the way the relaxation length is considered, apart from the tyre carcass 
compliances and contact patch slip properties. 
6.3.1 Stretched-String Tyre Model 
The stretched-string tyre model is based on the relaxation length concept, as described in 
section 6.2, to incorporate the transient tyre behaviour. Adopted from the work by (Pacejka, 
2006), the model follows a simplified form of the string method, originally developed to 
study the tyre shimmy motion (Pacejka, 1972). This approach is also used in the P AC 2002 
version of the Magic Formula (Kuiper and V an Oosten, 2007). Here the tyre belt is modelled 
as a stretched string, which is suspended to the rim by longitudinal and lateral springs. 
Figure 6-3 shows a top-view of the stretched string model for the transient tyre behaviour. 
The first order relaxation length model is used, which accotmts for the carcass compliance 
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with re peel to the rim in both longitudinal and lateral directions. When the tyre i rolling, 
the lir 1 point that comes into contact \\ ith the road adheres to the road \\ ith no sliding. 
Therefore. a lateral deflection of the tring ari c \\ hich depends on the ~lip angle and the 
lateral deflection of the previous point that precedes it into contact. 
/ 
path of contact 
Figure 6-3: Top view of the stretched-string tyre model (Kuiper and Va n Oostcn, 2007) 
The lateral deflection v1 of the string at the initial point of contact wi th the road can be 
calculated. using the following differential equation: 
I d" ,. 
-·-
1 
-r-
1 
= tana + a·{D 
U" dt (}"a 
(6."5) 
-.:here. a-u represents the rela-xation length in the lateral direction. The turnslip {6 can be 
neglected at radii larger than l 0 m. 1\fler multiplying wi th U" , the equation can be 
trans rormed to: 
dv. I I (J ·-+ U ·V =0" ·V 
u dt " I u S) (6.36) 
When the t}re is rolling. the lateral spring deflection depends on the lateral slip velocity. but 
at tandstill the deflection depend olel) on the relaxation length o-u, \\hich i a mea ure for 
the lateral stiffness of the tyre. This allows the tyre to respond to a slip speetl, when rolling 
and behave like a spring at standsti ll. 
imilarl y, the dcnection of the string in the longitudinal direction can be expressed as: 
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du1 I I a ·- + ·u = -a ·V 
' dt ,. I ..: .-. (6.37) 
llerc, bOLh longitudinal and lateral relaxation length are defined in terms of ertical load a 
(ADAM ffy re. 2005): 
(6.38) 
(6.39) 
''here. the parameters (p1~ 1 • p1 x2 ph, ) and (pl\ 1 ph2 P~o..,J are PAC 2002 t)rc parameter. 
\J hich are determined experimentall). F J(1 is the reference normal load. df, i the relati e 
variation of the normal load F, with re peel to the reference load FLO , r0 stand fo r unloaded 
tyre radius, and y) denotes the camber variation. 
The longitudinal sli p and slip angle can be calculated. based on the string deformation as: 
, lll ( ) K =-· ign U,. 
CY, 
a' = atan( ;:) 
The Magic Formula equations based on the transient slip quant ities K' 
evaluated to calculate the transient forces and moments as: 
M . = M, (a'. K'. y , FJ 
(6.40) 
(6.41) 
and a. can be 
(6.42) 
(6.43) 
(6.44) 
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6.3.2 Modified Stretched-String Tyre Model 
In the prev ious stretched string tyre model, tl1e relaxation length is expressed as a variable of 
vertical load. In that case, the tyre slippage is not taken into accotmt, wrule defining the 
relaxation length, which means the relaxation length does not change with an increasing slip 
angle, w1like what happens in practice. To overcome the limi tations of the bare (simple) 
stretched string model, (Pacejka, 2006) suggested a stretched string model with an elastic 
tread element. Figure 6-4 shows the deflected string model with tread elements, which are 
shown at various levels of steady-state side slip. 
stretched string 
sl iding range 
tread elements 
y 
FigUJ·e 6-4: Stretched- string model with tread elements (Pacejka, 2006) 
X 
The relaxation length can also be defined as the distance between the leading edge of the 
contact and the point of intersection of the wheel p lane and elongation of the straight contact 
line (as shown in Figure 6-4). The relaxation length or the ' intersection length' a-· decreases 
with an increase in the slip a in thi s model. 
The lateral relaxation length a-; can be expressed as the ratio of lateral deflection v1 and the 
transient lateral slip tan a' as: 
• v, 
(j ==--
a tana' 
(6.45) 
The first order relaxation length equation in thi s model is similar to the stretched string 
model (equation (6.36)), with the relaxation length a-" replaced by a-;, 
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~+-1 ·lu l·v =lu l·a= -V dt er; \\ I w S) (6.46) 
The relaxation length in this model is determined by considering the trans ient effects of 
variation in ve11ical load as well as slip. The er; can be represented as: 
where, a ao denotes the ini tiaJ relaxation length at a = 0 , which is gi en as: 
C Fa (]" =--
ao C 
F' 
(6.47) 
(6.48) 
ln equation (6.47), the last term contains the term t:F so as to avoid singularity in the 
equation (Pacejka, 2006). For the same reason a shift 6.o. is added to the t rans ient sli p a' to 
arri ve at a;. Another approach may also be adopted. where the transient slip lana' is used 
directl y in equation (6.46) and thus the term a; is avoided. However, it means that tana' 
will need to be determined from the lateral defl ection v1 • Higuchi and Pacejka ( 1997) 
followed this approach where the transient slip is determined from the lateral deOection v1 , 
using the inverse steady-state tyre c haracteristics F; (a') . This reqwres information about 
the lateral force- transient slip slope apriori, and a lso the equations need to be linearised by 
considering small deviations from steady-state situation. Alternatively, Higuchi and Pacejka 
(1997) also adopted a more practical approach, where they used an estimation algorithm to 
determine a' from the deflection value v1 and then use the estimated slip in equation (6.46). 
However, in the present work, the relaxation length er; (from equation (6.47)) is directly 
used in equation (6.46) to avoid any complexity in the calculations. In order to avo id an 
a lgebraic loop while carrying out the numerica l s imulation jn Simulink. the value of cr; is 
used from the previous time step in the model. The final force value from the tyre mode! is 
then obtained in a conventional way (equation (6.43)), a fter computing the transient slip a' 
from equation (6 .45). 
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Simjlar to the lateral relaxation model. the first order differential equation for the 
longitudinal deflection can be represented as: 
du, 1 I I I I V -+-· U · U = U ·K= -
dt • w I " sx a .. 
(6.49) 
where, the longitudinal relaxation length a: can be obtained using the following expression: 
(6.50) 
The term a Ko represents the initial re laxation length at K' = 0. wruch is given as: 
(6.51 ) 
The transient s lip can then be computed from the longitudinal deflection 111 through: 
I L/1 
K = -a: (6.52) 
The final force alue from the tyre model is then calculated in a conventional way (refer to 
equation (6.42)). 
6.3.3 Contact Mass Transient Tyre Model 
The stretched- string models described in the previous sections are based on the relaxation 
length concept, which takes into account the combined effect of carcass compliance and 
contact patch slip prope11ies, and in the process accommodate the Jag in the response to 
lateral and longitudinal slips. Since the response Jag is dependent on the vertical load and the 
wheel slip variations, the relaxation length in the modified stretched stri ng model reduces at 
a higher level of slip. However this approach is numerjcally not very stable and a lso the 
situation at com bined slip becomes cumbersome (Pacejka and Besselink. 1997). To 
overcome this problem, a slightly different approach can be foJJowed, based on the 
separation of the carcass compliance and contact sli p prope11ies by explicitly .incorporating 
carcass springs in the model. Tills approach was initially employed by Pacejka and Besselink 
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( 1997), based on an earlier work by van der Jagt et at ( 1989). in their 1997 version of the 
Magic Formula transient tyre modeL which was later incorporated in the PAC 2002 tyre 
model (Kuiper and Van Oosten, 2007). Figure 2-3 shows the structure of the contact mass 
transient tyre modeL In the model, the contact patch with inertia is defined such that it can 
deflect in the circumferential and lateral directions with respect to the lower part of the rim. 
The mass point coincides with po int s·, wh.ich is the di splaced contact point from the 
original wheel plane. The velocity of point s· constitutes the s li p speed of the contact po int. 
Here, it shou ld be noted that the carcass compliance together w ith the slip model of the 
contact patch automatically takes care of the vertical load dependent lag, in addition to a 
decrease in Jag with the increasing (combined) slip (Pacejka, 2006). 
eo : r 
,___;__ e 
Figure 6-5: Top and side view of the contact mass model (Pacejka, 2006). 
By introducing contact patch mass ·me· , carcass stiffuess 'kcx.y . and damping ratios ·cc·q ', 
the equati ons of motion for the contact can be represented in the followi ng form, employing 
one degree of freedom model for the s ingle point mass: 
(6.53) 
(6.54) 
where. u and v represents the longitudinal and lateral deflection of the carcass. F~, F) 
represents the longitudinal and lateral force acting fro m the ground to contact patch. Fy.Nt 
represents the non-Jagging part of the camber force, which is assumed to act directly on the 
wheel rim. The force response to camber variatio n is instantaneous and not lagged, as shown 
by experimental evidence (Pacejka, 2006). This non-lagging camber force acts in the 
direction opposite to the steady-state side force, and is caused by the non- symmetric 
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di tort ion of the cross-section of the lower pan of the tyre (Pacejka. 2006). The non-lagging 
camber force part can be approximated b) a linear relation: 
'"here y denotes the camber. G n.. denote · the weighing function. Cr., denotes the camber 
thrUSt Sti ffnCSS. and CNL denotes the 11011-lagging fraction. 
In addition. the contact mass model also include a simple relaxation length model to enable 
computation near zero speed. 
dK' I • 
a ·-+1 I·K = -V 
' dt \\ ~\ (6.55) 
da' jv I , v· a ·-+ ·a = -
' dt " 5~ 
(6.56) 
From these equations the transient sli p quantities K',a' are obtained, which act as an input in 
the steady-state slip force model (right hand side of equations (6.53) and (6.54)). The 
contact relaxation length ac can be given a small alue such as half the contact length. The 
equation (6.55) and (6.56) do not re pond to load changes. 
The longitudinal and lateral deflection rate required in equations (6.53) and (6.54) can be 
computed by the difference in the lip veloci ties: 
ti =v·-v ,, ,, (6.57) 
(6.58) 
"'here. V,, , V,, denote the wheel slip 'elocit) of the slip point S, which is attached to the 
"heel rim at di tance re below the \\heel centre in the wheel centre plane. r., denotes the 
eiTecti\e rolling radius (refer (4.12)). The V,, , V,, can be represented as: 
V = -r·(J) 
,, \\ c (6.59) 
v = V -r· r· t.) 11 I (6.60) 
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Once the longitudinal and lateral deflections are obtained by solving equations (6.53) and 
(6.54), the longitud inal and lateral forces acting on the wheel rim. finally. become: 
(6.61 ) 
(6.62) 
In the aforementioned equations of contact mass model. the yaw rate terms are not included 
in the equations. The yaw terms can be easily incorporated in the model , which will enable 
the contact body deflection in the yaw direction to be evaluated (Kuiper and Van Oosten, 
2007). Also, the gyroscopic effects related with belt distortions can be taken into account. 
6.4 Anti-Lock Braking System 
The Anti-lock Braking system used in this thesis is based on a conventional peak seeking 
approach. where the whee l angular deceleration and slip thresholds are used to determine the 
brake control cycle, which is an adaptation of the Bosch work (Bosch. 1999). The ABS 
brake system is modelled here using an S-function. where the characteri stics of so lenoid 
valves are represented in the algorithm itself. The detailed dynamics of the ABS modulator 
is not considered here. primarily because of lack of data and also it would have required 
much detailed work on ABS control itself. thus taking the focus away from the current 
research. In the past, many researchers such as Mill s er at (2002) have included modulator 
dynamics in their non-linear ABS control. However, they have often relied on linearised 
vehicle equations to arrive at a solution. The approach used in thi s work is based on the 
representation of ABS control algorithm using a simplified model free closed loop control, 
which is then integrated into a detailed rigid body vehjcJe model. A similar approach has 
been used in the past by researchers such as Ozdalyru1 and Blundell ( 1998) and Day and 
Roberts (2002), where they applied generic ABS control in a detailed full vehicle model. 
In this thesis, the control of brake pressure takes place in the ABS System. The ind ividual 
brake pressure at the wheel is then lranstated into brake torque using the relationshi.p 
expressed in the brake system modeL described in chapter 3. The variables used in the basic 
control cycle are adjusted, depending upon the operating conditions such as high or low 
friction surface, representing surface such as d1y concrete, wet concrete and dry packed 
snow. The road disturbance in thjs model is neglected and also any di sturbance initiated by 
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engine is not considered, as the braking is assumed to take place in the drive disengaged 
cond ition. 
6.4.1 ABS Theory 
As the primary function of an anti-lock braking system is to prevent wheel locking while 
maintaining the directional stabili ty of a vehicle at all times, it should be capable of 
exploi ting the fri ctional force between tyre and road surface to the maximum. In case of 
braking of a single wheel model, with an assumption that the drive torque from the engine is 
in a disengaged condition. there will be two major torques that would act on the wheel. One 
is the brake torque Mb, which acts to reduce the wheel veloci ty. The other is the moment 
generated by the road friction fo rce F~, which acts in the opposite directi on to the appl ied 
brake torque. The friction force F~ on the one hand accelerates the wheel velocity, whi lst on 
the other slows down the vehicle ve locity. The difference between the two torques leads to 
an angular acceleration m of the wheel as: 
. F. ·r. -M b 
eo= ., " 
] wheel 
(6.63) 
where, ! "heel is the mass moment of inertia of the wheel assembly about its centre and 1~ is 
the effecti ve ro lling radius of the tyre. When the difference between F, · r and Mb is 
positive. the wheel accelerates. and when it i.s negative, the wheel decelerates. The brake 
torque Mb in the latter case decelerates the wheel, but the frict ion force Fx from the tyre 
eventuall y stops the vehicle. 
When accelerating or braking forces are acting on a wheel the tyre contact patch is subjected 
to the sli p phenomena, in the longitudinal and latera l direction. The longitudinal brake sli p 
can be given as 
(6.64) 
where U" denotes the vehicle veloc ity transformed at the wheel, and eo· re denotes wheel 
periphera l velocity. When the wheel peripheral velocity is equal to the vehicle velocity, no 
wheel slip ex ists. This coiTesponds to the free rolling condition. On the other hand, when the 
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wheel peripheral velocity is equal to zero. the brake slip is equal to - 1. \\hich means the 
''heel i locked. 
The brake force coefficient J..lb acting between tyre and road surface is a non linear function 
of the braking slip A. . Figure 6-6 shows the relationship of brake force coefficient with brake 
sli p. also known as }-l-slip curve. The brak ing fo rce coefficient !lb is zero at A.= 0. 1t 
increases rap idly and reaches a peak value at some intermediate value of the brake sl ip A., 
general I between 0. 1 and 0.3. depending on the tyre and road conditions. Once attaining the 
pea"-. it dccrca e with an increa e in the brake lip. The sector of the curve ·a' where the 
brake force coefficient increases is called the table range. whereas the sector ·b · \\here the 
brake force coefficient falls is called the un table range .. 
Figure 6-6 al o shov.s the plot of lateral force coefficient J..l, with the brake lip /~. . The 
lateral force generated at the tyre during cornering provide the lateral tability. 
counteracti ng the centrifugal fo rces, which try to th row the vehicle outward from it path. 
The cocflicient of lateral force J..l ~ ri ses to its maximum va lue with no brake sli p. As the 
brake slip increases, the lateral force coefficient drops gradually at the tart, and more 
rapid I) \\ ith the increase in the brake lip. At the bottom of the curve, the locking of the 
''heel occurs. A locked wheel has no lateral tabilit) and less longirudinal braking friction 
force . fhercfore braking ·with ,.,·heel in locked ituation causes longer stopping distance 
and higher lateral instability. 
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Figure 6-6: J..l-slip curve (Aust in and Morrey, 2000) 
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During the stan of braking. the wheel slip begins to rise. An increase in the brake torque 
eau c a reduction in the wheel peripheral elocit) and thus leads to an increa c in the lip 
\Ciocit) (i.e. " - w·re). The frictional force from the tyre F, causes the \\ heel peripheral 
velocit) to increase and thus leads to a decrease in the slip velocity. In the stable pan of the 
11-slip cur l! (Figure 6-6). an increase in the brake slip A. leads to a higher frictional force F, 
as a result or an increase in the braking force coeffi cient llb. The higher frictional force Fx 
re erse · the wheel slip to a small value. llo""ever. in the unstable part of the ~L- lip curve, an 
increase in the brake slip /, leads to a IO\ er frictional force F, as a result of a reduction in 
the braking force coefficient J.L b. which e\ cmually causes the ,., heel slip to increase 
continuou I). During normal braking. if the brake torque is too slow. the'' heel lip ma) stop 
increasing and stans to decrease before the brake force coefficient reaches its peak point. 
llovvc,cr. if exccssi e brake torque i applied, the brake slip may jump straight to a large 
va lue. The brake fo rce coefficient in thi case \ ill pass its peak point and reach om where 
in the unstable part of the 11-slip curve. I f' the brake torque is not reduced quickly at this 
point, the increase in the braking effort will lead to a rapid increase in wheel slip, and 
eventua lly wheel locking occurs. By detecting the time when the peak point could be 
reached. an AB system reduces the brake torque accordingly so as to avert the \\ heel lock 
up. 
rime/ --• 
Figure 6-7: Relationship between braking a nd road frictional torque (after Bosch, 1999}. 
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The re lationship between the braking toque Mb and the road frictional torque Mr (:::::: ~~ · re) 
is shown in Figure 6-7, along with the plot of the peripheral wheel deceleration with time. 
The braking torque increases linearly over time. whereas the road friction torque follows the 
braking torque w ith a slight lag T, fo r as lo ng as the braking process remains in the stable 
region of the ~-t-s lip curve. Once the road fri ction torque reaches its max imum value Mr ma.~, 
it enters the instab le region, where the braking torque Mb continues to increase, whereas the 
road friction torq ue M, cannot ri se and drops gradually. During thi s period, the 
differential Mb- M, . which remains minimal in the stable region, quickly attains larger 
proportions. A lso. the peripheral decelerati on. which is restricted to low values in the stable 
region increases rapid ly, through transi tion to rhe instable region. The threshold value of 
wheel peripheral deceleration, beyond which the wheel is suscept1ble to locking, is often 
employed by the ABS system to determine the slip rate correspondjng to optimal braking . 
Ideally. an ABS system should be keeping the wheel slip at the peak point of the ~-t-s lip 
curve, but the characteri stics of the braking force coeffic ient changes with the condition of 
tyre and road surface, as shown in Figure 6-8. For example, the peak value and slip ratio is 
different for a dry road surface as compared to an icy road surface. This makes it difficult to 
hold the b raking force coefficient at the peak. just based on the slip ratio. Also, staying at the 
peak point can affect the lateral stabi lity o f the vehic le. Thus. a balance needs to be made 
between the lateral stability. which is best at A:::::: 0. and frictional force F~ . which usua ll y is 
good fo r A. between 0. 1 and 0.3. Many contro l strategies work by keeping the slip ratio A 
near to a value of 0.2. 
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Figure 6-8: 1-1-slip curve for different surfaces (Boscb, 1999). 
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The brake fo rce coefficient Jlb and the lateral force coefficient Jls change their peak values 
with the tyre slip angle. The typical tyre lateral force and brake force coefficients as a 
function of brake s[jp for different s lip angle are shown in Figure 6-9. It can be seen that for 
the brake force coefficient. the optimum slip value at which the peak value occurs. increases 
with the higher values of tyre s lip ang le. ln case of the lateral fo rce, with an increase in the 
slip angle the latera l force coefficient shi fts towards a higher value. Tlu s happens as latera l 
acceleration rate increases with an increase in the slip angle, leading to a higher val ue of 
lateral force coefficient. The target for an ABS system, in general , is to maintain these 
friction coefficients within a max imum range under different operating conditions so that 
the maximum braking effmt could be obtained from the road surface, without compromising 
on lateral stability. This ensures a minimum stopping distance and good directional stability; 
an optimal compromise between the different performance requirements would be needed. 
Bl<lhe Force 
C oeffic iB ni 
Laiera l Force 
C oeffic iB ni 
~s .a 2") 
o..__,,--............ ----,----
Slip A. 100 % 
Figure 6-9: Jl-s lip curve as a function of slip angle (Austin and Morr·ey, 2000) 
6.4.2 ABS System Description 
[n a passenger car, different layouts of ABS system can be used, where the number of 
channels and sensors can vary in some particular combinations, the most common of which 
are four channels and four sensors, three channels and tlu·ee sensors, and three channels and 
four sensors. The chosen layout eventual ly affects the directional control , stabil ity and 
braking distance of a vehicle during its straight line motion, while cornering or even on an 
asymmen·ic surface with different adhesion coefficients for the left and right side tyres 
(Leiber and Czinczel, 1983). In a four channe.ls and four sensors' layout (used in thjs thesi s), 
the front two tyres are controlled individua lly, based on the information obtained by the 
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respective sensors. The rear tyres, however, are jointly control1ed. based on a select-low 
operating mode. which means the two tyres are controlled jointly with the same brake 
pressw·e, using the information from the slowest of the two tyres. The other opt ion is the 
select-high operating mode, where the brake pressure in both the tyres is controlled jointly 
by us ing the information from the faster tyre. The select-low operating mode ensures vehicle 
directional stability when braking on an asymmetrical road or in a turn , in contrast to the 
select-lligh operating mode. In the latter case, the inside tyre or the lower friction side tyre 
would lock-up fast, while the opposite side tyre would develop a higher brak ing force. 
resulting in an adverse effect on the vehicle directional stability. 
In a four channels and four sensors· layout, the control system mOJlitors the wheel speed at 
each of the four sensors, during the vehicle motion. This layout comprises two brake circuits 
with e ither fron t/rear or diagonally opposite splits. Figure 6-10 shows a four channels ABS 
layout with a diagonal spl it, where each w heel has two 2/2 solenoid valve configuration. 
When an impending wheel lock is detected, the control system responds by actuating the 
solenoid valves for the affected wheels in the hydraulic modulator. At the fro nt wheels, the 
individual so lenoid valves control their respective wheels · responses to ensure the wheel's 
maximwn potential for effective braking regardless of the condition of the other wheel. AI 
the rear axle, due to the select-low operating tnode, two different solenoid valves are used to 
contro l the rear wheels' brake pressure together. 
2 2 llydraulic pressure modulator 
3 Damper chamber 
4 Return pump 
5 Engmc 
6 Am1ature 
7 Inlet valve 
8 Outlet valve 
IIR - Rear right wheel 
IlL- Rear IeO wheel 
VR - Front Right wheel 
HR VL- Front IeO wheel 
Figure 6-10: A four-channels' ABS layout w ith diagonal split (Bosch, 1999) 
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6.4.2.1 Solenoid Valve Configuration 
In the Bosch ABS control cycle, the solenoid valve configuration is based on the five 
pressure gradient solution (Leiber and Czinczel, 1979), which essentia ll y determines the way 
the brake pressure is varied in a control cycle The different pressure gradients are: quick 
pressure increase, quick pressure decrease pressure retention, quick pressure increase, and 
slow stepwise pressure increase. These pressure variations are shown in the brake pressure 
plot of Figure 6-1 2. The pressure gradients can be achieved through a 3/3-so lenoid valve 
(Figure 6-11), which is a solenoid-actuated directional-control valve with three different 
ports and tlu·ee operating positions (Bosch, 1999). In a four channels and four sensors· 
layout, each wheel has its own 3/3 solenoid valve and the pressure modulation in each wheel 
brake cylinder is carried out by the contro l unit so as to regulate the pressure build-up, 
pressure hold, and pressure reduction operations. 
ln the pressure bui ld-up phase, the solenoid is at its non-energised position, which allows 
unrestricted braki.ng pressure build-up during normal brakjng or in the pressure increase 
phase when ABS is active. In thi s stage, the two springs in the armature i. e. main spring and 
auxiliary spring exe11s mutually opposite forces. As the main spring is under higher tension 
than the auxiliary unit, the resulting force opens the input valve, thus connecting the master 
cylinder port and the wheel cylinder port. [n the pressure holding phase, the valve is 
energised by half of the maximw11 current and as a result the armature shifts unti l the input 
valve is c losed. This leads to interruption of the passage between the master cylinder port 
and the wheel cy linder port, thus preventing any fu1ther increase in the brake pressure. In 
thi s position the armature remains in the intem1ediate position, where both the input and 
output valves are closed and, thus holds the brake pressure at a constant level. 
In the pressure reduction phase, the maximwn cunent is applied to the winding, which 
allows the armatu re to overcome the force exerted by both the springs, and thus opens the 
out let valve. ln this position, as the input valve remains closed and the output valve is 
opened, the brake pressure is released through the passage between the wheel cylinder port 
and the return line or the accumulator. Once sufficient pressure is discharged from the wheel 
cylinder, the solenoid valve normall y returns to the pressure holding phase. T he above 
configuration, not only allows continuous operation, but also provides stepped increase or 
reduction in the brake pressme. The stepped build-up in the brake pressure is achieved by 
applying a pulse train to the so lenoid valve between the first and second valve positions. 
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I 0 Wheel cylinder pon 
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12 Auxiliary spring 
13 Main spring 
14 Recess step 
15 Master cyl i ndcr pon 
a Working air gap 
Figure 6-11: 3/3 Solenoid valve (Bosch, 1999) 
The 3/3 soleno id valve configuration was ori ginally used in the Bosch ABS 2S verston 
(Bosch, I 999). Later, in Bosch ABS 5.0 version, it was replaced with two 2/2 soleno id 
valves (see Figure 6-1 0), which employs two regulator valves in form of isolation and 
exhaust va lves. Ow-ing normal braking and pressw·e increase situation, the iso lation valve 
remains open and the exhaust valve remains closed. This allows pressure from the master 
cylinder to act directly upon the wheel cylinder. During the pressure hold situat ion, both 
isolati on and exhaust valves are closed off, which keeps the pressure to the wheel cylinder 
constant regard less of the driver input. For a pressure reduction situati on, the isolation valve 
is c losed and the exhaust valve is open, which means the brake flu id flows back into the 
accumulator and the pressure in the wheel cy linder decreases accord ingly. In general the 
isolation valve is of normally open type and the exhaust val ve is norma l.ly a close type, 
which ensures that dming normal braking, the ABS system has no effect. 
The later version of Bosch ABS (version 5.0) with 2/2 valve configuration improved the 
safety and also was designed for integration with the traction contro l system (TCS). 
However. the basic control cycle remains the same, irrespective of the different va lve 
configuration. It should be noted that the structure of the control a lgorithm in this thesis is 
adopted from the basic ABS control cycle and is not based on any particu lar ABS version of 
Bosch. 
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6.4.2.2 ABS Control Variables 
As control variables play a key role in the functioning of an ABS system, its selection is an 
important prut in any pruticular control philosophy, which eventually determines the 
efficie ncy of an ABS system. The bas is for the control variables is provided by the signals 
from the wheel speed sensors, wh ich ru·e uti li zed by the control unit to calculate wheel 
peripheral deceleration, brake slip, reference vehicle speed ru1d vehicle deceleration. The 
variables such as wheel peripheral deceleration and brake slip, on their own are not suitable 
for use as a contro lled variable as the reaction that a driven wheel displays is vastly different 
from that of a non-driven wheel to braking (Bosch. 1999). ). These variables, however. can 
be used in certain logical combination to obtain satisfactory results. As the brake s lip cannot 
be measured directly due to lack of a practical and cost effective means to determine 
longitudina l speed of the tyre centre. the control unit therefore calculates a reference vehicle 
velocity for optimal brake slip conditions. The reference vehicle velocity may be determined, 
using information from wheel speed sensors (Jiang and Gao, 2000) or through combinat ion 
of sensors and ru1 estimation algorithm (Bowman and Law, 1993). 
The control variables in this thesis ar e selected based on the information of brake slip and 
wheels ' peripheral acceleration I deceleration, which are then used in certain combination in 
the brake control cycle. As the work involves pure simulation. the vehicle veloci ty is directly 
avai lable through equations of motion. For any future extens ion of the current research. it is 
not undu ly di ffi cult to incorporate the calculation of reference velocity by using wheel speed 
informat ion in the vehicle model, as shown by Jiang and Gao (2000). 
6.4.2.3 ABS Control Cycle 
A typical Bosch ABS control cycle is shown in Figure 6-12, for road surfaces with high 
friction coeffic ient. Ln the cycle, the brake pressure app lication is divided into eight phases, 
based on different brake pressure grad ients. Phase 1 shows the start of th e control cycle, 
where the output brake pressure is kept equal to the input pressure (from the master 
cyli nder), until the wheel's peri pheral deceleration moves beyond the defined threshold (-a) 
at the end of phase 1. In phase 2, the brake pressure is held constant as the so leno id valves 
move to the pressure hold position. The brake pressure is not reduced in this phase as the 
dece le ration tlu·eshold (-a) could have been exceeded with the friction force coefficient sti ll 
in the stable range of the fl-s lip curve. This phase continues until the w heel's peripheral 
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velocity V, exceeds the slip threshold velocity A.1• The slip threshold velocity is based on the 
reference velocity V Rcr, which is determined by a preset deceleration and hence reduces at the 
start of phase 2. In the current work, the reference velocity V Rcr is determined using a 
nonJinear fi lter method, which is explained later in section (6.4.3.1 ). 
Timer -
Figure 6-12: Typical plot of a bosch abs braking cycle (Boscb, 1999) 
In phase 3, the brake pressure is reduced as the solenoid valve moves to the pressme release 
position. This phase continues until the whee l' s peripheral deceleration exceeds the threshold 
(-a) again. In phase 4, the brake pressure is held constant, where the wheel's peripheral 
acceleration exceeds the threshold (+a) . This phase continues w1ti l the wheel's peripheral 
acceleration exceeds the pronounced threshold (+A). In phase 5, the brake pressure continues 
to increase for as long as the wheel's peripheral acceleration remains above the threshold 
(+A). In phase 6, brake pressure is maintained at a constant value for the time the peripheral 
acceleration stays above the threshold (+a). This phase is ind icative of the fact that the wheel 
has entered the stable range in the t-L-slip curve but still has not reached its maximum braking 
potential. In phase 7, the brake pressure is built-up in stages as the solenoid valve applies a 
stepwise pressure increase. In this stage greater brak ing performance is achieved close to 
peak friction, while minimising the wheel lock-up potential. This phase continues until the 
wheel' s periphera l deceleration exceeds the threshold (-a) again. In phase 8, the brake cycle 
returns to phase 3, without waiting for the threshold A.1, and finally a new control cycle stmis. 
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6.4.3 AB Implementation in the Vehicle Model 
The AB algorithm used in thi work i ba cd on the Bo eh control cycle (Figure 6-12), as 
stated earlier. llowever. there are some change made to the Bosch control C) cl e. \\hi le 
adopting it for the current vehicle model. These changes are primarily concerned with the 
threshold condit ions used for different phase (section 6.4.2.3), as well as system variables in 
the control cycle. Figure 6-13 shows the plot of the /\B control cycle used in this thesis. 
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Figure 6-13: AB control cycle 
The actual algorithm used in a commercial 1\B system is much more detailed, as it 
incorporates a number of practical considerations. AI o, due to its proprietary nature, the 
data for a commercial ABS algori thm is not easily accessible. The algorithm u ed in th is 
work relics more on the concept rather than the exact nature of the data, as the focus is to 
appl) a realistic AB system for a tyre transient tudy. as opposed to using a detailed AB 
) tem for design or performance related studies. AI o. instead of modell ing the d) namics of 
the AB hydraulic modulator, the algorithm takes into account the intrinsic characteristics of 
the modulator in a simplified wa). These characteri tics include delays associated wi th the 
openi ng and closing of solenoid va lves. brake pressure apply and release rates, apply delay 
while the solenoid is in the pressure holding phase, filters used for deceleration measurement 
and also the characteristics of a pulse train where the solenoid valve holds and builds up the 
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pressure in a stepwise manner. The other characteristics of a control cycle such as 
deceleration and slip thresholds are al so represented through the algorithm. 
In the A BS control cycle adopted here, the angular wheel deceleration is used as a control 
variable rather than w heel peripheral deceleration . Thi s has no conceptual basis and is just 
used for convenience as the whee l rotational speed can be directly differentiated without 
multiplying it w ith the effective rolling radius. However, the differentiating circuit in a 
contro l system often employs filters for signal processing. This means a cut-off frequency is 
needed, which can filter out the noise at a lower frequency such that any faulty deceleration 
threshold can be avoided . In this research work, a low-pass filter is chosen with a cut-off 
frequency of 15 Hz. In phase 3 and 8 of the ABS control cycle (Figure 6-1 3), the brake 
pressure is reduced until the angular wheel deceleration becomes positive, which is slightly 
different from the condition used in the Bosch ABS system. In phase 4, the brake pressure is 
held constant fo r a specified time duration (al so referred to as the apply delay) or until the 
angular wheel acceleration exceeds the pronounced threshold value ( cD 1h_pmax ). A similar 
condition is used in phase 6, where the brake pressure is held constant for a specified time 
duration or until the angular wheel acceleration drops below the accelerati on threshold 
( cD111_prnax ). In phase 7, the step pressure increase is attained by using an adjustable duty cycle, 
where the time duration for the pressure bui ld up and pressm e hold phase is specified. This 
represents the p ulse train for modulating the brake torque so that the maximum braking 
potential is achieved. In the brake contro l cycle, the brake pressure apply and release rates 
are important parameters, which depend on the characteri stics of the modulator. However, 
here these rates are kept adjustable, based on the ABS operating conditions. The list of 
parameters used in the ABS control cycle along w ith their description is provided in Table 
6-1 . The flo w chart of the ABS braking control cycle is shown in Figure 6-14. 
Parameters Description 
Wheel minimum This parameter sets the value for the wheel angular deceleration, and 
angular deceleration dec ides when to release the brake pressure. It sign ifi es the value 
threshold ro,h_min beyond whic h the wheel is susceptible to locking, and is based on the 
optimal s lip condition for ABS braking. 
Wheel maximum This parameter is used in the control cycle to decide when to stop the 
angul ar accelerati on brake release phase and also where to start the step brake pressure 
threshold cD 111_111a., bu ild-up phase once a wheel reaches a lower slip value. 
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Wheel pronounced This parameter is used in the control cycle to deicide when to start the 
angular acceleration quick brake pressure increase phase. Its value may be 8-1 0 times of 
th reshold ro,h_pma.' wheel maximum angular acce leration threshold ciJ11unax. 
Brake pressure apply This parameter stores the rate of output pressure rise. Two different 
rate values may be used in the control cycle, where the high va lue is used 
for the ini tial brake pressure apply rate and the lower va lue fo r the 
subsequent brake pressure apply rate. This is done to avoid 
suspension and drivetrain resonances. which may get triggered by 
high pressure fluctuation in ABS cycle (Bosch, 1999). 
Brake pressure re lease This parameter stores the solenoid va lves pressure decay rate. Unlike 
rate the apply rate, single va lue is used in this case. 
Pressure build up time This parameter stores the time duration for which the input va lve 
stays open during the step brake pressure build-up phase . 
Pressure hold time This parameter stores the time duration for which the input and 
output va lves are closed during the step brake pressure bu ild-up 
phase, so that the output brake pressure is held constant. 
Apply delay This parameter stores the value of the delay period preceding the 
brake pressure build-up phase. 
Release de lay This parameter stores the value of the de lay peri od preceding the 
brake pressure release phase. 
Vehicle velocity This parameter stores the minimum vehicle velociry, below which the 
threshold ABS is not actuated. In the current work, its value is set as 2 m/s. 
Minimum threshold This parameter stores the min imum system threshold pressure, be low 
pressure which the ABS is not actuated. 
Maxi mum threshold This parameter stores the va lue of the maximum brake pressure that 
pressure can be generated by ABS system for individual wheel cylinders. 
Reference velocity YRcr The reference velocity is used to ca lculate the slip threshold veloci ty 
in the AB brake cycle. lt is determ ined based on the in formation 
obtained from the individual wheel velocities. 
Sli p threshold A.1 The slip threshold is used in the fi rst ABS cycle, where it decides 
when to initiate the brake release valve. 
Table 6-1: Parameters used in the implemented ABS control cycle 
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6.4.3.1 Reference Velocity in ABS Cycle 
The reference velocity V Rcr used in the control cycle is determined us ing the information 
from the wheel velocities, using an adapti ve non-linear filter method. Here, the gain HRer, 
which reflects the vehicle deceleration, is first established using the peak values of the wheel 
velocities in an ABS cycle. Figure 6-15 shows the plot of the wheel velocity peaks and the 
reference velocity during an ABS cycle. 
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Figure 6-15: Reference velocity plot 
At the start of the braking cycle, the reference velocity is assumed to be equal to the wheel 
velocity, marked as point ' 1' on the Figure 6-15. The reference velocity value stays equal to 
the wheel velocity, until the point where certain tlu·eshold value is crossed and phase 2 in the 
ABS brake cycle commences. The reference velocity at this point decreases based on an 
initial value of HRer, wlli ch is chosen as a constant deceleration value for a particular road 
surface. The wheel velocity also drops, but exceeds the reference velocity at point '2' during 
the accelerating phase. Tills indicates that the initial value of the gain H Rer has been large and 
so the reference velocity is allowed to follow the wheel velocity until point ' 3' . At point '3 ' 
the wheel velocity reaches its first peak value and the slope between point ' 1' and '3' is used 
to determine the new value of H Rcr· As HRer acts as a gain in the non-linear filter, the reference 
velocity V Ref assumes the peak value of the wheel velocity. In the subsequent wheel 
oscillations, whenever the wheel velocity reaches its peaks, such as point '4 ', ' 5' , and '6 ' , 
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the gain HRc~ is adjusted so that it reflect the current \'ehicJe deceleration. Jf the wheel 
\Clocit) c.\cceds lhe reference velocit) V Rd· it sho\\ that the preYious value of gain II IW ·was 
et a little higher and thus leads to a lower value of the reference 'elocit) . The reference 
\elocity i then assigned the same value a that of the wheel velocity. a a wheel during 
braking cannot exceed the reference clocity value. In this process, the gain alue of ll ~t.r is 
always adjusted based on U1e slope between the current peak and the starting point of the 
AB operation i.e. at point ' 1 ' , rather than the slope between the two adjacent peaks. This is 
achie cd in order to filter out the effect of any noi peaks. 
The equation for tile nonlinear filter can be written a : 
(6.65) 
"here. 
" 
the input value repre enting the "heel velocity. V R.r is the output value 
repre. cnting the reference velocity. and I I Re~ is the gain which renccts the vehicle 
dccelcrution and its in itial value is chosen as a constant deceleration va lue. at(*) is a 
saturation !'unction, which is defined as: 
{ 
1. when x > d 
f(x) = at(x. d) = -l. when x< -d 
x/d. else 
(6.66) 
\\here d i a mall positiYe number such a 0.01. fhe aturation function i chosen to avoid 
numeric o ci llations, for the case when the al ue (x = V R.r- V") becomes zero. 
The non- linear tiller described above has a similaJ functioning to that of a hang-bang 
controller. where the output V Rer converges to the input V" in steady-state . The change of 
V Re~ is limited only by the gain HR.r in this liltcr, which is continuously adjusted to rcnect the 
vehicle deceleration based on the wheel elocity peaks. Thls meiliodology was initially 
presented b) Jiang and Gao. (2000) toe timatc the \ ehicle longitudinal velocity in their AB 
control. Though. in this simulation \\Ork, the vehicle velocity is direct!) aYailablc through 
equation of motion. but the methodolog) can be adopted to establish the reference 'elocit) 
at each wheel. as explained abo e. The reference velocity at each wheel can t11en be u ed to 
obtain the slip lhreshold velocity 1..1• \.\ hich act · a a variable in the AB brake cycle. The 
slip threshold velocity (shown in Figure 6- 15) can be represented as: 
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(6.67) 
where, sRcr represents a threshold slip value used in the wheel brake cycle. 
6.5 ABS Simulation 
During a critical manoeuvre, the response behaviour of a vehicle, whi le being intervened by 
an active control system such as ABS, is affected by the tyre oscillations that occur due to 
the brake torque variations and road unevenness. For performing a simulation study of such 
a critical manoeuvre, the tyre model should be able to respond to the dynamic changes which 
it encounters during an ABS operation, as the transient response of a tyre can have a 
significant bearing on the reliable prediction of the vehicle behaviour. 
The influence of tyre transient behaviour on the anti-lock braking response is studied in the 
current research by applying the earlier described transient tyre models and the ABS system. 
The ABS control subroutine (written in C-code) was integrated into the vehicle model using 
the S-Function, whi.ch provides an external interface to MA TLAB-Simulink environment. 
This combined approach of MATLAB-Simulink linked with S-function, provided a robust 
yet computationally efficient way of arriving at a solution. Also, the modelling of transient 
tyre in MA TLAB-Simulink was achieved in a straightforward way, as the single contact 
point transient tyre models (described in section-6.4) are built on the semi-empitical Magic 
Formula tyre characteristics. The only care needed while solving the transient tyre models 
was for the occurrence of algebraic loops, which were avoided by using cettain information 
(such as transient slip) from the previous time step. This whole approach of modelling 
detailed vehicle model with a realistic ABS and transient tyre characteristics can be 
employed to petform comparative studies where the influence of different transient tyre 
models on the response of anti-lock braking system is investigated. 
In this study, The ABS simulation is carried out for straight line braking as well as braking 
during cornering on various sw-faces. In add ition, the responses of different tyre models to 
step variations in brake pressure is also analysed. The road-tyre friction for different smfaces 
is modelJ ed by using the scale factor for the peak friction coefficients, such that the peak 
factor ' D ' of the Magic Formula is modified to generate a peak force corresponding to the 
following coefficient of friction tmder static corner load. 
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Road Surface Brake Friction Coefficients 
Dry asphaltic concrete 0.85 
Wet asphaltic concrete 0.5 
Dry packed snow 0.25 
Table 6-2: Braking friction coefficients (for the vehicle speed of20 m/s) 
The brake force coefficient for a road surface varies with the longitudinal slip, and has a 
strong dependence on the road condition (texture, construction, ternp, contamjnation) along 
with the vehicle speed and the tyre condition, as shown in a study by Harned et al (1 969). 
However, a constant value is selected here (as shown in Table 6-2) for a particular type of 
road smface, which is in relation with the vehicle speed used in the manoeuvres. The 
different analysis results are presented in the fo llowing sub-sections: 
6.5.1 Straight-Line Braking on Dry Surface 
The ABS simulation results for straight-line brak ing on a dry surface are compared fo r the 
three different tyre models. Figure 6-16 shows the result for stretched-string tyre model, 
where only the front wheel plots are displayed. The initial vehicle speed was kept as 70 
km/h (19.4 m/sec) and the brake was applied at 1 sec. The peripheral wheel speed plot is 
shown in Figure 6-1 6 (a) along with the vehicle longitudinal speed proj ected at each wheel. 
At lower speeds, the wheel speed fl uctuates past the vehicle speed, during the brake release 
phase. This behav iour is also visible from the brake slip plot (Figure 6-1 6 b), where the slip 
becomes momentarily positive. The fact that the relaxation length in the stretched-string tyre 
model does not vary with slip means that the effective damping at the contact is reduced and 
the oscillatory behaviom is promoted. 
The brake output pressure profil e is shown m Figure 6-16 (d), which is similar to the 
pressure characterist ics described earlier in Figure 6-13. The number of cycles per second 
for the front wheel is around 6, which is within an acceptable range encountered in a 
commercial ABS system. Here, it should be noted that the parameters used for ABS braking 
in these results were selected by number of tri al runs, such that an optimised brabng 
performance can be simulated for a particular tyre model-road surface combination. Also, 
same ABS parameters and control cycle were used for all the three transient tyre models, so 
that a fair judgement can be made on their performance. 
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Figure 6- 16: traigbt-line braking with tretched-string model (V = 70 Km/h, dry) 
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Figure 6-18: Straight-line braking with contact mass model (V = 70 Km/h, dry) 
Figure 6-1 7 shows the result for the modified stretched-string tyre model, which shows a 
response profi le similar to that of stretched-string tyre model, with the longitudinal slip 
staying in the negative range. The san1e pattern can be seen for the contact mass transient 
tyre model, shown in Figure 6-1 8. During an ABS operation, the correct representation of 
the transient sli p becomes crucial, particularly at lower wheel speed. As the response Jag in 
both these tyre models take into account the variations in the wheel slip along with the load, 
it results in a more acceptable performance. In Table 6-3, a compari son of the individual 
braking di stance of the vehicle is shown for the three tyre models. As evident, the braking 
distance is more or less simi lar for the three tyre models, with stretched-string model 
exhibiting marginall y higher value. 
Tyre Models Braking Distance (m) 
Stretched-String transient tyre model 25.82 
Modified stretched-string tyre Model 25.21 
Contact Mass trans ient tyre mode l 25.29 
Table 6-3: Braking distance and average brake force comparison (V = 70 Km/h, dry, st-line) 
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In the previous ABS run, the control cycle employed deceleration thresho ld for the brake 
re lease phase. This is evident in the wheel angular acceleration plots, such as Figure 6-18 (c), 
where the brake release phase starts only after a certain angular acceleration threshold is 
reached, which eventually causes the wheel angular acceleration to fluctuate within a certain 
range. However, if the wheel deceleration alone is used as a control variable for the brake 
release phase, the brake slip fluctuation in the control cycle may not be restrained within a 
narrow slip range ((Figure 6-18 b), which is often desired for optimum frictional force based 
on the peak value of the 1-1-slip curve. A slightly different approach can be adopted in the 
control cycle described in section (6 .4.2.3), where a slip threshold can be combined along 
with the deceleration threshold to determine the brake release phase. In this case, if the 
wheel longitudinal slip exceeds a predetermined slip threshold, the brake pressure is re leased 
and the control cycle is resumed from phase 3. This approach of slip and deceleration 
threshold as control variables can be used to compare the ABS braking pe1formance of the 
three transient tyre models, as conducted previously. 
Figure 6-19 shows the results for straight li ne ABS brak ing on a dry surface, using the 
stretched-string tyre model, while employing brake slip as an additional control variable. The 
wheel speed plot in Figure 6-1 9 (a) shows that the wheel speed fluctuates past the vehicle 
speed, once the vehicle starts slowing down. This behaviour is also visible in the brake slip 
plot (Figure 6-19 b), where rapid oscillations in brake slip can be seen, once the vehicle 
speed slows down. In comparison to the stretched-string tyre model, the modified stretched-
string tyre model and the contact mass model results display the smooth operation of the 
ABS control, as shown in Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-2 1 respectively. For both the tyre model, 
the wheel speed fluctuates below the vehicle speed fo r every brake cycle, with the brake slip 
staying within an optimal sli p range. 
This set of simulation is attempted to see how the stretched-string tyre model behaves, when 
the brake slip is additionally used as a contro l vari able. The results very clearly demonstrate 
that with the stretched string tyre model, the ABS control fails to respond in a desirable 
manner. As the relaxation length for the stretched-string tyre model is a function of the 
vertical load only, without being affected by the wheel slip, the tyre model lacks the 
accuracy to provide enough damping at the contact. Overall, the use of brake slip as a control 
variable again highlights the limitation of the stretched-string tyre model for ABS 
operations. 
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Figure 6-21: Contact mass mode l plo ts (V == 70 Km/h, d ry, slip as control a l"ia blc) 
6.5.2 traight-Lioe Braking on Wet urface 
imilar to the straight-line braking on a dry urface. the AB simulation re ult. for a wet 
urface arc compared for the three difTerentt) re models. employing deceleration as a control 
variable. Figure 6-22 shows the re ul t for tretchcd-string tyre model. where onl} the front 
wheel plots are displayed. The result again highlights the undesirable behaviour of the 
stretched-string tyre model at lower vehicle speed. As evident from the plots of wheel speed 
(Figure 6-22 a) and the longitudinal slip (Figure 6-22 b), the wheel speed keep nuctuating 
past the vehic le speed. As the friction force aturates earlier on the wet surface, a light 
release of brake pressure accelerate the \\heel cry rapidJy. In the stretched-string tyre 
model. the rela:'<ation length v. hich is rcpre cntative of the tyre lag doe not 'ary v. ith 
changes in steady-state slip. As the relaxation length i still hjgher. the tyre re pan e lag i 
still greater and this produces more oscillator) behaviour. 
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Figure 6-24: Straight-line braking with contact mass model (V = 70 Km/h, wet) 
In comparison to the stretched-string tyre model, both the modified stretched-string and the 
contact mass tyre model demonstrates a well-behaved ABS cycle, as shown in Figw-e 6-23 
and Figure 6-24 respecti vely. The brake pressure profile in both the cases is quite repetitive 
and smooth, which can be attributed to the fact that the external disturbances such as road 
irregularities were not considered in the ABS model. It should be noted that the ABS control 
paran1eters were kept the same for all the tyre models, and thus similar brake pressure 
profiles can be observed for all the three models, until 4.2 sec, where the stretched-string tyre 
model start exhibiting undesirable responses. Also, the stretched-string tyre model takes 
larger braking djstance in comparison with the other two tyre models, as shown in Table 6-4. 
Tyre Models Braking Distance (m) 
Stretched-String transient tyre model 4 1.33 
Modified stretched-string tyre Model 40. 16 
Contact Mass transient tyre mode l 40.26 
Table 6-4: Braking distance for the three transient tyre models (V= 70 Km/h, wet, st-line) 
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6.5.3 traight-Line Braking on now urface 
The re ult of traight-line braking for a dr) pacJ..:cd no'' urface are al o compared for the 
three tyre model . Figure 6-25 shows the re ·ult for the stretched-string transient tyre model. 
''here only the front wheel plots arc di played. As observed earlier, the profile of wheel 
speed. longitudinal slip, wheel angular acceleration and brake wheel pressure displa 
repeti tive cycles at higher speeds. l lowever, at lower speeds, it starts showing undesirable 
beha iour. which again highlights the inabil ity of the stretched-string tyre model to provide 
rea li ·tic contact damping. and lhu failing to contri bu te towards the fast attenuation of brake 
force o ciliation . When comparing the behm iour of stretched-string tyre model on three 
different urface. it can be obsened that the performance of the stretched- tring t}re model 
deteriorate from high friction to Jo,, friction urfaccs. On snow. the friction force aturate 
earlier and "ith it the relaxation length approaches zero and the compliant behaviour of the 
carcas deteriorate . This is not captured b the trctched-string tyre model, ' hich continues 
to exhibit a significant oscillatory behaviour related to the unrealistically high relaxation 
length va lue. 
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The ABS results for the modified stretched-string and the contact mass tyre model are shown 
in Figme 6-26 and Figure 6-27 respectively. Similar to the dry and wet surface results, those 
for the snow surface are again well behaved for the two tyre models. 
A comparison of the vehicle braking di stance during straight-line manoeuvre on the snow 
surface is shown in Table 6-5. The braking di stance for the stretched-string tyre model is 
close to the other two tyre models, though marginally on a higher side again. However, 
looking at the results of all the three surfaces, it can be observed that for straight-line 
manoeuvre, the braking distance in itself does not provide a very useful insight to judge the 
performance of the tlu·ee tyre models. 
Tyre Models Braking Distance (m) 
Stretched-String tran sient tyre model 82.83 
Modified stretched-string tyre Model 82.46 
Contact Mass transient tyre model 82.27 
Table 6-5: Braking distance for the three transient tyre models (V = 70 Km/h, snow, st-line) 
6.5.4 ABS Braking while Cornering on Dry Surface 
Similar to the straight-line braking, the ABS simulation for braking while cornering is also 
conducted for the three transient tyre models. The initia l vehicle speed was again kept at 70 
km/h ( 19.4 m/sec), with a steering hand wheel input of 90° (counter-clockwise) applied at 
0.2 sec, and once the vehicle moves into a left side corner, the braking was initiated at I sec. 
Figure 6-28 shows the results for the stretched-string tyre model, where the wheel speed and 
longitudinal slip for the individual wheels are shown with an offset. This is for sake of 
clarity in the presentation. As shown in Figure 6-28, the wheel speed and the longitudinal 
slip plots exhibits large and undesirable oscillations at lower speed. As the wheel speed 
fluctuates past the vehicle speed, the longitudinal slip (Figure 6-28 b) and the braking force 
(Figure 6-28 d) attains positive value momentarily. This undesirable fluctuation of 
longitudinal or brake slip at lower speed also leads to a sudden drop in brake output pressm e, 
as evident from the outer front wheel plot (Figure 6-28 c). Here, only three curves appear in 
the brake pressure p lot (Figure 6-28 c), as both the rear wheels are operated on select-low 
mode, where same brake output pressure is used. In comparison to the straight-line braking 
on a dry surface, the oscillatory behaviour of the stretched-string tyre model is more visible 
during a cornering manoeuvre, which further highlights the overall limitation of the model. 
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Figure 6-29 shows the lateral slip and the lateral force plots for the stretched-string tyre 
model. In comparison with the longitudinal slip. the lateral slip is relative!) '-\ell beha\ed for 
mo t pan of the brake cycle. Howe' er. tO\\ard end of the simulation. the lateral lip plot 
exhibit undesirable response pattern. \\ hich can be attributed to the fact that the friction 
force at the front -.: heels saturates during the ame time. In the current tyre models, the 
coupling between longitudinal and lateral transient dynamics is not modelled, and hence a 
further study may be required to investiga te the correlation between the longitudinal and the 
lateral response of a tyre, in more detail. 
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Figure 6-31: Lateral sljp I force plot with mod ified stretched-str ing model (V = 70 Km/h, dry) 
The re ult for the modified stretched- tring tyre model and the contact mass model are 
ho\\n in Figure 6-30 to Figure 6-33 respecti ely. In comparison with the stretched- tring 
t) re model. the AB results for the modified stretched-string and the contact mass l) re 
model are again well behaved. As the chiclc is steered towards left. the inner front tyre 
(front left) attains its maximum friction potential much earlier than the outer front tyre, and 
hence the brake pressure build-up is less for the inner front tyres. resulting in a reduced 
longitudinal braking force. Consequently, the lateral or cornering force also drops for the 
inner rront tyres. The plots of wheel speed, longitud inal and lateral slip, brake output 
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prc sure. and longitudinal and lateral force for both the tyre models ho\\ a similar pattern. 
In relation to the stretched-string l) re model. both the modified tretched- ·tring and the 
contact ma tyre model can prO\ ide reali tic contact damping. thus contributing lO\\ ards the 
fast auenuation of brake force osciJJation . 
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3 
During straight-line manoeu re, the performance of the three transient tyre models was not 
very clearly distinguishable in terms of braking distance comparison. llowcvcr, during 
cornering manoeuvre, where more complica ted interaction takes place, the performance of 
the tyre models is more reflective in terms of the braking effectiveness. Figure 6-34 shows 
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the vehicle path curve for the three transient tyre models, where the vehicle with stretched-
string model travels a longer distance and also drifts slightly towards the inside of the turn. 
Thi s behavio ur can be further understood from the average braking force value at the 
individual wheels during the ABS cycle. As shown in Table 6-6, the average brake force at 
the front wheels is much lower for the stretched-string tyre model, in comparison with the 
other two tyre models. The difference is more prominent for the outer front wheel where the 
brake force attains positive value towards the end of simulation nm (Figure 6-28 d). The fact 
that the braking force saturated much earlier for the stretched-string tyre model, leads to a 
reduction in its braking effectiveness, resul ting in higher braking distance (Table 6-6). 
Overall, the stretched-string tyre model, with its limited representation of the relaxation 
length, is once again found inaccurate in a more dynamic situation of combined ABS 
braking with cornering. 
Braking Average Brake Force (N) 
Tyre Models Distance (m) FL FR RL RR 
Wheel Wheel Wheel Wheel 
Stretched-String transient tyre model 29.44 2910 3808 1808 1806 
Modified stretched-string tyre Model 25.5 3255 480 1 1693 1669 
Contact Mass transient tyre model 25.55 3281 4762 1678 1656 
Table 6-6: Braking distance and avet·age force (V = 70 Km/h, dry, braking with cornering) 
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6.5.5 ABS Braking while Cornering on Wet Surface 
The ABS braking compari son for the three transient tyre models, w hile the veh.icle is 
cornering on a wet surface, agai n shows similar trends as observed earlier. Figure 6-35 
shows the ABS results for the stretched-string tyre model on a wet surface. In comparison to 
the cornering manoeuvre on a dry surface, the performance of the stretched-string tyre model 
on a wet surface deteriorates further. Here, as the speed drops, all the four wheels can be 
seen exhibiting large oscillations (Figure 6-35 a). with the longitudinal slip (Figure 6-35 b) 
and the braking force (Figure 6-35 d) attainjng positi e values. The inaccurate representation 
of the relaxation length eventually effects the operati on of the ABS cycle. which is evident 
from the various response plots of Figure 6-35. Under this situation, the tyre response lags 
do not correctly correspond to the de lays in the valve opening and closing fo r the brake 
apply. re lease and hold cycles. As an after-effect, during the brake apply phase, the wheel 
speed instead of dropping down oscillates close to the vehicle speed. This means even a 
slight release of brake pressure can accelerate the wheel very rapidl y, allowing it to move 
past the vehicle speed, resulting in positive slip and fo rce values, and eventually reducing the 
brake effectiveness. 
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Figure 6-35: Braking while cornering with stretched-string model (V = 70 Km/h, wet) 
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In comparison with the stretched-string tyre model, the ABS plots for both the modified 
stretched-string model and the contact mass model are rather well behaved, as shown in 
Figure 6-36 and Figure 6-37 respectively. In all the figmes, the wheel speed and longitudinal 
slip profile for ]ndividual wheels are plotted with an offset, for clarity of presentation. The 
conect representation of the relaxation length or the response lags in these two tyre models 
means that the ABS cycle corresponds in a desirable manner to the tyre transient response. 
While, comparing the lateral slip and force plots for the three transient tyre models, it can be 
observed that the lateral slip I force plots for the stretched-string tyre model (Figure 6-38) 
show some abruptness after 3 sec of simulation, around the time when the longitudinal slip 
starts fluctuating inconsistently. On the other hand, the lateral slip I force plots for the 
modified stretched-string model and the contact mass model are well behaved (Figure 6-39 
and Figure 6-40 respectively). The overall braking distance taken by the vehicle with the 
stretched-string tyre model is also much longer in comparison with the other two tyre models 
(see Figure 6-41 ). 
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6.5.6 AB Braking whiJe Cornering on now urface 
The AB braking performance for the three transient tyre models, while the vehicle is 
cornering, is concluded by comparing thei r performance on the snow surface. Figure 6-42 
shO\\S the AB results for the stretched-string t re model on the snov surface. As evident 
from the results, the stretched-string l) re model is not able to provide enough damping at the 
contact. 1 he longitudinaJ force plots (Figure 6-~2 d) hov;s large fluctuation . \\ ith the peak 
reaching positi e alues during the brake relea e pha e. The slip and wheel speed plots al o 
indicate imilar behaviour from the VC() start of the sjmulatjon. The results are consistent 
with the prc ious simulation run and it once again highlights the fact that the braking 
performance of the stretched-string tyre model deteriorates from high to low friction 
surfaces. In comparison the AB plots for both the modified stretched-string tyre model 
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(Figure 6-43) and the contact mass model (Figure 6-44) show fairly uniform and consistent 
behaviour. Altho ugh, the uniformity or the repetiti ve nature of the ABS pressure cycles are 
reflective of the fact that the road disturbances were not considered in the ABS simulation, 
the results, nevertheless, emphasise the ability of the two transient tyre models to simulate 
ABS braking on low fri ction surfaces. 
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Figure 6-42: Braking while cornering with stretched-string model (V == 70 Km/h, snow) 
Also, fo r all the three tyre model cases the rear right wheel (outer) exhibi ts maximum 
longitudinal force fl uctuations. Since the ABS brake system employs select-low 
configuration for the rear wheels, the rear right wheel, being on the outside of the turn, does 
not reach its maximum force potential. Hence, during the brake release phase, the whee] 
speed accelerates and almost reaches the vehicle speed. As the vehicle slows down, the 
above effects become more predominant, which is evident from the slip and longitudinal 
force plots of all the three transient tyre models. For the modified stretched-string tyre model 
(Figure 6-43), the relaxation length reduces with an increase in slip, which helps in 
attenuating the longitudinal force oscillations, due to the presence of contact damping. The 
same hoJds true for the contact mass model (Figw-e 6-44), where the carcass deformation 
reduces with an increase in slip, thus keeping the longitudinal force oscillations under check. 
The relaxation length of the stretched-string tyre model (Figure 6-42), on the other hand, 
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does not vary with slip and, hence, the longitudinal force response has the same Jag at low 
speeds as that at high speeds. The unrealisti call y high relaxation length and lack of contact 
damping, eventuall y leads to higher force fluctuations for the stretched-string tyre model. 
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Figure 6-43: Braking while cornering with modified stretched-string model (V= 70 Km/b, snow) 
Tyre Models Braking Distance (m) 
Dry Wet Snow 
Stretched-String transient tyre model 29.44 49. 12 96.65 
Modified stretched-string tyre Model 25.5 42.86 89.01 
Contact Mass transient tyre mode l 25.55 42.87 88.87 
Table 6-7: Braking distance for the three transient tyre models while cornering (V= 70 Km/h) 
The vehicle path curves for the three transient tyre models are shown in Figure 6-45. Both 
the modified stretched-string tyre model and the contact mass model show similar vehicle 
path curves, whereas the stretched-string tyre model not onJy takes much longer in braking 
distance, but also the vehicle path deviates towards the inside of the turn. Table 6-7 shows 
the braking di stance comparison for all the three tyre models, where the braking distance for 
the stretched-string tyre model is consistently on a higher side, in compari son to the other 
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two tyre models. on various surface . The resuh once again reiterates the fact that 
limitations of the stretched-sting l) re. in tcnn · of braking effecti\ ene . i e, po cd during 
cornering manoeuvre. in compari on to the earlier conducted straight-line braking. 
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6.6 Braking Simulation with Step Variation in the Brake Pressure 
The simulation resu lts presented so far involved closed loop ABS braking, where the 
influence of tyre transient behaviour was investigated for a range of operating conditions. 
The analysis results clearly highlight the limitations of the stretched-string model in correctly 
predicting the tyre behaviour in ABS app lications. In compari son, both the modified 
stretched-string model and the contact mass model, not only represented the tyre dynamic 
behaviour in a more realistic manner, but a lso produced similar results. The simi larity in 
both these tyre models' results can be attributed to the fact that the current ABS brake 
model while simulating the rapid brake pressure build-up, hold and reduction cycles (mostly 
repeti tive in nature), tested only certain characteristics of a tyre model, namely the primary 
one being its ability to handle fast changing slip and wheel oscillations. In comparison, an 
ABS system in a production vehicle has to deal with a number of other transients such as 
those originating from the brake modulator and the brake lines as an outcome of the pressure 
transients due to the brake fluid hydraulics and opening and closing of the valves, as well as 
irregularities of the road surface ere. Consequently, the tyre in a production vehicle is 
exposed to more dynamic behaviour, than what is simulated in the current ABS model. 
Keeping in mind the above facts, a new set of simulations are conducted, where a step brake 
pressure pulse is employed to excite the transients in the tyre model. As opposed to the ABS 
simulation, the brake pressure in this case fo llows an open-loop cycle, where a pre-
determined step brake pressure is appl ied to the wheels without any feed back to modulate 
the pressure cycle. Additionally, a short pressw·e pulse is added at the beginning of every 
pressure step so that the dynamic behaviour of the transient tyre models can be studied 
further. In-line with the previous s imulation runs, comparisons between the three transient 
tyre models is again made, with the analysis results presented below. 
Figure 6-46 shows the plots of the stretched-string tyre model with a step brake pressure 
variation. The vehicle in this case is driven in a straight-line with an initial speed kept as 70 
km/ h (19.4 m/sec). A brake pressure with ramp input is initia lly applied to all the four 
wheels (front and rear di stribution) at 0.5 seconds, before the step brake input is initiated at 
1.5 seconds. The stepped brake pressure input with short pressme pulses is shown in Figure 
6-46 (c), where the overall brake pressure gradually increases through the course of the 
simulation, but the small step ri se in brake pressure ensures that the vehicle decelerates 
gradually. As a result, the brake slip stays on the low side during the simulation (Figure 6-46 
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b) with no danger of wheel locking. The interesting part of the simulation, however, is the 
tyre response to the excitation provided by the short pressure pulses. As evident from Figure 
6-46 (b), the longitudinal slip oscillates with every pressure pulse and the oscillations are 
canied until the next pressure step . It clearly appears that the osci llations are not damped 
quickly, which is also evident from the longitudinal force response (Figme 6-46 d). The 
oscillation increases as the speed drops, again highlighting the limitation of the relaxation 
length approach in the stretched-string model. As the relaxation length in this case does not 
vary as function of slip, its value stays higher at low speeds. A higher value of relaxation 
length not only causes more lag in the fo rce response, but also leads to a larger percentage 
overshoot. This is in line with the findings ofPauwelussen et al (2003). 
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Figure 6-46: Step braking with stretched-stl"ing model (V = 70 Km/h, dry, st-line) 
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The modified stretched-string tyre model plots are shown in Figure 6-47. For the same brake 
pressure input, the modified stretched-string tyre model shows better response, as evident 
from the longitudinal slip (Figure 6-47 b) and longitudinal force (Figure 6-47 d) profiles. 
The oscillations in this case are damped much quicker and al so as the relaxation length 
reduces with an increase in slip, the force response is less oscillatory when compared with 
the stretched-string tyre model. In both the stretched-string tyre models, the onJy source of 
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damping i the friction at the contact. ln the implc tretched-string tyre model, thi damping 
mechani m i combined with the relaxation length. which sta~ s con tant in relation with the 
lip. fhi promotes oscillations. a the higher 'alue of relaxation length delays the force 
rcspon e. In the modified stretched- tring tyre model. the relaxation length reduce and v. ith 
it the tendency of the tyre to oscillate. 
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Figure 6-47: tcp braking with modified trctchcd-string model (V= 70 Km/ h, dry, t-linc) 
The contact mass ty re model plots are shown in (Figure 6-48). As opposed to the /\BS 
simulation performed earlier, where the modified stretched-string tyre model and the contact 
mass model howed similar behaviour , the re ponsc of the contact ma s model in this case 
shO\\S improvement in relation to the modified stretched-string tyre model. This can be 
attributed to the fact that the contact ma s model includes additional damping in the carcass. 
which lead to further suppre sion of the o ciliation in comparison to the modified 
tretched-string tyre model. As a con equence. the longitudinal slip and force o cillations arc 
damped much quicker (Figure 6-48 b,d) and the response overshoot is also reduced, 
particularly at low speeds. 
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To fmther look into the transient behaviour of the three tyre models, the previous 
simulations are repeated, thi s time at a low speed. The vehicle initia l speed this time is kept 
at 34 km/h, with similar brake input initiated at 0.5 seconds. Figure 6-49 shows the plots of 
the stretched-string tyre modeL As evident from the results, the slip oscillations, following 
the excitations from the pressure pulses, are of much higher amplitude. At reduced speed, the 
damping also reduces and the oscillations with large overshoots are carried until the next 
pressure step. In comparison, the results from the modified stretched-string tyre mode! show 
some improvement (Figure 6-50), with longitudinal slip staying negative (Figure 6-50 b), as 
opposed to the stretched-string tyre model, where the slip fluctuations reach positive values 
(Figure 6-49 b). However, the oscillations in the modified stretched-string tyre model are not 
damped quickly and persist until the next pressure step, as evident from the longitudinal 
force plot (Figure 6-50 d). The contact mass model (Figure 6-5 1), on the other hand, 
demonstrates much improved performance, where the osci llations not onJy dampen quickly, 
but the overall amplitude is also reduced. This is also evident from the longitudinal force plot 
(Figure 6-5 1 d), which after initial oscillations due to the excitation provided by the short 
pressure pulse, settles down before the next pressure step. 
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In the previous simulations, the transient response of the three tyre models upon excitation 
by the stepped pressure pulses were discussed. The stepped braking simulation was 
conducted at reduced speed. From the results, it can be concluded that at lower speeds the 
dynamic behaviour of the tyre becomes more cri tical, particularly for the situations which 
involves rapid brake pressure or brake toque fluctuations like the ones encow1tered in an 
ABS system. As observed Ln the previous simulations, except fo r the contact mass transient 
mode l, the other two tyre models exhibit large fluctuations, which take much longer time to 
settle. The high amplitude longitudinal force fluctuations leads to wheel speed disturbances, 
which eventually affect the performance of the ABS system, as the controller may have to 
deal with corrupt signals. 
As a final simulation run, stepped braking with sh01t pressure pulses is appl ied in a cornering 
manoeuvre. The vehicle initial speed was kept as 70 km/h (19.4 m/sec), with a steering hand 
wheel input of 90° provided at 0.2 seconds from the strut of the simulation. Similar to the 
previous simulation runs, the brake pressure with ramp input was initiated at 0.5 seconds, 
while the vehicle enters its steady-state phase. Figure 6-52 shows the plots for the stretched-
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string tyre model. The brake pressure (Figure 6-52 c) fo llows an open loop cycle, where the 
predetermined stepped input with short pressure pulses was set such that it provides enough 
excitation to the wheels, but also guards against wheel locking. As the brake pressure or 
brake torque is equally distributed on the left and right side wheels, the inner wheels which 
have lower velocities compared to the outer wheels, achieve their friction potential and attain 
higher values of longitudinal slip (refer Figure 6-52 b). The outer wheels, being at higher 
speed, do not achieve their friction potential and stays at lower values of slip. Thus the outer 
wheels are more susceptible to rapid oscillations due to the applied ex citations of the short 
pressure pulses. This behaviour is evident from both the longitudinal sl ip as well as 
longitudinal force plots, which exhibits larger overshoots and longer settling times. 
The limitations of the stretched-string tyre model can be further expressed by the dynamic 
force-slip plots. shown in Figure 6-53. After, every step increase in the brake pressure or 
brake torque, the longitudinal slip increases as well as the longitudinal force after a cetiain 
lag due to the relaxation length of the tyre. This means that while sli p increases or decreases, 
the longitudinal force responds after certain lag. The circular loops in the dynamic fo rce-sl ip 
plot (Figure 6-53) reflect thi s particular oscillatory behaviour, where every single step 
pressure change leads to a new set of loops with slip moving to a new steady-state value. The 
transient response of the tyre model can also be identified from the nature of the circular 
loops. The dynamic force-slip plot of the outer front tyre (Figure 6-53 b) exhibits large 
loops, which are a direct reflection of its osci llatory behav iour, as evident from the 
longitudinal force and slip plots of Figure 6-52. The inner tyre dynan1ic force-slip plots, on 
the other hand, exhibits comparatively short loops which agree with the less oscillatory 
nature of the inner tyre response. Overall, these plots once again confirm that the stretched-
string tyre model, with its limited representation of the relaxation length, cannot accurately 
address the requirements of an ABS braking, where undesirable osci ll ations due to the 
external excitations can provide misleading information to the controller. 
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The modified stretched-string tyre model plots are shown in Figure 6-54. The outer wheel 
slip plot (Figure 6-54 b), in this case exhibits less oscillatory response, where the slip settles 
soon after some initial oscillations. As the oscillations are quickly damped, the dynamic 
force-slip plots (Figure 6-55) show relatively smaller loops; the size of which increases once 
the vehicle speed drops to low values. The contact mass transient tyre model, in comparison 
with the other two tyre models, shows far better response (refer Figure 6-56). As observed in 
the previous simulation runs, the inclusion of the dynamic characteristics such as inertia, 
damping and stiffness in the tyre model influences its overall damping behavimu·, which can 
be verified by the dynamic force-slip plots in Figure 6-57. The force-slip plots, in this case, 
exhibit relatively short loops, which signifies the fact that the osci ll ations were not only 
damped much quickly, but also the longitudinal force response Jag in relation to the slip is 
also reduced with speed. In addition, the loops in the force-slip plots can be distinguished for 
every brake pressure step cycle, as the slip settles down long before the next pressure pulse 
excitation. 
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6.7 Chapter Remarks 
0.025 
0035 
This chapter has shown the influence of tyre transient behaviour on the performance of an 
AB system. The dynamic behaviour of three transient tyre models have been analysed by 
employing a realistic ABS system in a fu ll vehicle mode l. Although all the three transient 
tyre models are based on the widely fo llowed semi-empirical Magic Formula tyre 
characteri stics, they significantly differ in the way the tyre carcass compliances and contact 
patch sli p properties are represented. The stretched-string tyre model, where the transient 
behav iour is represented through the first order relaxation length approach, has its limitations 
in provid ing realistic contact damping, and a result promotes higher oscillations. U nl ike the 
stretched-string tyre model, the re laxation length in the modified stretched-string tyre model 
varies with tyre sli ppages, such that with an increase in slip the relaxation length decreases. 
This means that the tyre response lag in both longi tudinal as well as lateral djrections reduce 
at higher slips, which eventually leads to better performance ofthe modified stretched-string 
tyre model in ABS braking. The con tact mass model, in comparison, fo llows a s lightly 
different approach, where the carcass compliance and contact sli p properties are modelled 
separately. Instead of the normal relaxation length approach, the inclusion of single point 
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contact mas along with the carcas springs. repre ents the dynamic characteri tics of a tyre 
in a more realistic manner. During AB imulation. both the modified stretched- tring t) re 
model and the contact mass model ho-.,ed imilar performance for straight-l ine a well as 
cornering manoeu re. This similarity is ob crved since the employed AB brake model does 
not take in to account certain external disturbances. as well as transient pressures of the brake 
lines and modulator dynamics; all of which can potentially affect the tyre responses. 
llowe cr. in the second set of sirn ulations. when the stepped brake pressure with short pulses 
were used a input. the contact ma model exhibited reduced osci llator behaviour and 
quid,cr respon e time to the brake pre ure e ·citations. The additional damping in the 
carca · for the contact mass model lead to further suppression of the o ci liation . in 
compari on to the modified stretched- tring t ) re model. Based on the results. it can be afely 
concluded that the contact ma s tran ient l) re mode\ is much bener suited for an AB 
simulation ·tudy. For the t)Te models ba ed on the first order relaxation length approach. the 
high amplitude longitudinal force nuctuations may lead to wheel speed disturbance . 
e cntua ll affecting the performance of the .AB system, as the controller may have to deal 
with corrupt signals. 
The o crall ob ervations of this research and the need for any future work arc outlined in 
chapter 7. 
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7 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
7.1 Overall Conclusions and Contribution to Knowledge 
The thesis presents an intermediate vehic le system modelling approach to study vehicle 
transient handling behaviour, by stressing on simplified yet accurate modell ing of the 
important elements. The approach is further extended and appl ied to ABS control study, 
where the influence of tyre transience on ABS braking is investigated. 
One of the starting tasks in the research work was to develop low-end vehicle models (few 
DOFs), employing Newton-Euler formulation of equations of motion. The 3-DOF model, 
developed using thi s approach, includes some non-linear characteristics, but also has a 
number of simplifications. Though largely appropriate for steady-state handling analysis, it 
lacks in accuracy when it comes to transient hand ling manoeuvres. This was demonstrated 
during its comparative study with the larger intermediate model and the ADAMS multi-body 
dynamics model. 
The intermediate vehicle model, built in MATLAB/Simulink environment, incorporates 
additional DOF to capture all the translational and rotational motions of the unsprung masses 
in space, aJong with a realistic representation of the various sub-systems such as vehic le 
body (sprung mass), suspension steering, wheel-tyre and driving/braking system. Here, 
particular attention is paid to the suspension system modelling, where the various non-linear 
effects are adequately represented through springs, dampers, bw11p-stops, anti-roll bars, as 
well as rigid suspension constraints (using the virtual work method). Dur ing handling 
analysis, it is shown that accurate modelling of suspension is of paramount importance, 
especially for critical handling conditions. Additionally, the inclusion of large angular 
motions, as well as the kinematic effects at suspension and steering/wheels to simulate the 
wheel lift-off, has allowed the intermediate model to perform limiting handling manoeuvres. 
This is shown by conducting a few critical handling manoeuvres, invo lving cornering on 
surfaces with uneven friction. The vehicle 's propensity to roll-over is then assessed, as the 
tyres suddenly enter areas of significantly higher friction. 
In the thesis, a detailed multi-body vehicle model is also developed in the ADAMS/Chassis 
environment, which incorporates the effects of compliances in the body, suspension and 
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steering sub-systems, in addition to the detailed representation of each rigid-body component 
of the vehicle. During the transient vehicle handling comparison task, the intermediate 
vehicle model has agreed well with the complex ADAMS model, which justifies the use of 
simplified yet reasonably accurate vehicle modelling approach fo r crit ical handling 
manoeuvres. Some minor differences in the results can also be attributed to lack of 
compliance effects in the intermediate vehicle model , along with a few secondary effects 
such as roll and bLm1p steer, non-linear damping re lated to the steering and anti-roll bar etc. 
The intermediate vehicle model is further validated through a number of vehicle tests, 
conducted on a proper track. The test vehicle fitted with a reliable GPS/Ineiiial measurement 
system helped in experimentally evaluating the intermediate vehicle model for different 
handling manoeuvres, where the intermediate vehicle model responses closely matched with 
the test vehicle one's. During the actual tests, combined cornering and braking manoeuvres 
were performed, which were also simulated by the intermediate vehicle model, using a set of 
information from the test vehicle CAN network such as master cylinder brake pressure, 
engine speed/torque, gear position etc., so that both driving and braking conm1and at the 
wheels can be replicated. This approach has allowed to successfully test the mathematical 
model of the hydraulic brake w1it, based on the work by Gerdes and Hedrick ( 1999), and 
integrated to the intermediate vehicle model for realistic simulation of braking manoeuvres. 
The adopted model uses reduced order brake system dynamics, employing simplified brake 
hydraulics and vacuum booster and intends to serve as a p latform fo r future extension to a 
complete ABS hydraulic model. 
The ABS system, developed in the current work, fo llows a conventional peak-seeking 
approach, where control variables such as wheel angular deceleration and slip thresholds are 
used to determine the various stages of the ABS control cycle. Instead of modeiling the 
detailed dynamics of an ABS system, the algorithm takes into account the intrinsic 
characteristics of the modulator in a s implified way, whjch includes apply and release rates, 
valve timings and delays, filters characteristics etc. The ABS system also employs an 
adaptive non-linear filter method to determine the reference velocity in the brake control 
cycle. Though, the various parameters used in the present ABS control were based on 
numerous optin1ization trial runs, as well as some published data, the existing vehicle-ABS 
system can be used to perform a more thorough optimization or parameter based study. 
Similarly, a more detailed study based on different control variables can also be conducted, 
as shown in chapter 6. The work, overall, demonstrates that an ABS control , based on 
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rclativel) simplified modelling approach can be effective! applied for conducting crucial 
performance tudy in a full vehicle imulati n cm ironment. 
One of the primary aims of the pre ent "'ork was to explore different transient tyre 
modelling approaches, based on semi-empirical Magic Formula characteristics and to study 
their innucnce on AB braking, under a range of demanding operating conditions. The three 
di ffercnt transient tyre models (i.e. the stretched-string model. modified stretched-string 
model and the contact mass model), applied in the current work, are ba ed on the ingle 
point contact approach. which u e simplified and approximate characteristic a · compared 
to the original tretched-string modelling approach. evertheles . for relati ely lo"' 
frequenc) transient and oscillator) 'ehiclc motions. the single point contact approach can 
provide rea onabl) accurate prediction of the tran ient responses (Pacejka. 2006). AI o. the 
simplicit) and ease of numerical simulation. O\\ ing to the Magic Formula characteri tic . 
furthe r add to it advantage. 
To in cstigate the influence of tyre transients on AB braking response, a number of braki ng 
runs were conducted using the transient tyre models, for straight line as weJJ ns corn cri ng 
manoeuvres. on different road surfaces. The following are some of the ke findings of the 
re carch in this area: 
I) For the stretched-string transient t) re m del. rapid oscillations of \\'heel peed and brake 
lip can be een during AB braking. e peciall) at lower vehicle speeds. The bcha\ iour of 
the m del becomes more undesirable on lo\ friction surfaces. while cornering and al o 
during lov speed manoeuvres. The o cillatory tyre behaviour may eventually prove 
detrimental to the braking performance, as disturbances of this type in wheel speed signals 
can often corrupt the working of an AB controller. The braking distance is also on a 
sl ightly higher side as compared with the other two transient tyre models. In the stretched-
tring tyre model. the relaxation length does not ary with slip. which means at higher values 
of lip lO\\ards the end of simulation. the rl!laxation length is still higher than \.,ould be 
expected. 0' erall. the stretched- tring l) re model i not found to be accurate enough to 
prO\ idc reali tic contact damping. and a result promotes higher oscillation . 
2) In comparison, the modified stretched-string tyre model shows rather mooth and well 
behaved responses during the various AB runs. Apart from the relaxation length being 
expressed as a variable of both tyre slippage and verti cal load it also considers clastic tread 
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elements for longitudinal and lateral deflection, which is neglected in the stretched-string 
tyre mode l. Though the modified stretched-string model is relatively cumbersome to solve, 
the initial simulation results demonstrated that it can adequately handle rapid and oscillatory 
responses associated with ABS braking. However, considering the fact that a commercial 
ABS system has to encounter much more severe conditions, a second set of braking 
simulation was conducted, where a stepped brake pressure input with sholi pressure pulses 
was directly applied to the wheels so as to simulate a more realistic transient cond ition 
associated with the internal system dynamics. Here, the modifi ed stre tched-str ing tyre 
model's response, though much better than the stretched-string tyre model, sti ll exhibited 
large overshoots. with the oscill ations taking longer time to dissipate. Through the later 
simulati ons. the li mitations of the modified stretched-string tyre model became quite 
apparent, especially for more severe transient conditions. 
3) The contact mass transient tyre model, on the other hand, displays overa ll smooth 
behaviour during the entire exercise. As opposed to the above two t ransient tyre models, the 
contact mass model is based on the separate representation of the carcass compliance and 
contact slip properties. The inclusion of the contact patch (with inertia) , such that it can 
deflect in the circumferential and lateral direction with respect to the lower part of the rim, 
and the carcass springs (with damping and s ti ffness) represents the dynamic characteri stics 
of a tyre in a more realistic manner. This approach automatically takes care of the vertical 
load dependant Jag, along with accounting for reduction in lag with the increasing 
(combined) slip. The additional damping in the carcass for the contact mass model leads to 
furthe r suppression of the oscillations, in comparison to the modified stretched-string tyre 
model. Based on the analysis results, it can be safely said that the contact mass transient tyre 
model , with reasonably accurate transient response behaviour, is much better suited for an 
ABS simulation environment. 
4) Through the number of ABS simulations performed under a range of operating conditions, 
including combined cornering and brak ing, it is shown that the tyre models which are adequate 
for pure braking might struggle when the complicated full vehicle dynamics are excited. It is 
also shown that the tyre behaviour can be influenced by the complex interaction of handling 
and braking, dur ing a cornering manoeuv re. It is, therefore, advisable to incorporate 
combined cornering and brak ing as important criteria, while investigating or eva luating the 
performance of a tyre model in relation with ABS simulation. 
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7.2 Achievements of Aims 
The overall aims of the research project, as underlined at the start of the thesis were 
accomplished successfully. A brief description of the level of task achieved is listed below: 
1) Development of simpler vehicle models fo r non-linear vehicle behaviour, and extending 
it further to develop intermediate vehicle model by incorporating sufficient degrees of 
freedom and adequate non-linear characteri stics of the different parts. 
2) Inclusion of various non-linear effects of the vehicle subsystem, particularly suspension, 
helped in generating reali stic response behaviour. A number of other features such as 
steering I wheel kinematics and large angle effects further facilitated the vehicle simulation 
study under limit handling conditions, such as a pre-roll-over event. 
3) Establishing a complex mul ti-body mode l in ADAMS/Chassis, with much greater leve l 
of details. Its library of standard test events eased the task of conducting cri tical evaluation 
of the intermediate vehicle model under various transient hand ling manoeuvres. 
4) The experimental tests, conducted with a reliable GPS enabled vehicle, ftu·ther 
ascertained the realistic behaviour of the intermediate vehicle model under transient handling 
manoeuvres. It also involved combined cornering and braking manoeuvres, which were 
simulated with the intermediate vehicle model, tlu·ough its hydraulic brake unit, by making 
use of certain information fi·om the test vehicle CAN network. 
5) The development and integration of a conventional ABS system in the intermediate 
vehicle model provided a p latform to perform tyre transients' influence study in a full 
vehicle simulation enviro1m1ent. The modular structure of the intermediate vehic le model in 
MA TLAB I Simulink environment means that the existing modelling set-up can be used for 
implementation of different control strategies in future. Feasibility also exists to externally 
interface or integrate other modules, such as a detailed hydraulic ABS model. 
6) The study of the transient tyre models in a fu ll vehicle simulation environment m 
conj unction with ABS braking yielded good results. The comparative influence of the three 
transient tyre models on the working of an. ABS system under different operating conditions 
was critically assessed, along with the investigation of the modell ing requirements and the 
relative impotiance of the dynamic characteristics of a tyre. 
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7.3 Critical Assessment of the Approach 
Jn the intermediate vehicle model, the non-linearities associated with the vertical motion of a 
complex suspension system is adequately represented through the non-linear spring damper, 
along with the secondary motion effects through the virtual work principle. However, this 
approach cannot accommodate the longitudinal and lateral displacements of the contact 
patch due to bushings and other compliance effects, whjch eventually affect the wheel 
kinematics and also the effective track width. These effects become more prominent during 
limit handling conditions, wrule a vehicle experiences large roll or pitch angles. The 
inclusion of elasto-kinematics and compliance effects of suspension can certainly aid the 
vehicle behaviom under such conditions. 
The limited DOF (only vertical) for the tyre-wheel assembly meant that the effect of 
longitudinal deflection of the wheel can not be considered. while calculating the wheel slip. 
For accurate representation of the wheel slip, especiall y during braking on uneven roads, the 
above effect needs to be incorporated in the tyre-wheel assembly. The excitations originating 
from the road surface were also not taken into account in the present research. While, thjs 
can be a safe assumption for a flat road surface, it is inadequate when it comes to uneven 
roads; the influence of road undulations cannot be neglected. This effect can also be easily 
incorporated so that the same study can be extended for uneven roads. 
The generic ABS model developed for the present research did not consider detailed 
dynamics I hydraulics of an ABS modulator, and hence the transient behaviour originating 
from the underlying system dynamics cannot be simulated with the present ABS model. 
While, the above effect may be worth attempting in future for a more detailed investigation 
of tyre transient effects in relation with the ABS system dynamics, the level of complexity of 
the vehicle model may need to be scaled down, as the complex interaction of various sub-
systems in a verucle may cause serious problems in the workjngs of an ABS controller. For 
simjlar reasons conducting such studies in a commercial multi-body tool such as ADAMS is 
less desirable, especially due to the issues involved with the integration of externally built 
dynamic ABS braking system with the ADAMS model. 
The contact mass mode l can represent the transient and oscillatory tyre behaviour in a 
reasonable accmate manner by includ ing dynamic characteristics such as inertia, damping 
and stiffness in the model. However, it has its limitations in representing the deformation 
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distri bution in the contact area, along with the high frequency osci llatory tyre behaviour. 
While. these effects were comprehensively captured in the past by researchers such as 
(Mavros et a/, 2005a b). who developed a 1ransient brush model, incorporating d iscretised 
tread and belt elements with viscoelasti c characteristics, the complexities invo lved in 
integrating such detailed tyre models in a generic multi-body vehicle environment often acts 
as a stumbling block. The transient tyre mode lling based on semi-empirical Magic Formula 
characteri stics offers ease of numerical s imulatio n, as shown in the current research, but at 
the same time are restricti ve in their overa ll representation of the tyre transient 
characteristics. 
7.4 Suggestions for Future Work 
Taking into account the aforementioned -limitations of the highlighted approach. certain 
additional details can be incorporated in the intermediate vehicle model to improve its 
behaviour under limiting handling conditions. As a starting step, it will be interesting to take 
into account the influence of suspens ion and steering compliances, along with the detai led 
wheel-tyre kinematics so that the vertical forces at the tyre can be accurately modelled. whi le 
a wheel encounters large angular motions. For performing a detailed pre-rollover simulation, 
a detailed representation of the contact interaction between the tyres and potential obstacles, 
along wi th a ]-dimensional representation of sur face terrai n can be investigated. It wi ll also 
be interesting to model the re laxation length with respect to large camber and slip variations, 
as demonstrated in a study by (Higuchi and Pacejka, 1997), so that the influence of tyre 
response lag can be studied for linu ting hand ling conditions. 
The transient tyre models used in the present study fitted well with the scope of the present 
research. However, considering the limitations of these transient tyre models for high 
freq uency application. it would be more pragmatic to apply a more advanced tyre model for 
future studies. FTire is one such tyre mode l, which can satisfy the requ irements for any 
future extension of the current work. Though. not as computarionally efficient as the 
transient tyre models applied in the present research, the FTire model can be easi ly 
integrated into a multi-body simulation environment and retains an advantage over others in 
handl ing road irregularities and descriptio n of sudden obstacles. Its operation in high 
frequency domain (up to 120 Hz) means that the tyre model can be used to perform 
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parameter tudy in relation to frequency re pon e function, as an extension to the pre ent 
stud) . 
Apart from incorporating small effect uch as road undulations and longitudinal DOF in the 
tyre-wheel assembly, the present modelling-set up can be further extended to integrate a 
drive-t rain model. This would provide a natural extension to the current research, where the 
study of dri ve torque variations in relation to the dynamic behaviour of a tyre can be 
conducted in a f'ull vehicle simulation environment. The inclusion of a drive-train model can 
al o open up more avenues for future re earch ... ~here traction control or limited lip control 
tudics can be implemented. using a similar line of approach. 
Finall). the extension of the pre ent h) draulic brake system to a full) non-linear AB 
hydraulic model can also be conducted in the future. However. this is not a straight forv.ard 
task. as the di. crete nature of the actuator/modulator d) namics would require a more robust 
control system. In the past. studies have been conducted where appro ·imatc mathematical 
model or the AB hydraulic system wi th a vari able structure control wa u eel. lli therto. 
such studies have involved simplistic quarter vehicle models (Wu and hih. 2003) or 
relati cly simple venicle models' ith partia l repre entation of ABS hydraul ics (Mills et al. 
200~). There has been no reported tud). "hich compri es different non-linear elements such 
a a full) non-linear vehicle model \\ith complete AB hydraulics and an integrated transient 
t) re model. together "ith a robust controller. 
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Appendix 
A) Vehicle Parameters 
Total prung Mass Weight 
Total weight at fron t axle 
Total ' eight at rear ax le 
llcight of ma s centre abo e ground 
Wheclba e 
Front track 
Rear track 
Total roll inertia 
Total pitch inertia 
Total yaw inertia 
Product of inertia 
Front suspension linear damping rate 
Rear su pension linear damping rate 
Front suspension linear stiffne s 
Rear suspension linear stiffness 
tatic camber angle 
Front antiroll bar linear stiffnes 
Rear antiroll bar linear stiffness 
Front un-sprung mass 
Rear un-sprung mass 
I !eight of front roll centre above ground 
Height of rear roll centre above ground 
Free rolling tyre radius 
T) re stiffness 
Tyre damping rate 
Moment of inertia of the wheel 
Appendix 
Kg 
Kg 
Kg 
m 
m 
m 
m 
kgm2 
, 
kg m-
kgm2 
kgm2 
N/(m/s) 
/(m/s) 
/m 
/m 
deg 
m/rad 
m/rad 
Kg 
Kg 
m 
m 
m 
/m 
1612.75 
958.4 
860.9 1 
0.5-t27 
3.028 
1.56 
1.56 
734 
3983 
4240 
- 17 
2000 
2130 
22000 
2-l!OO 
0.5 
51000 
7000 
109 
98 
0.09 
0.14 
0.3169 
264800 
500 
1.5 
A 
Appendix 
B) Tyre Parameters 
Long itudinal Coefficient Lateral Coefficient Aligning Moment Coefficient 
Pcxl 1.3178: Pc) I 1.2676; Qbzl - 5.6008: 
Pdxl 1 .~55: Pdy l 0.90031 ; Qbz2 ::: -1.9968: 
Pdx2 0.063954; Pdy2 - -0. 16748; Qbz3 ::: -0.58685; 
Pdx3 0: Pdy3 -0.43989; Qbz4 - -0.20922; 
Pcx I 0. I 5798; Pcy l -0.3442; QbzS == 0.2973; 
Pex2 0.41141: Pey2 -0. 10763: Qbz9 3.2333: 
Pc>..3 0.1487: Pey3 0.11 513: QbziO "' 0; 
Pex4 -3 .0004; Pey4 -6.9663: Qczl -= 1.091~ : 
Phi 23 181 : PI.) I -25 .7 1-t : Qdzl == 0.082536: 
Pl.\2 -0.037391; P\..}2 -3.2658: Qdz2 = -0.011631: 
PJ..\3 -0.80348; P\..) 3 -0.0054467: Qdz3 - -0.18704; 
Phxl -0.0005826-t: Phy l 0.0031111 ; Qdz4 0. 18698: 
Phx2 -0 .0037992; Ph) 2 2.1666c-005: Qdz6 0.00071228: 
Pvxl 0.045118; Ph} 3 0.036592; Qdz7 = 0.0010-t 19: 
Pvx2 0.058244: Pvyl 0.0064945: Qdz8 -0. 11886; 
Rbx I 13.276; Pvy2 -0.0052059; Qdz9 = -0.01 1967; 
Rbx2 -13.778: PV) 3 0.01 37 13: Qez l = -35.25: 
Rcx l 1.0; Pvy4 -0.0092737; Qez2 = -34.746: 
Rex l 0: Rbyl 7. 1433: Qez3 - 0: 
Re~ 0: Rb}2 9.1916: Qez4 - 0.62393: 
Rh\ I 0: Rb) 3 -0.02786: Qez5 -
-2.6405: 
Ptx I 0.85683: Re) I 1: Qhz l = 0.0023279: 
Ptx2 0.000 I 1176: Re} I 0: Qhz2 = -0.00 101 "6; 
Pt>..3 -1.3 I 31: Rey2 0: Qhz3 = 0.030508: 
Ptx4 0.1: Rhyl 0; Qhz4 = 0.05834-t; 
Rhy2 0: Sszl = 0.0097546; 
Rvy l 0: Ssz2 = 0.0043624; 
Rvy2 0: Ssz3 = 0; 
Rvy3 0; Ssz4 = 0: 
RV)-t 0; Qtzl - 0: 
Rv) 5 0; Mbeh - 0: 
RV)6 0: 
Pt) I 4.1114: 
Pty2 6.1149: 
Other Parameters 
Breff 4. 90; Freff = 0.09: Dreff - 0.4 I: Qv I 0.000071 ; Pa1 =0.4 147; Pa2= 1.9129: 
kc~ = 409 (Ns/m); c~, = 4.35e5 (N/rn); key- 320.8 (Ns/m); Ccy -= 1.665e5 (N/m); me~ I (kg); 
B 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
